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Abstract

Introduction:  In  this  study,  the  prototype  unit  of  the  EOS imaging  device  was  applied  to  chest

imaging to assess its feasibility in a clinical setting. 

The EOS is a new 2D/3D radio-imaging technology that uses a gaseous radiation detector and micro-grid

ionization chamber derived from Micromegas, the micro-grid developed by the Nobel Prize winner Georges

Charpak and extensively used in high-energy research (eg, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland). The detectors are

very efficient  and enable low-dose medical imaging by stringent collimation,  which avoids the undesired

scattered radiation that increases dose and degrades image quality. The EOS prototype uses very thin (500

µm) fan-like x-ray beams and was planned for low-dose standing radiography of the human skeleton. It has

two x-ray  tubes  and  two detectors  that  allow synchronous biplanar  linear  acquisition  of  two  90-degree

images of the body. The biplanar method was designed for automatic extraction of anatomic reference points

that can be mathematically projected as a 3D model of a patient's skeleton. EOS software can build 3D

models  using lower radiation doses (1/10 to 1/100) than existing systems (computed radiography [CR],

digital radiography [DR], or low-dose CT). The main application of the prototype, spine imaging, has been

validated,  and  the  subsequent,  re-designed  industrial  EOS  (EOS  Imaging,  Paris,  France)  has  attained

certification for skeletal studies.

While preparing the experimental phase of EOS for spine imaging, a second objective was considered: to

assess applicability of the EOS prototype to another field of imaging, the chest x-ray, the most common

radiologic exam. Chest x-rays could pose several difficulties for a large, linear-scanning, biplanar, low-dose

and low-spatial-resolution technique, in this case micro-grid detectors, which would have to be investigated. 

Material  and  methods: A prospective  study  was  designed  to  assess  the  clinical  feasibility,  technical

problems, dose and image quality of EOS as compared to a state-of-the-art DR system, the aSi-Csi flat

panel detector. Forty adult patients undergoing scheduled chest x-ray examinations at the Erasme University

Hospital (Brussels, BE) were recruited for paired examinations using EOS (at 50% dose) and DR. Paired

data and images were compiled. Image data sets were independently scored by 4 radiologists according to

the European Quality  Criteria in  Diagnostic  Imaging,  with additional  challenges,  such as scoring of  thin

anatomical structures. The dosimetry data obtained were also compared to those of CR, and experimental

laboratory data were compiled on collimation and detector performance.

Results: 37 of 40 cases were available for complete analysis. EOS chest examinations were acquired with a

13,5% repeat rate. Radiation dose (PA) was higher for EOS (0.22 mGy) than with DX (0.05), but less than

CR or reference doses (0.3 mGy).  Noise and ripple artifacts lowered the MTF (Modulation Transfer Func-

tion) to 1-1.5 pl/mm. Image quality scores between EOS and DX were comparable, but with better scores for

EOS in several items as air-ways, mediastinum or anatomic coverage.  

Conclusion: EOS is feasible for chest imaging and is compliant with the chest reference doses. Radiation

dose was higher than with DR, but lower than with CR, achieved by suppressing scatter. EOS image quality

scores were not significantly inferior from those of DR, even for thin structures, as the extended density reso-

lution and absence of scatter of EOS compensated for the inferior spatial resolution. Further development is

needed to reach better dose containment and improve resolution, with validation in patients having various

clinical conditions.
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Resum 

Introducció: Aquest treball presenta una valoració del primer prototip de l'equip d'imatge mèdica

EOS aplicat a la radiografia del tòrax. 

EOS és una nova tecnologia d'imatge que fa servir un detector de radiació gasós, una cambra d'ionització

de micro-reixeta,  derivada del Micromegas desenvolupat per Georges Charpak (Premi Nobel 1992) per

recerca  en  física  d'altes  energies  al  CERN  (Ginebra,  CH).  Aquests  detectors  poden  obtenir  imatges

mèdiques a baixa dosi, permetent col·limacions estrictes que eviten la radiació difusa que degrada dosi i

qualitat. El prototip EOS, fent servir feixos de raigs-X molt fins (500 µm), va ser pensat per fer radiografia a

baixa dosi de l'esquelet en bipedestació. Dissenyat amb dos tubs de raigs-X i dos detectors, realitza una

adquisició per escanejat lineal biplanar sincrònica, de dues imatges (a 90º) del cos. Aquest mètode biplanar

permet l'extracció automàtica de punts de referència anatòmics que poden ser matemàticament projectats

com un model 3D de l'esquelet real del pacient. El programari EOS pot generar models 3D amb baixa dosi,

entre 1/10 i 1/100, de les modalitats existents (radiografia computada (CR), radiografia digital (DR), o TC a

baixa-dosi). L'objectiu principal de la recerca d'aquest prototip, la imatge de columna, va ser validat, i el seu

subseqüent re-disseny industrial ha acabat com un dispositiu mèdic certificat per a estudis de l'esquelet:

EOS ('EOS Imaging, Paris, France)'.

Preparant  la  fase  experimental  de  EOS  en  columna,  un  segon  objectiu  va  ser  considerat:  valorar

l'aplicabilitat  del  prototip EOS a l'exploració radiogràfica més freqüent:  radiografia de tòrax.  Si  EOS fos

validat, permetria aplicar-lo a un altre camp del radiodiagnòstic. La radiografia del tòrax és una prova que

pot comportar algunes dificultats en un dispositiu voluminós, d'escanejat lineal, biplanar, amb baixa dosi i

baixa resolució espacial, com són els detectors de micro-reixeta, a investigar. 

Material i mètodes: Es va preparar un estudi prospectiu comparant exploracions repetides entre EOS i un

equip radiogràfic estat-de-l'art  (DR,  detector pla de aSi-Csi),  per  valorar  l'aplicabilitat  clínica,  problemes

tècnics, dosi i qualitat d'imatge. Un grup de 40 adults, amb radiografia de tòrax programada al Hôpital Univ.

Erasme (Brussel·les, BE), van ser enrolats per a fer un estudi repetit amb EOS (amb 50% dosi de CR). Les

imatges recollides van ser puntuades independentment per quatre radiòlegs seguint els 'European quality

criteria in diagnostic imaging', incorporant reptes com valorar estructures anatòmiques fines. Es recolliren

dades tècniques, estudis dosimètrics addicionals, comparatius amb CR, i mesura de dades de dosi i  de

rendiment del detector.

Resultats: 37 dels  40 casos van ser  analitzats.  La  radiografia  va ser  correcta  amb EOS, amb 13,5%

d'estudis repetits. La dosi de radiació es superior amb EOS (0.22 mGy) que amb DR (0.05) però menys que

la  DRL o dosi  per  CR.  Artefactes de soroll  i  'arrissat'  redueixen la  FTM (funció  de transferència  de la

modulació) mesurada a 1-1.5 pl/mm. La puntuació en qualitat d'imatge entre EOS i DR va ser comparable,

amb millor puntuació per a EOS en via aèria, mediastí o en cobertura anatòmica. 

Conclusió: EOS és una modalitat funcional que compleix les dosis de referència. La dosi és més alta que

per DR i més baixa que per CR, per supressió de la radiació difusa. En qualitat d'imatge, EOS no mostra

valoracions inferiors significants a la DR, fins i tot en estructures fines; pot atribuir-se a la resolució més gran

de  densitats  i  a  l'absència  de  difusa  que  compensen  la  seva  inferior  resolució  espacial.  Caldrà  fer

desenvolupaments addicionals per millorar el control de la dosi i per millorar resolució, i caldrà fer recerca

dirigida a validar resultats en sèries amb patologies clíniques.
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1 Introduction
The subject of this work is the assessment of the EOS imaging prototype, a novel imaging

technology, for chest radiography, still the most common radiographic examination, This

imaging device belongs to the family of linear scanning radiography devices. It is based in

a new an unusual detector in imaging: a Micromegas, a micro-grid ionization gas chamber

detector, developed by Georges Charpak (Charpak's detector) (2–6). This detector can be

used as a linear scanning modality allowing the acquisition of a large bi-planar scanned

image of the body by concatenation of very thin (0.5 mm) linear x-ray samples exposed to

a very thin fan-shaped X-ray beam. The detector derived from multi-wire ionization cham-

bers allowing, by its single photon detection capability, to use a very small radiation dose,

but at the same time providing a wider energy resolution than current detectors. EOS ap-

plies for its acquisition thin fan shaped x-ray beam conveying much less scattered radia-

tion than current radiographic full-field systems, reducing absorbed dose and improving

the effective image resolution by improving signal to noise ratio.

Two of these detectors were combined with their corresponding X-ray tubes in a  first pro-

totype, with a sliding vertical frame that allows scanning the body by two simultaneous per-

pendicular very thin X-ray beams: the EOS prototype. This device was built and assessed

by a team lead by Biospace Imaging (Paris, FR), company now renamed EOS imaging),

who designed and built the system, and several European partners that helped in dosime-

try and clinical assessment. The EOS project was partially financed by the European Com-

munity  programme  GROWTH 2001 as  the  project  Project  GRD1-2001 –  40084 EOS.

(EOS.  Low dose X-ray diagnostic imaging: a new modality for planar and three dimen-

sional applications in rheumatology, orthopaedics and chest radiography), between 2001-

2005. (1)

EOS technology offered ex-ante advantages in terms of dose reduction, at both patient

and operator level,  image quality (contrast resolution and dynamic range), image size,

which is not limited along the vertical axis and can provide eventually full body exams. The

maximum image width is defined by the size of the linear array detector, and the pixel pitch

defines the image sampling in this direction. Vertical resolution is defined by the scanning

speed and related sampling.

From its initial design EOS was found particularly suited for bone system analysis, both in

terms of dose reduction and native image resolution (< 2k pixels wide). The original experi-

mental and pre-clinical target of the EOS device was the acquisition of standing images of
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the spine, simultaneous in two orthogonal planes, allowing synchronized bi-plane images

of the whole spine. Following this registered bi-dimensional  acquisition, a three-dimen-

sional (3D) model of the spine can be calculated by software using the coordinates of the

anatomical  landmarks automatically  extracted from each element  of  the  patient  spine.

Combining the low-dose, the bi-plane standing acquisition, and the anatomic landmarks

with 3D reconstruction software, the EOS device allows displaying patients' skeleton as

complete 3D models.  EOS only exposes patients to  a fraction of current  digital  radio-

graphic images (1/3rd-1/10th the basal dose of computed radiography or screen-film) while

generating planar images. EOS is able to obtain 3D images as computed tomography, but

the former will be associated to a dose 10 to 100 folds that of EOS, besides that the CT

acquisition would be in horizontal position without bearing weight. 

The EOS project had the target to complete, and asses, the development of an operative

clinical prototype targeted for low-dose spine applications (planar imaging and 3D recon-

struction) previous to its launching as a commercial product. The first clinical evaluations

allowed the consortium to successfully evaluate EOS with respect to X-ray film for scoliotic

patients (children and young adults). In this first phase of the clinical trials it was only pos-

sible to compare film to EOS on scoliotic children and teenagers. 3D information was not

fully evaluated. Shortly after, the 3D software reconstruction was completed and assessed,

and dose and images comparison of EOS against different digital modalities before the

end of the project.

As scoliosis is a 3D complex pathology of the spine, with rotation and tilting of multiple ver-

tebral bodies, the access to a low-dose, weight-bearing, 3D imaging modality, was re-

quired (vertical MRI gantries are the alternative for these studies  (7–9). The device has

been installed in several hospitals in different countries in Europe and America, mostly or-

thopedic centers, as an imaging product since 2007 (EOS Imaging, Paris, FR). The imag-

ing capabilities of the already installed EOS systems are becoming reported in orthopedics

and bone surgery journals for spine, hip or lower limbs pathologies. This modality is being

able to provide advantages in diagnosis, prognosis, or surgery planning thanks to its 2D

and 3D images, preceding or following orthopedic or surgical interventions in the spine,

pelvis or lower limbs.

EOS devices are expensive low dose imaging devices, that can be best financed if they

can be concurrently used in other fields than skeletal radiography. Besides spine or pelvic

bone imaging, chest imaging, the most common explored by radiography, was an area

with a potential for investigation that was added to the initial experimentation of the EOS
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prototype. The advantages of the EOS detector contrast/density resolution, and dose re-

duction over conventional film, computed radiography or digital flat panel detectors, should

confront the fact that EOS detectors have less resolution than accepted chest imaging

modalities (2 lp/mm), raising questions about the feasibility of using EOS for general pla-

nar thorax radiography. 

This PhD dissertation presents an assessment of the EOS-1 prototype as an imaging de-

vice for clinical chest radiography.

Disclaimer 

Clinical thorax imaging (chest imaging) should be considered still considered 

an off-label clinical application of the EOS device. 
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Figure 1. EOS device configuration. Floor view. 
Two orthogonal paired x-ray sources and detectors may scan simultaneously the studied

upright subject. This modality was designed for spine imaging with 3D reconstruction.
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1.1 Radiation Dose, Physics and Health Risks

1.1.1 The discovery of X-rays

Wilhelm Röntgen (1845-1923), a German physicist, discovered a new form electromag-

netic radiation the 8th November 1895, while doing essays with high voltage electrical dis-

charges in vacuum tubes. He was studying the behavior of cathode rays (electrons) under

different conditions when he started to notice a fluorescent effect on a cardboard screen

painted with barium platinocyanide when it was exposed to the radiation of a modified

Lenard's tube with a thin aluminum window. Because electrons or light cannot escape from

the black opaque cardboard and glass enclosures, he concluded that an unknown type of

ray that cross solid materials can be produced if a vacuum tube is energized. He noticed

that the new rays generate fluorescent shadows of his own bones, and where able to im-

press shadows on photographic plates. Two weeks after the discovery he took the first ra-

diography of his wife hand. As he investigated the properties of the new rays he temporar-

ily termed “X-rays”, for something unknown. The news of this discovery were first pub-

lished in the Viennese newspaper Neue Freie Presse (January 5, 1896), but the discovery

was promptly praised around world, as the newspaper New York Sun (January 8, 1896),

adding emphasis in their future utility in medicine. Just  one moth later, The Boston Medi-

cal and Surgical Journal published the potential for medical application for X-rays (Febru-

ary 13, 1896), and along the next months, several medical imaging applications of x-ray in

chest diseases, using fluoroscopy devices, where already published: Tuberculosis, pneu-

monia, and the first observations of the air-bronchogram (postmortem). The Nobel Prize in

Physics 1901 was awarded to Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen “in recognition of the extraordinary

services he has rendered by the discovery of the remarkable rays subsequently named af-

ter him”. Note. Röntgen is commonly phonetically written as 'Roentgen'. (10–13)

1.1.2 The nature of Ionization radiation and its interactions 

X-rays belong to a group of radiations called electromagnetic radiation. Electromagnetic

radiation is the transport of energy through the space as a combination of electric and

magnetic fields Electromagnetic radiation is generated by a charge (usually a charged par-

ticle) being accelerated. The converse is also true; a charge being accelerated will emit

electromagnetic radiation. Electromagnetic radiation is propagated through the space in

the form of waves, with associated wavelength (as meters, symbol  λ) and frequency (as

cycles per second, symbol ν),  always traveling at the same velocity in a vacuum (3 x108

meters per  second,  symbol  c).  The relationship between velocity, wavelength and fre-
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quency may be expressed as: 

c = λ ν

As the speed c is a constant for all electromagnetic radiation, the frequency of the radia-

tion must be inversely proportional to its wavelength. The wavelength of diagnostic X-rays 

is extremely short, and it is usually expressed in Angstrom units (Å). One Å is 1x1010m. 

Most  X-radiation have a wavelength between 1 and 0,1 Å. Below 0,1 Å the electromag-

netic radiation spectrum is considered gamma radiation.

Those such short electromagnetic waves, which are discrete bundles of energy, quantum 

or photons, that may interact with other particles following the Planck constant (denoted 

h), that has been determined experimentally to be 4.13 x 10-18 keV sec

E = hc/λ

The product constant hc of the velocity of light (c) and Planck's constant (h) is 12.4, and 

the relationship between energy (E) to wavelength (λ) is inversely related following this for-

mula: 

Electromagnetic radiation with more than 15 keV of energy, as most X-ray photons, are ca-

pable to liberate electrons from atoms, ionizing atoms and molecules, and it is called ioniz-

ing radiation. Gamma rays, X-rays and part of the spectrum of ultraviolet rays are all types

of ionizing radiation. Gamma rays have wavelength shorter than 0.1 Å. (10,14,15).

1.1.3 Units measuring radiation, and dose

Nowadays, the applied measurement system in radiology physics is the SI (Système Inter-

nationale d'Unités) compiled by ISO, the International Organization for Standardization.

We will use this standard unit system along this work (16–18).

The unit of ionizing radiation absorbed dose, as the energy deposited, is the Gray (unit

Gray, J•kg−1, symbol Gy), which refers to the quantity of ionizing radiation absorbed per 

unit of mass.

The unit to account for the biological effect of radiation, so-called dosimetry and equiva-

lent dose is the Sievert (unit Sievert, J•kg−1, symbol Sv). As it is a quite large unit for di-

agnostic radiology decimal as mSv, cSv are commonly used for examination dose assess-

ment.

The quantity dose equivalent (H) is the product of the absorbed dose (D) of ioniz-

ing radiation and the dimensionless quality factor (Q) defined as a function of linear 
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energy transfer:

H = Q · D

For most of the radiation used in medicine, as  X-rays, Q = 1, so the absorbed dose 

and the equivalent dose are numerically equal.

In order to avoid any risk of confusion between the absorbed dose D and the dose 

equivalent H, the special names for the respective units are be used, that is, the 

name Gray (Gy) is used instead of joules per kilogram for the unit of absorbed dose 

D and the name sievert (Sv) instead of joules per kilogram for the unit of dose equiv-

alent H.

Kerma is the ionizing effect of the radiation field, and absorbed dose is the amount of radi-

ation energy deposited per unit mass (unit Gray, Gy, symbol K).

Radiation fluence is the number of radiation particles impinging per unit area per unit time

(unit m-2, symbol Φ) .

International System (SI) units of use in external radiological protection and dosimetry, and

their relationship are presented in figures 2 and 3:
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Original graphic by Doug Sim, CC-BY-SA-3.0 Original from here: 
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1.1.4 X-ray Generation

X-rays used in diagnostic imaging are generated in a X-ray tube, which consists of a vac-

uum tube with a cathode and an anode. At the cathode, a current is applied to heat a fila-

ment, which releases electrons by thermal excitation. These electrons are accelerated to-

ward the anode by a voltage applied between the cathode and the anode. The electrons

hit the anode at high speed and release their energy, partly as heat, partly in the form of X-

rays. The process is inefficient, as only 1% of the energy is generated as X-radiation; this

is a limiting factor for high output X-ray tubes that have been addressed in the design of

modern x-ray tubes (10,14,15). 

1.1.4.1 Energy of X-ray Beams

X-ray are generated by energy conversion of the kinetic energy of accelerated electrons

colliding with the atoms of the target. This happens in two processes: as general radia-

tion ('bremsstrahlung') and as characteristic radiation, depending on the interaction of

accelerated electrons with anode target atoms, usually tungsten. In the process of general

radiation, the negative high speed electron interacts with several positive atomic nuclei

slowing down, in stages, and releasing its kinetic energy directly in the form of several

photons. If the electron, eventually, collides head-on with a nucleus all the energy of the
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Figure 3. Radiation Protection Units, SI dose units: gray, sievert
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electron will be released as a single x-ray photon. In the process of characteristic radiation

the high speed electrons eject electrons from the inner orbit (K-shell) of the target atoms.

Bremsstrahlung yields a continuous X-ray spectrum, that represents most of  the X-ray

generation, while characteristic radiation yields characteristic peaks superimposed onto

the continuous spectrum,  at  a  few discrete frequencies,  sometimes referred to  as the

spectral lines.

The voltage applied to an X-ray tube is expressed as peak kilovoltage (kVp). Adjusting

this parameter the operator set the maximum voltage across the tube, as the applied volt -

age pulsates between a lower and a peak value in common x-ray generators. After apply-

ing 100 kVp to an X-ray tube, few excited electrons will acquire up to 100Kev of kinetic en-

ergy, most of them less. The spectrum of energies of the accelerated electrons that impact

the anode, in addition of several stage interactions generate a spectrum of electromag-

netic radiation, 1% of X-ray, but most of the energy is wasted as heat (99% is heat, with

wavelengths longer than 0.124 Å). As being stated, general radiation is the main process

in the X-ray generation process, as below 70 kVp there is no characteristic radiation, at 80

kVp is  about  10%, inc reasing  with  the  kVp,  so  at  150 kVp if  goes up to  28% share

(10,14,15).

1.1.4.2 Intensity of X-ray beams

The intensity of an x-ray beam is defined by the number of photons in the beam multiplied

by the energy of each photon. This intensity depends on the kilovoltage peak, the x-ray

tube current, the anode target material and the filtration.

A high atomic number of the anode material (as Tungsten) determines that most of the x-

rays generation will be efficient and mostly as general radiation ('bremsstrahlung'). Reduc-

ing the atomic number reduces the yield of the X-ray tube, as happens by reducing the

kVp. Using a low atomic number and low kVp (as Molybdenum) makes that characteristic

radiation assume greater importance. Summarizing, the target material and the kVp impact

the wavelength, energy, spectrum and penetration of an x-ray radiation. 

The current intensity applied to the cathode filament of an X-ray tube is expressed as mA.

The number of excited electrons on the cathode depends on the tube current (mA) used.

The greater the mA the more electrons produced: consequently more x-rays will be pro-

duced. Taking in consideration the period of time (sec) while the filament current (mA) is

applied, we obtain an operational unit 'mA x sec' (expressed as mAs) that is proportional

to X-ray exposure. This is a common technical parameter used in radiography, that linearly
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corresponds to the final radiation exposure. Summarizing, x-ray tube current match the

amount of x-ray generated and has a direct relation to final x-ray exposure (10,14,15).

1.1.5 Interaction of X-ray with matter

Although photons with energy less than 13.6 keV are non-ionizing, being only are able to

raise atom's shell  into a higher energy level, a process called excitation, photons with

higher energy, ionizing photons, can interact with matter in different ways (10,14,15) :

The energy of X-ray photons can be absorbed by an atom and immediately released again

in the form of a new photon with the same energy but traveling in a different direction. This

non-ionizing, elastic, process is called Rayleigh scattering or coherent scattering and oc-

curs mainly at low energies (<30 keV). The lower the energy the higher is the scattering

angle. In most radiologic examinations it does not play a major role because the voltage

used is typically in the range from 50 to 125 kV. However, for mammography, as the volt-

age is lower (22–34 kV), Rayleigh scatter cannot be neglected. (10,15,15,19,20)

A photon can be absorbed by an atom while its energy excites an electron of an inner

atomic shell leaving the atom in an excited state. The electron then escapes from its nu-

cleus in the same direction as the incoming photon was traveling. This mechanism is

called photoelectric absorption, and it is the expected interaction for diagnostic imaging,

because it conveys information (energy) in the same direction than the original beam, al -

lowing precise depiction of morphology and density. X-ray  spectrum depends on the pos-

sible transitions following a photoelectric interaction that involve the K, L, and M shells, re-

sulting in the emission of characteristic x rays and Auger electrons. Some of this photo-

electric electrons. (10,14,15,21,22)

A third possibility is that the photon transfers only part of its energy to eject an electron

with a certain kinetic energy. The electron then escapes in another direction. In that case,

a photon of the remaining lower energy is emitted and its direction deviates (secondary x-

ray)  from the  direction  of  the  incoming photon  (primary  x-ray).  This  process is  called

Compton scattering. At the diagnostic radiology energies a large portion of the photons

engage in Compton interactions and produce scatter (or  scattered radiation). Some of

this scattered radiation leaves the body in the same general direction as the primary beam

and exposes the image receptor. In fact, in most radiographic or fluoroscopic procedures,

the major proportion of the x-ray beam leaving the patient's body is scattered radiation,

which reduces image contrast. The degree of lost contrast depends on the scatter content

of the radiation emerging from the patient's body. For these reasons, this is a common, but
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the least desired, interaction in diagnostic imaging. (10,14,15,20,23–25)

A fourth and fifth mechanism of interaction are not related to diagnostic radiography ener-

gies. If the energy of a photon is at least 1.02 MeV, the photon can be transformed into an

electron and a positron (electron–positron pair), it's a  pair production. A positron is the

antiparticle of an electron, with equal mass but opposite charge. Soon after its formation,

however, the positron will meet another electron, and they will annihilate each other while

creating two photons of energy 511 keV that fly off in opposite directions. This process

finds its application in PET imaging studies (26,27). At still higher energies, photons may

cause nuclear reactions. (10,14,15).

1.1.6 Scattered radiation and Diagnostic imaging

Scattering radiation is the phenomenon where secondary x-ray photons are generated

within the body, or within exposed materials surrounding it, contributes to the total dose.

This radiation has low energy and its direction is aleatory. In diagnostic radiology, it is no-

ticeable following the increments with incident energy, over 50 keV, and with density and

volume  of  the  specimen,  but  is  present  along  the  whole  diagnostic  energy  spectrum

(10,14,28,29). The ratio of the scatter fraction, scatter radiation to total radiation, grows re-

lated to x-ray beam energy, but becoming more relevant as when we exceed 70 keV. For

current diagnostic imaging energies between 80 and 150 keV scatter-to-primary ratio can

be up to 7.9, adding dose and anisotropic noise (image fog) (30,31). The irradiated volume

is also a main component in scatter production, so very thin collimation may reduce scatter

formation to a not perceptible level but requires non-standard equipment for full field imag-

ing (32). 

In order to remove scatter, and improve contrast, radiographic grids are used, since its in-

vention by Dr. Gustave Bucky in 1913, in most from large field x-ray exams. Grids consist

of a series of lead foil strips separated by x-ray transparent spacers, manufactured as a

flat plate. Grids (or 'Bucky') have the spaces between the lead strips oriented, focused, to-

wards the focus so primary beam x-ray photons, coming straight from photoelectric inter-

actions cross neatly the grid, and multi-directional scattered photons, coming from Comp-

ton's interactions, are attenuated by lead strips. The main characteristics of a radiographic

grid are 'grid ratio', the ratio between the height of the lead strips and the distance between

them, 'grid pattern', but nowadays almost all radiographic grids are focused, meaning that

the strips are convergent to the focal distance, and lines per cm, that corresponds to the

number of lead strips and interspaces per cm. Most grids have grid ratios between 8:1 to

12:1 to balance scatter attenuation, contrast, and patient dose. (10,14,25,28)
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The ideal grid does not exist. Lead strips not only attenuate scatter but a part of the pri -

mary radiation. Grids with a high ratio gives better contrast but at the price of increased

patient exposure. Grid attenuation of the can be assessed with three parameters; Primary

transmission factor, contrast improvement factor, and Bucky factor. Bucky factor is used as

a simple operational parameter, that allows to derive from a known exposure without a

grid, the required exposure if the exam is performed with a grid, by multiplying the original

mAs by the Bucky factor (usually x3 to x5). The dose to the patient follow this multiplied

exposure, therefore grids should be avoided whenever it may be feasible as in small chil -

dren, where the body size and moderate kVp technique does not convey a significant scat-

ter fraction. (10,33–36)

An alternative method to control scatter has been 'air gap techniques', used in magnifica-

tion radiography and in chest imaging. With air gaps, scatter radiation decreases not from

filtration  but  from scattered  photons  missing  the  detector.  The  focal-detector  distance

should be increased to avoid magnification. A usual chest x-ray air-gap configuration would

be with 25 cm air and focal distance of 3 m, but still has slightly greater magnification than

conventional techniques. Patient exposures are usually much less with air gaps than with

grids (reduced by a factor of 3.8 compared with a 12:1 grid), because grids absorb primary

photons. (10,14,28,37–41). 

The last alternative for scatter reduction is  slot scanning  devices, that have inherently

less scatter but also have the potential for motion artifacts, especially with young noncom-

pliant patients. (28,42–46)

In chest imaging, where the irradiated volume is a large field of 43x43cm, and optimum

imaging energies are in the range of 120 to 150 keV, is mandatory to filter scatter  other-

wise a 'scatter fog' will darken and blur the image. It has been achieved with grids, rotating

slits, sliding slot collimators, air gaps, or slot detectors. (37,41,43,47–50)

The EOS prototype assessed in the present work addresses the issues of dose, and con-

trast by using scanning x-ray source and detector, with two very thin x-ray collimators of

0.5 mm: one before the entrance surface of the patient and a second at the detector win-

dow, so scatter will be reduced, with the aim of reducing absorbed dose and improving  im-

age contrast. Related x-ray scanning approaches, by modulation of a narrow/thin x-ray

beams, and film,  CCD scanning,  or  image-intensifier  x-ray detectors,  or a reverse ap-

proach where x-ray source is a scanning electron beam over a large focused target, has

been reported in the literature. (4,44,47,51–54)
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1.1.7 X-ray Detection and Image Quality

To obtain an image from the attenuated X-ray beam that crossed the patient, the X-rays

need to be captured and converted to image information. The oldest detectors where fluo-

rescent screens, superseded by screen-film and nowadays by several families of digital

detectors. The common characteristic is that all these systems provide a transducing me-

dia surface where invisible x-ray is converted to chemical latent image, visible spectrum

light or an electric signal. Radiographic film was itself an inefficient detector as the interac-

tion volume of the detection media  is very thin (a thin gelatin layer with embedded silver

halide grains).  Phosphorescent 'intensifying'  screens where present in almost all  radio-

graphic systems as they provide an intensification factor between x15 o x50 allowing a

parallel reduction of radiation exposure to obtain the same image. Thicker or more efficient

intensifying screens (rare hearth salts), or coarser silver halide grains, allow to have better

x-ray sensitivity, reducing required exposure, but at the price of image graininess and im-

age blur. This trade-off between image quality and dose is present, and should be consid-

ered, for any imaging technology. The detective quantum efficiency (DQE) and the effec-

tive DQE (eDQE) are relevant metrics of image quality for digital radiography detectors

and systems, respectively. In a-Se detectors, photoelectric interaction electrons start to

play a significant role in degrading the DQE at two cycles/mm at an incident photon energy

of 80 keV. A new metric for radiography, effective dose efficiency (eDE), has been pro-

posed, measuring the normalization of the eDQE by the effective dose (ED) as a applica-

tion-specific metric of imaging performance. EDE is reflective of the body habitus, as pedi-

atric or adult, and radiographic technique, with utility for radiography protocol assessment

and optimization. (10,14,15,55–57)

1.1.7.1 Quantum Mottle and Image Noise

Quantum mottle, usually detectable as graininess or 'snow', results from the statistical

fluctuations in the number of x-ray photons (quanta) absorbed per unit area by the detec-

tor. It depends on detector efficiency. Besides quantum mottle, other sources of noise are

electronic noise in the image acquisition chain. Nevertheless, the presence of noise is

considered a  desirable  feature,  under  the  current  awareness on dose exposure,  as  it

translates a relative low exposure for a given x-ray detector (10,14,15,28,58–62)

1.1.7.2 Receptor Sensitivity, System Speed, latitude

Sensitivity is the exposure required in mR to produce an equivalent film (or image) den-

sity of 1 unit above the base plus fog level. The system speed scale compares the rela-

tive exposure requirements of different receptor systems. Most speed numbers are refer-
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enced to a standardized film density protocol, so-called par speed system that is assigned

a speed value of 100, with a required exposure of 1.28 mR. The relationship between sen-

sitivity and speed follows this formula:

Sensitivity (mR) = 128 / speed 

The most common speed values in current digital systems are between 400 (0.32 mR) and

800 (0.16 mR), but they can be raised to 1200 (0.1 mR) in order to reduce exposure. Digi -

tal detectors can be forced to behave as more sensitive, faster, by increasing the detected

quanta gain, with the usual trade-off of increased noise. Speeds below 200 (0.64 mR) are

restricted to bone, mammography or special applications.

Associated to sensitivity are latitude and linearity, that are the main advantages of new dig-

ital detectors. Latitude, or dynamic range, is the operational range of energies of an x-ray

exposure  that  can  be  registered,  from the  minimum level  of  detection,  the  sensitivity

threshold, to the maximum, or saturation threshold. Linearity is the shape of the response

relationship between exposure and detected photons (= image density); it was referred in

screen-film systems as “characteristic curve”, because it follows a curve function with a

'S' shape. The linearity permits to predict the degree of change in image display density,

after a change in the radiation exposure. The main advantages of digital detectors over old

screen-film systems, besides direct PACS integration, are in latitude (x100) and almost flat

linearity at their nominal range. Quantum mottle can be noticeable in high sensitivity low-

dose  detectors  and  it  is  related  to  high  detection  efficiency  with  low  fluence.

(10,14,61,63,64)

1.1.7.3 Image Quality, Contrast, Blur, Resolution and MTF

The visibility of anatomic and pathologic features in a radiographic image depends on con-

trast and image quality. Contrast refers to the difference in density, between gray levels, in

the radiographic image, that depends on subject contrast, radiation quality, detector perfor-

mance, and fog and scatter. High kVp technique, associated to low-dose radiography, re-

duce contrast as many photons will have enough energy to cross patient. Digital detectors

are able to amplify contrast, using its wider dynamic range and better linearity, allowing

current high kVp techniques. 

Fog, caused by scattered radiation, is the unwanted exposure reaching the image detec-

tor, that adds an undesired density background that reduces general image contrast.

Blur or image unsharpness is the lost of precision of a shape caused by the combination

of geometric, motion, absorption, and detector unsharpness.  No medical imaging method
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produces images that are free of blur. The contrast of the larger objects is not affected, as

the loss of contrast caused by blur increases with decreasing object size.  For objects that

produce relatively low contrast, even without blur, the threshold of visibility might occur at

object sizes larger than the point at which blur produces zero contrast.

Resolution describes the ability of an imaging system to resolve or separate objects that

are placed very close together, and it is determined by the amount of blur. It is expressed

as resolving power of n lines per mm. The resolution depends on the detector design, effi-

ciency, and noise. ie. lateral cross-talk of the scintillation light between the individual crys-

tals in solid state detectors. The test object used for this purpose consists of a ruler with

several patterns of parallel lead strips separated by a distance equal to the width of the

strips. The common practice is to describe resolution as line pairs per millimeter (lp/mm).

One line pair consists of one lead strip and one adjacent separation space. Current digital

radiography systems have a spatial resolution from 2.5 to 5 lp/mm.

The modulation transfer function (MTF) is an objective measurement of the combined

effects of sharpness/blur and resolution on exposure amplitude (contrast), as the ability of

a system to image different spatial frequencies is related to the amount of blur present.

Rather than line pairs, a true MTF test object has peaks and valleys, and is derived from a

line spread function, where the test object may be a very thin slit (10 µm) on a highly

opaque metal (platinum). 

MTF represents the ratio (as %) between information recorded to information available,

and therefor never can be greater than 1. MTF can be calculated as MTF = exposure am-
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plitude output / exposure amplitude input. In a complex image acquisition chain, the final

MTF is the result of multiplying each individual component MTF value, and will depend on

the lowest MTF. It is usually presented as a graphical description (MTF curve) of the blur,

or resolution characteristics, of the complete imaging chain, or of its individual compo-

nents. (10,14,15,61,65–71) 

1.1.7.3.1 Image quality requirements in biology: spatial resolution and contrast

The basic functional unit BFU of organs seems like a reasonable goal for the highest spa-

tial resolution of clinic imaging systems. BFUs are the smallest accumulations of diverse

cells that function like the organ they are in, e.g., the hepatic lobule in the liver or nephron

in the kidney. Generally, they occupy about 0.01 mm3, i.e., about 200 #m in diameter. The

volume of a BFU is considered the upper limit of a spherical assembly of cells, immersed

in a suitable nutrient medium, which can survive without its own blood supply. However,

each BFU has its own capillary blood supply to support the extra energy needed for the

physiological function -i.e. secretion or filtration- of the BFU. Similarly, early “solid” cancers

could grow to this size in perfused tissues before a blood supply is needed to sustain fur -

ther growth. (72,73)

BFUs differ little in x-ray contrast from surrounding tissues because they are elementally

not very different from the connective tissue in which they are embedded. It is difficult for

attenuation-based x-ray as CT imaging. With current attenuation-based x-ray imaging, ex-

ploitation of any attenuation-based contrast difference would require either very high radia-

tion exposures to  provide the signal-to-noise ratio  needed for  discriminating these tiny

BFUs from their surrounding tissue matrix, or would require administering a contrast-en-

hancing agent generally involving a high-Z element such as iodine that selectively delin-

eate, as positive or negative contrast, BFUs. The goal for improves contrast resolution is to

have the modulation of the transmitted x-ray signal be greater than the noise in that signal

for unequivocal detection of the signal. However, contrast depends radiation exposure,

sensitivity of f x-ray detection by improved detector efficiency, and by increasing specificity

by rejecting scattered x rays which adds noise, without use of anti-scatter grids, and by

use of X-ray of narrow spectrum by beam filtration or, ideally, by using a monochromatic

radiation source. (72–76)

1.2 The Risks of Diagnostic Radiology
The somatic effects of x-ray where reported very early after the discovery of X-rays.; by

the end of 1896, 23 cases of severe X-ray induced dermatitis had been reported; three sci-
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entific reviews published between 1911 and 1914 had collectively identified 198 cases of

radiation-induced cancers resulting in 54 deaths (77).

The role of diagnostic imaging in current practice of medicine is so well established that is

impossible to imagine making diagnosis, planning therapy, or following the course of most

diseases without radiologic images. But radiology uses in many of their imaging activities

the interaction of ionizing radiations with the matter of obtain images that by different trans-

duced signals and contrasts depict normal or pathologic morphology and function. The

problem is that we have realized that ionizing radiations are a proven human carcinogen,

down to doses of around 50–100 mSv, but the current risk estimates that inform health

protection strategies are based on the assumption that all radiation exposures pose a risk

in linear proportion to the dose. Without medical exposure, on average, a citizen receives

an annual effective dose from natural sources of 2.2 mSv. Natural sources are radon emis-

sions, cosmic rays, etc. Medical exposure has been growing exponentially, and in some

countries has almost surpassed the natural exposure dose. Exposure to radiation in some

contexts elicits fear and alarm (nuclear power for example) while in other situations, diag-

nostic x-rays for example until recently at least, it was accepted with alacrity. (78–90)

The concerns over the radiation dose coming from radiology have been reported for more

than 60 years, bearing to procedure and technology improvements that have allowed to re-

duce the dose per procedure over the last decades. The number of examinations per in-

habitant/year in different countries present a wide rank: from 0.48 for the UK to 1.7 for Ger-

many. The annual per capita effective dose also varied from 0.38 mSv for the UK, 0.59

mSv for The Netherlands,1.34 mSv for Switzerland, to 2 mSv for Germany. (91–97)

The largest single source of radiation exposure to the population is from computed tomog-

raphy. As CT usage over the past quarter of a century has increased about 12 fold in the

UK and more than 20 fold in the US. Among OECD countries, between 50 and 90% of the

collective population dose from diagnostic x-rays comes from the few high-dose proce-

dures, such as interventional radiology, CT scans, lumbar spine x-rays and barium ene-

mas. (80,94–110) One element of concern in cancer risk is that the number of CT exams

per relative population is growing and have a large variation among the OECD countries,

between 50 to 490/1000 person·year. These number translates the problem of unrestricted

exposure depending on multiple factors installed base, local availability, lack of controls,

costs, legal restrictions or economic incentives. (103,111–114)
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1.2.1 Radiation Damage to Biological Tissues 

Biological damage following radiation exposures is divided classically in major segments:

Deterministic effects, which happens after very high exposures and related to the amount

of dose, and stochastic effects, that may happen years later down the life, dependent on

nominal risk (sex, age, beside individual susceptibility). (10,115,85,116–119)

1.2.1.1 Deterministic effects:

Deterministic effects are those where the severity of the effect increases with the size of

the dose and above a certain threshold dose, the clinical effect is almost certain to appear.

These are tissue reactions (injury in populations of cells) which in some cases are modifi -

able by post-radiation procedures including biological response modifiers. Deterministic ef-

fects were of primary concern, and the protection guidelines, primarily aimed at the radia-

tion worker, grew out of the radiologists’ endeavors to establish a maximum ‘dose’ that

could be tolerated, more or less continuously by the human body. It should be stated that

in the current clinical practice of radiology, deterministic effects are rare, either caused by

an accident, poor operational technique, or in isolated high dose interventional radiology

procedures,  where  dose may exceed the  threshold  for  transient  erythema (>  2Gy)  or

threshold for temporary epilation (5-10 Gy). (120–122)
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Figure 5. OECD figures for Computed Tomography (CT) exams (2013). 
Total, in-hospital, and outpatient data from 26 OECD countries, from private and public

health systems. Some countries (i.e. Spain) does not provide data from the private
sector, so outpatient number may appear incorrectly low.
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1.2.1.2 Stochastic effects

Effects resulting from damage in a single cell for which the probability of the effect, but not

the severity, is proportional to the size of the dose. Genetic effects and cancers are the

principal stochastic effects of radiation. For radiation protection purposes, it is assumed

that there is no threshold dose for stochastic effects. (123–125)

In the literature, factors can be found that relate the equivalent organ or tissue dose to the

risk of stochastic effects. For example, lung cancer occurs on average in 114 cases per 10

000 persons per sievert, yielding a so-called “nominal risk coefficient” of lung cancer induc-

tion of 1.14%/Sv. (124). 

In order to avoid these risks, the annual limit for professional exposure has been reduced

progressively to from 50 mSv/year to 20 mSv/year (averaged over defined periods of 5

years), in order to avoid surpassing 1 Sv in a full working life. For general population expo-

sures, excluding medical exposures, ICRP concluded that  lowering the annual effective

dose limit from the earlier 5 mSv/year to 1 mSv would be appropriate (also a 5-year aver-

aging was allowed in exceptional circumstance) (124,77) 

1.2.1.3 Non Linear Threshold (NLT) limit debate

Since 2005, a debate over the current evidence on the effects of low doses of ionizing ra-

diation, on whether there a low-dose limit without biological harm. The National Research

Council (USA) concluded that current scientific evidence is consistent with the linear no-

threshold dose-response relationship (NRCNA 2005), while the French National Acade-

mies of Science and Medicine concluded the opposite: the NLT assumption may greatly

overestimate the carcinogenic effects of low doses (<100 mSv) and even more that of very

low doses (< 10 mSv), such as those delivered during X-ray examinations. Nevertheless,

advances in human genetics and radiation genetics, as baseline knowledge of frequencies

and complex patterns of inheritance of genetic diseases, are forcing a complete re-ap-

praisal of accepted risk. Currently the major component of radiation health risk is consid-

ered to be cancer, but there are other potential health effects as germline mutations in-

creasing disease burdens in future generations and possibly heart disease. The most sig-

nificant change from 1991 has been the six to eight-fold reduction in the risk coefficient for

genetic effects. This reduction comes about mainly because the ICRP has chosen to ex-

press such risks up to the second generation rather than at a theoretical equilibrium. For

cancers, the nominal risk coefficients were based on lifetime incidence estimates corrected

for effects at low doses using a dose- and dose-rate reduction factor of 2. (90,126–132) 
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Exposed 

Population

Cancers Genetic effects Total

Population 2007 1991 2007 1991 2007 1991

Whole 5.5 6 0.2 1.3 5.7 7.3

Adult 4.1 4.8 0.1 0.8 4.4 5.6

Table 1: detriment-adjusted nominal risk coefficients of ICRPs 2007 vs 1991 
(in percent per Sv, or ×10−2Sv−1) after exposure to radiation at low dose rate for cancer

and genetic effects

New research, as the 2015 study on a large cohort (INWORKS) of 308297 nuclear work-

ers (from France, UK, and USA), with an assessed colon average dose of 20.9 mSv (me-

dian 4.1 mSv, 90th percentile 53.4 mGy, maximum 1331.7 mGy). For doses below 200,

150, and 100 mGy showed that the estimated excess relative rate per Gy for all cancers

other than leukemia were not driven by the highest dose categories. This study suggested

again a linear no threshold increase in deaths by solid tumors after low dose expositions,

with an excess relative death rate between 0.46 to 0.51 per Gy. (133)

1.2.1.4 Individual Risks

1.2.1.4.1 Children

Young and growing children have higher radiation sensitivity than adults and have a longer

life expectancy. Therefore, imaging techniques that do not use ionizing radiation should al-

ways be considered as an alternative. Nevertheless, increasing numbers of radiological

examinations are being performed in infants and children, and millions of children undergo

high dose procedures such as computed tomography and interventional procedures. Pedi-

atric  radiological  procedures  should  be  individually  planned  and,  technique  and  dose

should be limited to what is absolutely necessary for a diagnosis. When CT use is justified,

the radiation doses from CT scans must be kept as low as possible and appropriate for the

size and weight of a young patient. (79,134,124,135–140)

1.2.1.4.2 Pregnancy

Pregnant women are subjects of special protection. The potential biological effects of in-

utero radiation exposure of a developing fetus include prenatal death, intrauterine growth

restriction, small head size, mental retardation, organ malformation, and childhood cancer.

The risk of each effect depends on the gestational age at the time of exposure, fetal cellu-

lar repair mechanisms, and the absorbed radiation dose level. A '10-day rule', was estab-

lished by  the  International  Commission on Radiological  Protection (ICRP),  stating  that

"whenever  possible,  one should  confine  the  radiological  examination  of  the  lower  ab-
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domen and pelvis  only during the 10 days following the onset of menstruation, to minimize

the potential for performing x-ray exams on pregnant women. The original proposal was

for 14 days, but this was reduced to 10 days to account for the variability of the human

menstrual cycle. In most situations, there is growing evidence that a strict adherence to the

"ten-day rule" may be unnecessarily restrictive. When the number of cells in the conceptus

is small and their nature is not yet specialized, the effect of damage to these cells is most

likely to take the form of failure to implant, or of an undetectable death of the conceptus;

malformations are unlikely or very rare. Since organogenesis starts 3 to 5 weeks post-con-

ception, it was felt that radiation exposure in early pregnancy couldn't result in malforma-

tion. The main risk is that of abortion if the radiation exposure results in death of the con-

ceptus. It requires a fetal dose of more than 100 mGy for this to occur. Based on this, it

was suggested to do away with the 10-day rule and replace it with a 28-day rule. This

means that radiological examination, if so justified, can be carried throughout the cycle un-

til a period is missed. Thus, the focus is shifted to a missed period and the possibility of

pregnancy. If there is a missed period, a female should be considered pregnant unless

proved otherwise. In such a situation, every care should be taken to explore other methods

of getting needed information by using non-radiological examinations. (141–148)

1.2.1.4.3 Congenital syndromes with increased risk

Several  congenital  syndromes,  usually  associated  to  spontaneous  primary  neoplasms

bear an increased risk of  DNA damage, with  secondary radiation induced neoplasms:

Retinoblastoma,  Neurofibromatosis  type  1  (NF1)  and  type  2  (NF2),  Li-Fraumeni  Syn-

drome,  Ataxia-telangiectasia,  BRCA1 and  BRCA2 carriers,  xeroderma  pigmentosum,

Bloom syndrome. In this cases, wise use of diagnostic radiology is required to avoid un-

necessary risk for secondary malignancy. (123,125,149,150)

1.2.2 The measurable biological effects

There were four basic radiation principles guiding the radiation protection committees in

the mid-1950s, all of which emerged from extensive work with Drosophila on the induction

of mutations primarily in mature spermatozoa: (1) Mutations, spontaneous or induced, are

usually harmful. (2) Any dose of radiation that reaches the reproductive cells entails some

genetic risk. (3) The number of mutations produced is proportional to the dose such that

linear extrapolation from high dose data provides a valid estimate of low dose effects. (4)

The effect is independent of the rate at which the radiation is delivered and of spacing be -

tween the exposures (85,77).

New methods and instruments coming from the fields of genetic research and molecular
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biology allow in-vivo appraisal of morphology and function, at the scale of a single cell or

complex tissues, at unprecedented detail. Diagnostic levels of radiation, at the doses of a

single standard CT (10 mSv), are now associated to DNA double strand breaks, which is

followed by in-vivo repair in most cases, that widely depends on individual susceptibility

factors (as genetic disorders mentioned ). The effects of very low exposure, at the level of

professional exposure in the range of 1mSv/year are associated a demonstrable muta-

tions, that subsequently express mutated proteins, that subsequently modify biological pa-

rameters as blood cell count. Other research are validating translocation analysis as a

valid retrospective biodosimetry for cases of occupational exposure. (151–163)

Meanwhile, it would be prudent to assume that the low dose of radiation received during

imaging studies, produces a small additional risk of radiation-induced solid cancers com-

patible with the predictions of conventional linear dose-response risk models, and clinical

practice should be guided by this assumption. (80,85)

1.2.3 The recommended ALARA strategy

ALARA stands for 'As low as reasonably achievable', meaning that the exposition to ioniz-

ing radiation should be kept at the lowest achievable level while it provides sufficient image

quality. This is achieved by a set of principles that apply equally to all controlled exposure

situations; includes justification, optimization of protection and application of limits on maxi-

mum  doses  in  planned  situations.  Justification  refers  to  the  process  of  determining

whether either (a) a planned activity involving radiation is, overall beneficial, i.e., whether

the benefits to individuals and to society from introducing or continuing the activity out-

weigh the harm (including radiation detriment) resulting from the activity; or (b) a proposed

remedial action in an emergency or existing situation is likely, overall, to be beneficial, i.e.,

whether the benefits to individuals and to society (including the reduction of radiation detri -

ment) from introducing or continuing the remedial action outweigh its cost and any harm or

damage it causes. Optimization is the process of determining what level of protection and

safety makes exposures, and the probability and magnitude of potential exposures as low

as reasonably achievable, economic and societal factors being taken into account. The

dose limit  is  the value of the effective dose or the equivalent dose to individuals from

planned exposure situations that shall not be exceeded. Dose limits are determined by

regulatory authorities and apply to workers and to members of the public in planned expo-

sure situations, but do not apply to medical exposure of patients, or to public exposures in

emergency exposure situations,  or to public exposures in existing exposure situations.

(164–171)
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Intercenter technical variability is an important issue, that depends on local obsolete proto-

cols, re-training of radiographers and quality control than the age or model of the  radiol -

ogy technology. The risk for overdose in digital radiography studies has been reported with

concern, as digital systems correct the density, both for under- and over-exposed images.

In fact, overexposed images may look better, by a frequently unremarked alarm sign: the

lack of image noise in overexposed images. This only can be addressed if exposure pa-

rameters, dose, DAP, or exposure index, are presented or trigger an alarm related to pre-

defined tables or statistical usage patterns. (172–178)

Several specific initiatives participated by scientific societies, governmental organizations

and the imaging manufactures are promoting the ALARA principles, mostly oriented to CT

and fluoroscopy studies: Image gently, Image wisely, and Eurosafe imaging with several

subgroups EMAN (European ALARA Network) PIDR (Pediatric reference levels). (33,179–

181)

1.2.4 Scoliosis Radiation Risk and the EOS motivation 

Scoliosis is defined as a lateral deviation of the vertebral spine in the coronal plane with a

Cobb angle greater than 10º and rotation of the vertebral bodies (182–184). The total num-

ber of radiographs needed for monitoring scoliosis patients varies, but in some cases,

imaging follow-up is performed every 4 to 6 months until skeletal maturity is completed.

This may involve more than 22 full-spine radiographs, and the number is much higher in

patients with severe scoliosis who undergo surgical treatment. (185–191) The exposure to

ionizing radiation incurred during these examinations leads to a higher risk of death due to

breast cancer in scoliosis patients compared to the general population. Hence, it is impera-

tive to  implement measures focused on reducing the radiation dose by optimizing the

imaging technique used.  (186,192–195) Alternative radiographic procedures as scanning

fluoroscopy with digital stitching of collimated digital spots allows reducing the dose more

than computed radiography standards but with low spatial resolution. (196–198) 

Considering 3D planning the alternative for bony spine structures is helical CT., but with a

dose burden of 7.76 mSv with standard techniques, that can be reduced to 0.33 mSv with

a helical CT optimized dose (199,200). Upright or recumbent MRI procedures have been

reported. (7–9,201–203)

EOS, a slot scan imaging modality with a high efficiency detector was considered a new

alternative for scoliosis imaging. The bi-planar standing acquisition allows a 3D weight-

bearing spine reconstruction with less dose than computed radiography, and potential frac-
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tion of the dose (0.1-0.2 mSv) of the alternative 3D modalities as CT.

1.3 Chest X-ray Imaging, Medical interest and challenges 

1.3.1 Medical indications of Chest x-ray

The role of plain chest X-ray, just projecting a flat x-ray image of the thorax has diminished

in front of tomographic imaging modalities that can see-through the rib cage, as computed

tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and ultrasound that may display visceral and

pathologic body parts, adding information on density, signal intensity, or acoustic charac-

teristics that x-ray cannot provide. Nevertheless, the universal availability of x-ray system

able to explore the thorax, and its role as gatekeeper of complex, invasive, expensive, or

less available modalities, contribute to maintain chest X-ray as the most common radio-

graphic study, accounting for the 30-35% of all imaging studies. (94–97,204)

Being an easy available, low dose, relative low cost exam, chest x-ray has been used for

many years as a low-risk procedure to screen or evaluate for occult o known cardiopul-

monary disease. However, in the past two decades, the efficacy of its use has been the is -

sue of multiple studies The utility of routine chest radiographs in patients admitted for vari-

ous clinical has been reassessed, as many studies does not support the universal use of

routine chest x-ray except in selected conditions. Different bodies, as scientific societies,

governmental offices have agreed in several recommendations or appropriateness criteria,

being more stringent in pediatric patients. (i.e., acutely dyspneic children as asthmatic or

bronchiolitis are now not considered tributary for routine x-ray exam), and lateral chest X-

ray is rarely indicated and should be consulted with the radiology consultant. (205–211) A

few of these recommendations are listed below, as appropriate, not appropriate and still

under debate: 

Usually appropriate, or may be appropriate chest X-ray exams on admission or pre-
operative:

• Acute cardiopulmonary or thoracic findings by history or physical examination.
• Chronic cardiopulmonary disease in the elderly (>age 70), previous chest radiogra-

phy within 6 months not available.
• Chronic cardiopulmonary disease in the elderly (>age 70), previous chest radiogra-

phy within 6 months available.
• Moderate or severe hypertension: diastolic pressure ≥105 mm Hg.

Usually not appropriate chest X-ray on admission or preoperative

• Routine Admission and Preoperative Chest Radiography in asymptomatic patients;
history and physical exam unremarkable.

• Mild hypertension: diastolic pressure <105 mm Hg
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• Blunt Chest trauma
• Asthma in children without atypical symptoms, or additional suspected diagnosis or

complications, as high fever or chest pain.
• Bronchiolitis in children without atypical evolution, except severe symptoms or com-

plications are present or suspected.
• Lateral chest x-ray in children, without radiology prior assessment. 

Debated appropriateness indications, low yield 

• Daily routine chest x-ray on ICU's patients with mechanical ventilation vs on-de-
mand, as the latter  generates more requests.

• Chest x-ray screening in smokers for lung cancer detection (low yield).

1.3.2 Chest imaging technologies

For many years after the discovery of X-ray; the X-ray examinations were fluoroscopic ex-

ams performed in a dark room by observing images glowing on a fluorescent screen in re-

sponse to X-ray that had passed through the patient’s body, with few selected studies

recorded and stored as photographic glass plates. In the 1950s, the development of con-

ventional X-ray was a major step forward in fluoroscopy, first with the intensifying fluores-

cent screens that allowed to reduce dose significantly in radiography, and in fluoroscopy

where the electronic image intensifier, based on television technologies, resulted in a sig-

nificant increase in image brightness and dose reduction in fluoroscopy, for general radiog-

raphy and contrast studies.

The advances in computer technology leaded to digital subtraction angiography (DSA), al-

lowing to clearly display vascular structures through digital processing and subtraction of

non-vascular anatomy. 

The invention of computed tomography (CT), with high quality tomographic images and 3D

reconstruction was a breakthrough as CT is now the key exam for molt clinical decisions in

clinical  practice.  Recent  developments  in  multidetector  helical  computed  tomographic

scanners capable of rapid scanning and acquisition of thin sections has revolutionized the

thin-section CT technique. Volumetric thin-section CT with thin detectors (0.5–0.625 mm)

has become the routine in many institutions. Computed tomography has progressively tak-

ing the main diagnosis role in chest complex or life-threatening pathologies, to become

nowadays the essential tool for imaging chest pathology. 

Digital radiography technology had been present since the '70 with digitized image intensi-

fier or with CCD based detectors, (212,213) but exploded with the development of com-

puted radiography (CR) based in storage phosphor plates in 1983 (Sonoda, 1983) (214–

216). This technology allowed using existing of X-ray devices simply by using new CR ra-
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diographic cassettes, with a reusable phosphor plate replacing the film, and CR plate read-

ers. The advantages of linearity, wider latitude and digital communication of images were

apparent,  and the radiologic community quickly started replacing classical  screen-films

systems by CR since 1990, for general, chest, bone or breast radiographic imaging. (217–

222)

Since1990 researchers in X-ray physics recognized that the development of a flat panel

X-ray detector would be a mayor technological breakthrough in X-ray imaging, and soon

began to develop such a detector.  It may provide better detection efficiency and improve

ergonomics as no physical cassette should be handled or processed for each exposure,

allowing to be used for radiography as well as for fluoroscopy. The same technology used

to manufacture arrays of thin film transistors (TFT) in liquid-crystal display (LCD) can be

used to fabricate large arrays of X-ray detection elements on two-dimensional surfaces,

which accelerated research in the development of practical devices. These devices can be

built with the standard full-field size of 43x43 cm. 

There are several alternative physical and technical processes that allow to convert X-ray

photons to radiographic images, involving direct or indirect detection or the way of conver-

sion of interactions into electronic signals. Every process has its own advantages and dis-

advantages in terms of efficiency, image quality of radiation dose to images (223–230,76).

The table below shows to comparison between different X-ray detection methods for con-

verting X-rays to images.

The most frequently used installations of dedicated digital equipment for plain radiography

exams were  CR (Computed Radiography) imaging plates system, amorphous selenium
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Figure 6. Computed radiography (CR) image reader and CR dynamic range. 
Exposed plates to X-ray are read by photostimulation, and finally erased by intense

illumination and re-used. This technology was developed by Fuji Film Co (JP). 
Images taken from the original paper by Sonoda et al. 1983 (214)
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systems, and flat panels of an amorphous silicon active matrix (a-Si) coupled with a CsI

(T1) scintillator layer (direct radiography (DR). 

Detection method Conversion steps from X-ray to

images

Digital Direct Flat panel detector (TFT technology) X-ray image

Direct Flat panel detector (amorphous selenium) X-ray image

Direct EOS (micro-grid ionization chamber) X-ray image

Digital Indirect Flat panel detector (fluorescent material + 
photo diode)

X-ray light image

indirect X-ray image intensifier + TV camera X-ray light image

Imaging plate (CR) X-ray latent image light image

Analog Indirect X-ray image intensifier + cine film X-ray latent image light image

Indirect Intensifying screen + X-ray film X-ray latent image light image

Table 2. Digital Radiography Detecting Methods. Classification

To avoid scatter digital systems also need antiscatter grids, but static grids may cause im-

age artifacts caused by aliasing between the grid frequencies and the number of pixels per

centimeter of the digital image:It is a phenomenon of intermodulation, moiré pattern ('cor-

duroy patterns'), that may appear or disappear while re-scaling a digital image. Artifacts

that can be produced by grid interaction are not always obvious and can degrade image

quality, so caution and proper selection of the grid is advised. (230). 

Even one of the main promotion and development points for digital systems was the po-

tential for dose reduction, amorphous selenium and the first generations of computed radi-

ography failed to provide a clear advantage over their contemporary -along the 1984-1995-

rare-hearth intensifying screen-film (S/F) cassette systems. Conventional S/F systems that

were able to maintain a better spatial resolution (up to 4 lp/mm at 20 % MTF) while reduc-

ing dose at the same pace that new digital modalities (231–233). Taking chest x-ray dose

as an example,, the effective doses, in PA projection, measured for the different devices

were the following: amorphous selenium system 0.32+/-0.06 mGy, CR system 0.28+/-

0.05 mGy, slot scan CCD 0.01+/-0.02 mGy. With current  DR systems, with  amorphous

silicon CsI  flat-panel  detectors, the effective dose has been finally reduced to 30-50%

(0.010 mSv). (232–236) In particular applications, as spine and bone measurement, dose

can  be  reduced  further  up  to  1/10th  of  nominal  doses  maintaining  diagnostic  quality.

(191,237)
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1.3.3 Computed radiography (CR)

For almost 25 years, CR has been the workhorse of radiography; the first CR installation in

Spain was at Hospital Materno-infantil Vall d'Hebron (Barcelona) in 1988 applied to pedi-

atric radiology. 

CR detectors are based in flat plates embedded with crystals of photostimulable phos-

phors, also known as storage phosphors, typically composed of BaFBr:Eu2+, where the

atomic energy levels of the europium activator determine the characteristics of light emis-

sion. The useful optical signal is not derived from the light that is emitted in prompt re -

sponse to the incident radiation, but rather from subsequent emission when electrons and

holes are released from traps in the material. By stimulating these crystals by irradiation

with red light, electrons are released from the traps and raised to the conduction band of

the crystal, subsequently triggering the emission of shorter-wavelength (blue) light. This

process is called photostimulated luminescence.(71,214,238)

CR installations closely emulate screen-film radiography by using cassette-based detec-

tors. It is a well-established system that is robust, has good reproducibility. It is nowadays

inexpensive, as previous hardcopy, film printing, costs can now completely avoided by

PACS image distribution and storage. The CR detection system has a wide dynamic range

of over 1:10000, allowing wide ranges of radiographic exposures, and its spatial resolution

is between 2.5 and 4 lp/mm. It should be taken in account that high resolution CR plates

require higher dose. Image quality and image throughput have been continuously improv-

ing, while the physical size of the readout units has been reduced from room-sized to inte-

grated systems inside small mobile x-ray devices (214,233). 

Many studies have demonstrated that CR can routinely produce images that are perceived

as equal or superior to conventional S/F images, in terms of image quality and/or clinical

performance,  in  chest  X-ray  digital  thoracic  imaging,  even  with  less  radiation  dose.

(217,231,239–242)

Computed radiography with phosphor plates allowed the development of PACS, as radiog-

raphy accounted for more than 50% of the imaging activity performed in any large radiol-

ogy department. Therefore, CR allowed the separation between image acquisition and im-

age display with soft-copy reporting. Digital acquisition systems allow image processing al-

gorithms that adapt, filter, or improve, the image characteristics to the expected clinical re-

quirements. i.e. image processing algorithms can be applied as noise suppression or edge

enhancement. (74,239,243,244) 
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CR was the only digital alternative to S/F for bedside chest radiographs for many years,

but now compact portable, even wireless, flat panels can be used with advantages in im-

age quality and dose.(233,245–248)

Since its  inception,  CR has had many technical  innovations in  the detector  properties

and/or the reading procedure as dual side reading (with plates with dual photostimulable

sides), structured (needle) screens avoiding cross talk, and new scanner concepts based

on line-at-a-time reading, that allowed improvements in image quality that may be compa-

rable to that of current state-of-the art flat-panel systems), while reducing system through-

put, physical size, or costs.(217,238,249–253)

1.3.3.1 Computed Radiology and the Exposure Creep

Following the generalized introduction of CR, but affects all digital modalities, the potential

for decreasing patient dose was one of the main arguments for the justification of the cost

of digital imaging. However, for digital detectors, higher doses result in better image quality

(i.e. a less “noisy” image) over a certain range of doses. When the dose is increased, the

improvement is in the signal-to-noise ratio and graininess disappears. Thus, a tendency to

increase doses can occur, especially in those examinations where automatic exposure

control (AEC) is not usually available The exposure creep is the gradual increase in x-ray

exposures over time that results in increased radiation dose to the patient. (176,254)

Multiple  studies  are  reporting  conflicting  results  reporting  both  higher  than  necessary

and/or  progressive overexposure. The inherent wide latitude of all digital modalities asso-

ciated to the automatic density and gamma corrections applied to the acquired image hide

overexpositions. Large intracenter and intercenter variability is already present, and doses

are usually higher than necessary for image quality. Published intercenter dose differences
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Figure 7. Signal spread and collection at the three common detector structures.
a) Settled phosphor, found in intensifying screens and computed radiography plates.

b) Columnar, crystalline, CsI phosphor used by amorphous silicon DR.
c) Electrostatic collection of charges in a electric field as in direct selenium detectors.

A direct system may give higher resolution by avoiding scattered, spread, signals. 
Modified from drawings in Rowlands and Yaffe (71,452)
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are up to 250% for chest PA and 200% for lumbar spine, and overexposure rates of 30-

40% are being reported. These dose variation can be reduced by standardizing protocol

settings, such as the AEC cells used in chest examinations, but a incorrectly calibrated

AEC may be an additional source of hidden overexposure. Another source of variation are

the differences on pre-configured parameters (APR), for the same diagnostic quality radio-

graph, among different manufacturer's, with dose differences up to 60%.  (176,254–257)

1.3.4 Flat Panel Digital Radiography Systems (DR)

There are two main flat-panel detector technologies. One technology is based on an indi-

rect conversion with an intermediate optical process of X-rays while the other one uses a

direct convert X-ray energy to electronic charge. For radiography and dynamic applica-

tions the indirect method provides substantial advantages, while the direct method has

some benefits for mammography. In radiography and mammography flat-panel detectors

lead to clear improvements with respect to workflow, image quality and dose reduction po-

tentials.(69,71,249,258,259) 

Flat-panel detectors (FPD) were a long-searched technology that may allow implement-

ing high throughput digital X-ray rooms with low dose and high quality images. The sensi-

tivity, spatial resolution, frame rate and portability were described as the upcoming technol-

ogy. Increasing gain and reducing noise will realize higher sensitivity. Layered sensor de-

signed such that thin film transistors (TFT) layer and sensitive layer are constructed sep-

arately will decrease the pixel pitch lower than 100 micron. The requested diagnostic per-

formance of flat-panel detectors should be to comparable to that of asymmetric screen-film

system for depiction of all  simulated patterns of interstitial  lung diseases, nodules, and

catheters while offering potential for dose reductions by sensitivity indexes of 400 to 800.

1.3.4.1 Amorphous Selenium detectors

These flat panels are solid state electrostatic systems where the detection media is a pho-

toconductor for X-ray as amorphous selenium. Its amorphous state makes possible the

maintenance of uniform imaging characteristics to almost atomic scale (there are no grain

boundaries) over large areas. The primary function of the a-Se layer is to attenuate x-rays,

generate free electron–hole pairs (in proportion to the intensity of the incident x-rays) and

collect them at the electrodes. Before digital imaging, the first medical application of a-Se

was xeroradiography, where a latent charge image on the surface of an a-Se plate was

read out and printed using liquid toner processing. (260,261)

The first selenium detectors for full-field X-ray applications, as chest radiography, where
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drum scanners introduced by 1994 (Thoravision, Philips, Best, NL). In these devices, the

selenium layer is deposited on a cylindrical aluminum drum, large enough to cover the full

field of view for chest imaging. The electrostatic charge image which is formed on the sele-

nium surface after X-ray exposure is read out by electrometer probes using fast drum rota-

tion.  Image  quality  was  considered  equal  or  superior  to  screen-film  systems.

(22,262,261,263) The images obtained by selenium detectors had a different aspect of

those from screen-film. This was considered a potential bias for image quality assessment

studies. (264)

Selenium drums where finally replaced by selenium flat panels (DirectRay, Direct Radiog-

raphy, Newark, DE, USA) with solid-state detectors of 35 x 43 cm, and pixel size/pitch of

0.139 mm. Image quality studies showed preference of radiologists for selenium images,

with  6:11  preferred  regions,  over  computed  radiography  images,  with  2:11  preferred

anatomic regions. They provide better performance than that of high-resolution storage

phosphor radiography (265–267) 

Of particular concern in direct digital flat panels is the uniformity of signal collection across

each pixel. If signal collection can be made uniform, then the noise associated with signal

collection may be minimized. Therefore, methods are been investigated for active signal

focusing. The research in direct digital flat detectors is still open, with groups investigating

wide band-gap semiconductor materials, in particular cadmium telluride, CdTe (71,268).

Even selenium detectors proved to provide good image resolution and quality, they were

expensive and never gained a widespread use. As their image response at reduced dose

levels is inferior to that of amorphous silicon indirect flat panels (aSi-CsI), they have finally

replaced by the latter in most clinical radiography settings. (234,235,269–272)

1.3.4.2 Amorphous Silicon Flat panel Detectors

The new category of 'immediate direct digital flat panel detectors' is being considered a di-

rect digitization method, even there is a scintillator crystal  involved. In these digital flat

panel detectors, based in CsI/a-Si technology, incoming X-rays first strike a cesium iodide

layer that converts the X-rays into light. The light then passes through a photodiode matrix

of amorphous silicon, where it is converted into electrical signals which are amplified and

digitized. The light is directed onto the silicon without lateral diffusion, by the crystalline

structure Cs-iodide deposition which ensures image sharpness. The primary benefit of ce-

sium iodide technology is  the excellent  DQE (detection quantum efficiency).  Signal-to-

noise ratio is enhanced by using a low-noise semiconductors The use of all theses flat-
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panel digital detectors allow a considerable dose reduction during routine chest radiogra-

phy without loss of image quality (71,273,230,274–278,229).

Operation of a flat-panel x-ray detector can be divided into four stages (figure  8). In the

first stage, incident x rays pass through a protective cover and interact with a doped phos-

phor screen, the scintillator. As the x rays are absorbed in the scintillator, energy is trans-

ferred creating a “cloud” of high-energy electrons. Although most of the energy from these

electrons is eventually transferred to vibrational modes in the solid, essentially turning into

heat, a small fraction will undergo a radiative transition and emit optical photons. In the

second stage, this light travels through the nearly transparent scintillator and interacts with

the array of photosensitive elements on the flat-panel substrate. A typical array element is

a reverse-biased amorphous silicon- based 'p–i–n' photodiode. For each optical photon

absorbed in the active i-layer of this device, an electron–hole pair will be generated, and

the electric field will transport this charge to the contact regions. The electrons collect and

are stored on a metal contact under the n+ layer. In the third stage, a field-effect transistor

(FET or TFT) is activated and transfers the charge from the diode bottom contact onto a

metal transmission line, called the data line (as columns in Fig. 8). The FET is activated by

pulsing a gate line, or scan line (as rows in Fig. 8) which is perpendicular to the data lines,

from a negative voltage to a positive voltage. The FET is held at a positive voltage long

enough for nearly all the charge to be transferred onto the data line. In the fourth stage,

this charge is transferred through a finger contact region at the edge of the panel and into
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Figure 8. Microphotographs of a-Si:CsI TFT photodiode and its conversion stages
Rigth) The needle structure of overlaying CsI crystals where X-ray to light conversion is 
done.
Center) A pixel element. The real pixel pitch is 143 μm, and the components of the pixel 
are annotated. As happens in all current TFT pixels, the photodiode does not cover the 
100% of the pixel surface as electric lines and components have their own reserved 
space, loosing detection efficiency. 
Right) Conversion stages at a TFT from X-ray to electrical signal
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a charge- integrating amplifier with an A/D converter. Since there is a dedicated amplifier

on each data line, the panel can be read- out by sequentially activating all the scan lines.

(278)

1.3.4.2.1 Design, performance, and operational metrics

Medical applications for flat-panel x-ray detectors span the range from high-dose single-

shot radiography to ultra-low-dose fluoroscopic applications. A number of design and oper-

ational issues should be considered over this range of applications in order to optimize the

detectors.  First,  the  array  size  and  pixel  pitch  need  to  be  determined  based  on  the

anatomy of  the patient  and the target of  the procedure.  Second,  the desired read-out

speed must be determined in order to set the requirements of the time constants on the

panel and the speed of the read-out amplifier. The required dynamic range of the intended

medical procedures must be determined in order to optimize the trade-off between the sig-

nal-to-noise ratio and available dynamic range. Finally, a calibration strategy must be de-

veloped in order to satisfy patient work-flow requirements while assuring artifact-free oper-

ation of the detectors. 

The required size of a flat-panel medical x-ray detectors is governed primarily by patient

anatomy. Although technology has been developed that allows one to focus x-ray beams,

this process is extremely inefficient and cannot be used in medical x-ray applications due

to concerns about patient dose. Thus, the x-ray detector must be designed to match the

desired size of the actual anatomy to be imaged. For cardiac or breast imaging, 20×20 cm

or 30x30 cm arrays are sufficient. For mammography, but for chest of limbs radiography,

including vascular applications large array (43x43 cm) are required. Although the largest

panel could accommodate all applications, there are cost, performance, and ergonomic is-

sues that require each application to use an optimally sized detector (278–280). Although

the pixel pitch is primarily determined by the size of the features that needs to be imaged,

the optimization of  the pixel  size is  not  straightforward.  At  first  thought,  smaller  pixels

would seem to give better image quality, but this is not always the case. Due to concerns

about x-ray dose to the patient, low x-ray exposure levels are used  Therefore, the signal-

to-noise ratio of the resulting image is quite poor, and falls off at high spatial frequencies

(small feature sizes). For a given dose level and object contrast, there is a minimum fea-

ture size above which all information is hidden in the noise; the picture becomes grainy

and loses its sharpness. In addition to the constraints imposed by very low signal levels,

there are a number of parameters that get worse as the pixel size is reduced. These in -

clude the capacitance of the scan line and data line, the capacitance and fill factor of the
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photodiode, the “dark” noise in the pixel per unit area, and the read-out rate of the detec-

tor. Finally, small pixels also increase the overall  cost of the detector and the cost and

speed of the viewing and archiving systems. Given all these constraints, flat-panel manu-

factures have chosen pixel pitches ranging from 70 to 200 µm, where mammography ap-

plications use the lower end of this range and all other applications use the higher end

(278,280,281).

Radiographic  images  acquired  by  flat-panel  detectors  requires  that  the  acquisition

matches to length of the x-ray pulses, between 3 sec to 0.001 sec. These applications

present challenges to the x-ray detector. In order to integrate for this period of time, both

the FET and the photodiode must be carefully optimized in order to avoid artifacts and ex-

cess noise. In particular, the leakage in each of these devices must typically be in the fem-

toampere (fA) range.

One of the most important metrics for the detector is the signal-to-noise ratio in the image

which must be maximized while delivering the lowest possible x-ray dose to the patient. As

mentioned previously, the  best  objective  measure  of  detector  dose efficiency is  DQE,

which measures how much the detector degrades the signal-to-noise ratio of the incoming

x rays. There are a number of parameters that determine the DQE. First, one wants to

minimize the x-ray absorption in the protective covers of the detector by using the materi -

als with a low density and low atomic number and by minimizing the thickness while main-

taining the required mechanical properties. Second, one wants to maximize the x-ray ab-

sorption of the scintillator layer while maintaining the required optical properties. Scintilla-

tors can achieve excel- lent x-ray absorption properties if dense, high-atomic- number ma-

terials are used, and they are deposited in thick films. Since scintillators emit optical pho-

tons isotropically after absorbing x-rays, however, thin scintillators are preferred in order to

prevent the spread of the signal to neighboring pixels (as measured by the  modulation

transfer function (MTF). Other optical constraints include the efficiency of generating op-

tical photons, and the spectrum of the optical emission, which needs to be matched to the

photodiode. Optimizing the type, thickness, structure, and optical properties of the scintilla-

tor in order to give the best DQE is a challenging problem .

Although the DQE is the most critical factor in determining the performance of the detector,

it is also important that this be maintained over a wide range of x-ray exposure levels. At

low exposure levels, the DQE can be degraded by other noise sources in the detector

(electronic noise). At high exposure levels, the photodiode becomes non-linear and arti-

facts can appear in the image. The dynamic range of the detector can be defined as the
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range between these extremes. The three most important variables in determining the dy-

namic range of a flat panel detector are: electronic noise, the conversion factor, and the

pixel capacitance (278,282–285).

The  maximum exposure level is related to the amount of effective charge that can be

stored at each pixel. The  minimum exposure depends on the low-noise floor, that is

linked to electronic noise, applied gain, pixel pitch, and MTF (through optimizing optical

properties of the scintillator). The conversion factor (CF) is a parameter that depends of

the particular design and scintillator materials of a detector. There is a negative influence

of using small pixels at low x-ray exposure levels. Additionally, it shows that while the CF

must be chosen carefully to address both ends of the dynamic range, the electronic noise

should be minimized to allow dose reduction. Sources of electronic noise can be found

throughout the panel and readout electronics. They include charge-trapping effects, diode

leakage, TFT switching noise, amplifier noise, and thermal noise in the resistors.

Calibration is an essential factor in the operation and design of flat-panel x-ray detectors.

Three basic types that are performed on every image – offset subtraction, gain correction,

and bad pixel replacement. The offset calibration starts by acquiring an offset image (or

“dark” image), that is read-out of the detector in the absence of any x-ray exposure. This

image includes sources of noise as electronic leakage of photodiode, de-trapping of the

TFT and photodiode, associated with a previous exposure to x-ray signal; the residual light

output from the scintillator associated with a previous x-ray exposure (or “afterglow”); and

signals associated with lack of uniformity. This complex set of time-dependent signals may

depend on the frame rate, applied voltages, panel temperature, and previous exposure

conditions. For these reasons, an offset image is typically collected immediately before or

after the x-ray image to minimize errors due to the time-dependent nature of this calibra-

tion.  The  second  calibration  that  is  performed  is  known  as  a  gain  correction.  In  this

process, the offset-corrected x-ray image is divided by a previously collected, offset-cor-

rected x-ray image that was obtained with a flat field exposure (i.e., no object between the

x-ray tube and the detector). This process eliminates the pixel-to-pixel gain variations that

are caused by many effects including . Gain calibrations are usually taken using several x-

ray  spectra and averaged over  many images to  eliminate  the inherent  x-ray quantum

noise. Unlike the offset calibration, the gain correction has a weak or negligible depen-

dence on the temperature, frame rate, applied voltage, and previous x-ray exposure. the

gain-calibration image can be re-used over a long period of time (i.e., every few months or

one per year along routine service calibrations). The third calibration is known as a bad-
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pixel replacement. A series of electrical tests are performed on every pixel to verify that its

offset, gain, noise, lag, and linearity are within the specifications. Pixels that fail  any of

these tests are marked in the bad-pixel correction image and their values are replaced by

an average of their nearest neighbor values. An allowable number of bad pixels is set by

the manufacturer after careful clinical studies to assure that they does not surpass the

threshold of clinical impact (278,286). Besides these basic calibrations performed on every

image, there is a wide range of advanced image-processing techniques that can also be

applied to images. These include spatial sharpening or noise-reduction filters, linearity cor-

rections, temporal averaging, spatial and temporal artifact corrections, rotation, zoom, and

computer- assisted diagnosis.(278,286,287)

1.3.4.2.2 Fluoroscopy and dynamic imaging using Flat-panel detectors

Besides  radiographic  as  single-frame  acquisitions,  flat-panel  detectors  are  extensively

used today for dynamic imaging. Flat-panel detectors are also used for diagnostic proce-

dures that require visualization of motion such as vascular imaging, where one views the

progress of an intravascular contrast medium through the blood vessels, or motion of ad-

ministered barium contrasts such in upper and lower GI exams. These applications add

additional requirements for flat-panel detectors. Since the output of the detector is a rapid

sequence of images, as many as 30 frames/sec (fps) or more, the temporal properties of

the detector become important; i.e., it is important to limit the retention of signal by the de-

tector (or lag) from one frame to the next. Additionally, for fluoroscopic imaging, the dose

per frame is greatly reduced compared to that in radiographic images; so the low-dose

performance of the detector becomes more important. The x-ray fluence at the detector in-

put surface for the lowest exposure levels in a fluoroscopic image is about one x-ray pho-

ton per pixel per frame (228,278,279,288–290).

1.3.4.2.3 Spatial, Spectral and Computed Tomography Imaging with Flat panels  

Increasingly, flat-panel detectors have been applied to advanced three-dimensional imag-

ing applications such as cone-beam CT. For this application, the detector acquires a se-

ries of images while the x-ray source and detector rotate around the patient. The images

are subsequently reconstructed to obtain a three-dimensional data set (291–293).

Tomosynthesis is an application in which a rapid sequence of images of a subject is ob-

tained while the x-ray source is moved relative to the detector. These images are then

combined to reconstruct slices of the patient and thus reduce clutter from overlying struc-

tures that are present in a conventional projection radiography (294–297,55).

Flat panels can be use for  dual energy imaging, where two acquisition of images are
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taken with two different x-ray energy spectra. The two images are then combined to isolate

materials of different compositions, for example bone and soft tissue, which have differ-

ences in attenuation at each x-ray energy (298–300).

1.3.5 Standards in Chest Imaging

The concerns about the risks of ionizing radiation used in medical procedures to the gen-

eral population has conducted to develop technical scientific and legal documents, trying

to inform, advice and regulate the practice of radiology. In Europe the main document has

been the  EURATOM 97/43 Directive, following  ICRP recommendations, that developed

many of these recommendations as a normative legal framework. (301–303)

The EURATOM directive lays down the general principles of the radiation exposure protec-

tion of individuals, of patients as part of their own medical diagnosis or treatment, of indi-

viduals as part of occupational health surveillance, of individuals as part of health screen-

ing programmes, of healthy individuals or patients voluntarily participating in medical or

biomedical, diagnostic or therapeutic, research programmes, of individuals as part of medi-

co-legal procedures, and of occupational exposure of health-related professionals.

Justification is the first step in radiation protection. No diagnostic exposure is justifiable

without a valid clinical indication, no matter how good the imaging performance may be.

Every examination must result in a net benefit for the patient. This only applies when it can

be anticipated that the examination will influence the efficacy of the decision of the physi -

cian with respect to diagnosis, clinical management and therapy, and/or final outcome for

the patient.

Optimization evinces that all doses due to medical exposure for radiological purposes ex-

cept  radiotherapeutic  procedures  shall  be  kept  as  low  as  reasonably  achievable

(ALARA) consistent with obtaining the required diagnostic information, taking into account

economic and social factors. 

Other aspects as professional training, equipment surveillance, and consideration to spe-

cial groups as children, health screening, and special attention to modalities involving high

doses as interventional radiology, computed tomography and radiotherapy. (301–303)

ICRP does not recommend the application of dose limits to patient irradiation but draws at-

tention to the use of dose reference levels, as an aid to optimization of protection in medi-

cal exposure. ICRP promotes local reference levels, that should assessed and reviewed,

associated to dose audits, in order to control and reduce patient exposure in existing and

new modalities. IRCP advices precaution in new DR modalities, requiring new procedures
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and controls, as disregarded overexposure with them is a known risk. (304–306)

Guidance on referrals has appeared since then, as guides of appropriateness of clinical re-

ferral for diagnostic imaging. The first comprehensive guide was issued by the Royal Col-

lege of Radiologist (RCR, UK), that was latter transposed as a European Union document.

This guide has been adapted to several national health systems in Europe. Different solu-

tions as documents or websites have been published in Germany, France, Spain, and al-

most all countries of the OECD  (307–309). In the USA, different professional organiza-

tions, mainly the American College of Radiology (ACR), under the support of the Federal

Health and Drug administration (FDA) have been addressing the topic of appropriateness

of examinations involving ionizing radiations. 

1.3.5.1 European recommendations in chest Imaging

The European Commission document “European Guidelines on Quality Criteria for Diag-

nostic Radiographic Images – EUR 16620” is the reference document directed to technical

and clinical staff involved in taking radiographs and reporting them (310). It presents diag-

nostic requirements presented as image quality criteria deemed necessary to produce an

image of standard quality in the most common radiographic studies. It does not address

referral acceptability (appropriateness) for any clinical condition. The criteria for radiation

dose to the patient are expressed as reference dose values for each type, that are based

on the data coming from the third quartile in earlier European dose surveys, that should be

take as a ceiling. Lower doses should be pursued in line with the ALARA principle. (310)

1.3.5.2 Requirements Image Criteria 

The criteria in most cases specify important anatomical structures that should be visible on

a radiograph to aid accurate diagnosis. Some of these criteria depend fundamentally on

correct positioning and cooperation of the patient, whereas others reflect technical perfor-

mance of the imaging system. Awareness of the positional and technical dependence of

the criteria can stimulate further work aimed at gaining a more detailed understanding of

those factors which can influence image quality, and may lead to improved mechanisms

for  auditing both existing as well  as new and/or modified radiographic techniques and

training programmes for radiological staff, as described by Vaño et al in 995 (311). 

A qualitative guide to the necessary degree of visibility of these essential structures is pro-

vided in the following Description of Terms. These criteria can be used by radiologists  as

they report on radiographs to make a personal visual assessment of the image quality as

well as an audit mechanism for radiographic procedures within a department. presented
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for PA and for lateral projections  even though many of the ost of them 

1.3.5.2.1 PA Chest Projection

● Image criteria
1. Performed at full inspiration (as assessed  by the position of the ribs above the di-

aphragm — either 6 anteriorly or 10 posteriorly) and with suspended respiration
2. Symmetrical reproduction of the thorax as shown by central position of the spin- ous

process between the medial ends of the clavicles
3. Medial border of the scapulae to be outside the lung fields
4. Reproduction of the whole rib cage above the diaphragm
5. Visually sharp reproduction of the vascular pattern in the whole lung, particularly the

peripheral vessels
6. Visually sharp reproduction of:

1. (a) the trachea and proximal bronchi, (b) the borders of the heart and aorta,
2. (c) the diaphragm and lateral costo-phrenic angles

7. Visualization of the retrocardiac lung and the mediastinum
8. Visualization of the spine through the heart shadow
● Important image details
1. Small round details in the whole lung, including the retrocardiac areas:

1. High contrast: 0.7 mm diameter 
2. Low contrast: 2 mm diameter

2. Linear and reticular details out to the lung periphery:
1. High contrast: 0.3 mm in width
2. low contrast: 2 mm in width

1.3.5.2.2 Lateral Chest Projection

● Image criteria
1. Performed at full inspiration and with suspended respiration
2. Arms should be raised clear of the thorax
3. Superimposition of the posterior lung borders
4. Reproduction of the trachea
5. Reproduction of the costo-phrenic angles
6. Visually sharp reproduction of the posterior border of the heart,  the aorta, medi-

astinum, diaphragm, sternum and thoracic spine
● Important image details
1. Small round details in the whole lung:

1. high contrast: 0.7 mm diameter 
2. low contrast: 2 mm diameter

2. Linear and reticular details out to the lung periphery:
1. high contrast: 0.3 mm in width 
2. Low contrast: 2 mm in width

1.3.5.3 Example of Good Chest Radiographic technique

The example provided below is a set of radiographic technique parameters, for postero an-

terior and lateral projections, that has been found to result in good imaging performance
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that is capable of meet all the above 'Quality Criteria'.

Projections Postero-anterior X-ray Lateral X-ray

Radiographic device: Vertical stand with stationary or
moving grid

Vertical stand with stationary
or moving grid

Nominal focal spot value: ≤ 1.3 ≤ 1.3

Total filtration: ≥ 3.0 mm Al equivalent ≥ 3.0 mm Al equivalent

Anti-scatter grid: r = 10; 40/cm r = 10; 40/cm

Screen film system: nominal speed class 400 nominal speed class 400

Film-focus distance (FFD): 180 (140-200) cm 180 ( 140-200 ) cm

Radiographic voltage: 125 kV 125 kV

Automatic exposure control: chamber selected - right lateral chamber selected - central

Exposure time: < 20 ms < 40 ms

Protective shielding standard protection standard protection

Table 3: Example of Good Chest Radiographic technique (EUR 16260)

1.3.5.4 Chest reference doses

Entrance surface dose for a standard-sized patient is considered the reference dose.

The entrance surface dose for standard-sized patient is expressed as the absorbed dose

to air (mGy) at the point of intersection of the X-ray beam axis with the surface of a stan-

dard-sized adult patient (70 kg body-weight), backscatter radiation included.

Chest X-ray Reference Dose [EUR 16260]

Front view (PA-AP) 125 kV 0.3 mGy

Lateral view 125 kV 1.5 mGy

Table 4. Chest Reference Doses for a standard-sized patient, as EUR 16260 (mGy) 

1.4 The EOS imaging Device

1.4.1 The invention of Multiwire / Microgrid Ionization chambers

The EOS prototype device is a radiographic imaging system intended for the simultaneous

acquisition of posterior-anterior and lateral planar views of a human being in standing posi-

tion and using a low-dose X-ray detection technology. The low-dose is achieved thanks to

micro-grid ionization gas chamber detectors, that where developed by Georges Charpak

(1924-2010) and extensively used in high-energy physics experiments. The micro-grid de-

tector is a sophisticated evolution of the ionization chambers, as are the Geiger Muller

tubes, that can tell when a particle passes through but can say little about its position and
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direction. Charpak conceived what he called multiwire proportional chambers, in which a

series of thin wires in parallel roles were suspended between two flat cathodes. Layering

many of these chambers and attaching the output of each wire electrode directly to a com-

puter made it possible to determine the track of each particle precisely in real time. More -

over, the device could track hundreds of thousands of particles every second. Micro-grid

detectors allow to accurately register ionizing radiation events by their energy, time and

position  at  high  sampling  rates.  Georges  Charpak  was  awarded  with  Nobel  Prize  in

Physics in 1992 for “his invention and development of particle detectors, in particular the

multiwire proportional chamber”. The EOS prototype assessed in this work was developed

ad built by Biospace Instruments (now EOS imaging, Paris, FR), a company, founded by

Georges Charpak, that developed along its history implantable particle detectors for in-vivo

studies, small high-resolution gamma-cameras, and the EOS device. (2–6,312–314).
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Figure 9. Radiography of a leaf obtained with a proportional chamber. 
Image taken with a 6 keV x-ray source, as a photo of the oscilloscope screen.

Taken from Charpak 1973. 

Figure 10. Georges Charpak (1924-2010). Portrait with the EOS prototype
Left) He was the inventor of the Micromegas detectors (Nobel prize 1992). 

Right) Behind him, a complete EOS prototype in the test bench, with the EOS
microgrid detector (left side) and the tilted x-ray tube (right side)
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Several groups have been doing research in multiwire imaging devices and have built sev-

eral prototypes based on the initial works of Georges Charpak. All these devices experi-

enced successive improvements, detector size and technical additions as the drift mesh,

that  improved  the  efficiency  and  spatial  resolution,  being  finally  known  as  the  “Mi-

cromegas” family of detectors. In medical imaging devices, where the detector is not sta-

tionary, the  multiwire  system was  converted  into  a  micro-grid  of  multiple  copper  lines

printed by lithography on an electronic circuit board. (4,54,315–329)

1.4.2 The EOS imaging prototype

The EOS prototype was built by Biospace Instruments in Paris, tested clinically in Paris

(FR), Brussels (BE) and finally dispatched to Montreal (CA). The description of the proto-

type comes from the original  works of the EOS Project Consortium and from peer-re-

viewed publications (1,330,331)

In  the EOS imaging prototype two micro-grid  detectors were set  at  90 degrees,  each

aligned with its corresponding X-ray tube with thin slit collimators, and all attached to a

twin large and rigid 'C' shaped arms obtaining two coplanar X-ray fan beams. This double

X-ray detection system is enabled to slide along a vertical stand, allowing the scanning the

whole body of a patient, in standing weight-bearing position, in postero-anterior and lateral

views simultaneously. Planar (2D) images can be reconstructed by summation of multiple

thin  images  obtained  along  the  two  coordinated  scans.  Using  the  coplanar  reference

points obtained after the simultaneous x-ray acquisition a 3D model of the skeletal struc-

tures can be calculated, allowing the representation of the spine, pelvis, and lower extremi-

ties of the patient in physiologic weight-bearing standing position. The EOS detector sets

mounted on the C art are a combination of four elements, the first two elements in to

source ( and 2) and the last two elements in the detector subsystem (3 and 4):

1. A conventional radiography high-output X-ray tube (20 Kw). 

2. An  output  collimator  that  generates  thin  fan-shaped  beam,  with  a  fixed vertical

beam shutter collimator (500 µm ), a fixed horizontal beam aperture collimator, and

the beam calibration system.

3. A micro-grid detector with 1764 strips (4 per mm., with a pitch of 250 µm), with a 

secondary slit collimation at the X-ray entrance window, the sealed micro-grid gas 

chamber with xenon (at 6 bars) and a small concentration of organic gases, the gas 

circuit and gas purifier system with compensation of micro-leaks. Part of the gas cir-

cuit is common for both detectors
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4. The detector electronics allowing 1764 channels (one per each vertical strip) de-

tection.

Scanning geometry: three sets of collimators imaging

As in many conventional radiography systems, the patient stays between the X–ray tube

and the detector. EOS has two linear detectors and the 2D radiologic images are obtained

by a scanning fan beam, which is produced simultaneously from two X–ray tubes, on both

sides of the patient, who will be examined in a standing position and each 2 dimensional

image is made line by line.  

For each x-ray tube, the alignment of three collimators ensures the horizontal fan beam

geometry. The first collimator is at the exit of the x-ray tube, the second is at the entrance

of the patient, and the third one is in front of the detector. The alignment of these three 0.5

mm. Parallel collimators required careful and arduous re-calibration of the prototype when

it was moved between different test sites (H. Saint Vincent de Paul (Paris, FR) to Hôpital

Erasme (Brussels, BE).

The collimator at the exit of the x-ray tube allows a beam limitation aiming at reducing the

scattering while proving shielding. The second collimator selects out of the preliminary fan

beam passing through the first collimation a fraction of radiation, which is going to be used

to expose the patient. Finally the third collimator (in front of the detector) ensures the verti -
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(1) Source   (2) patient  (3) detector

Figure 11. EOS scanning schema: Sliding X-ray tube, collimators and detector. 
Three sets of collimators shape a very thin X-ray beam between the source and 
the detector. Collimators (arrows) (1) Source, (2) Patient  and (3) Detector 
collimator) minimizing scatter radiation. 

X-ray source Detector
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cal spatial resolution and eliminates as much as possible the scattered radiation coming

out from the patient. If we add the post-patient barrier of the detector and electronics, no

primary or secondary x-ray reaches outside of the examination area, By suppressing al-

most all scattered radiation to patient and personnel., the EOS system is a self shielded x-

ray device (330,331).

1.4.3 The EOS detector

The EOS detector is a “Micromegas” family detector, an evolution of a multiwire ionization

chamber as a micro-grid ionization chamber detector. It consists in essence of a parallel

plates gas chamber with photolithographic printed micro-strips as readout elements on a

fiberglass printed circuit board, and a fine mesh placed above the strips acting as a delim-

iter between two functional zones(322,330).

The Micromegas detectors consisted of a two-stage parallel-plate avalanche chamber of

small amplification gap (100 μm) combined with a conversion-drift space. It followed a fast

removal of positive ions produced during the avalanche development, with fast signals (≤1

ns) during the collection of the electron avalanche on the anode microstrip plane, allowing

positive ion signal of 100 ns., providing high granularity, high rate, and gas gains of up to

x105. This family of detectors may detect a large spectrum of electromagnetic radiations.

(322,332,333)

In the EOS prototype the layout as a Micromegas device is shown in the following figure.

The detection space has a height of 1.1 mm., and a depth of 10 mm. The width of the de-

tector is related to standard radiographic image width of 448 mm. :
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Figure 12.Microgrid components and detection geometry of the EOS detector. 
Cooper strips are not parallel but focused to the x-ray focal spot.
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The fan-shaped collimated x-ray beam, obtained by collimation at the exit  of  the x-ray

tube, reaches the detector by a 0.5 mm entrance slit, and penetrates in the gas vessel

through a 0.5 mm thick Al window. The photons then may interact in the 10 cm long con-

version zone. 

A pressurized gas mixture, composed of  Xe with  5% ethane,  at  6  atm.,  is  used as a

quencher, providing a high interaction cross section within the radiological energy range.

By choosing a high atomic number conversion medium, the photoelectric effect is favored

over the scattering processes. The predominance of the photoelectric process also con-

tributes to the preservation of geometric information, as it avoids scattered photons, that

could interact at random locations in the detector. According to experimental results, 10 cm

of Xe at 6 atm is better than 500 µm of CsI (as in the flat panel detectors), or 1 mm of Se,

in terms of quantum detection efficiency, especially for high quality beams. The use of Ar

or Kr would lower operational costs but would necessitate higher pressures to achieve the

same conversion efficiency of Xe at 6 atm Therefore, the energy of the incoming photon is
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Figure 13: Drawing of the top view of the internal geometry of the EOS Detector.
Photons enter through a 0.5 mm collimation slit, through a 0.5 mm thick Al window into
the interaction gas-filled space. Cooper detection strips are focused to the x-ray source
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more likely to be deposited at a single location thus providing more primary charges. As

can be seen in the attenuation data from XCOM presented on the next, the interaction effi-

ciency for a Xenon gas absorber is higher than CsI at the current energy levels of diagnos-

tic radiology. (330,334)

The detectors require controlled pressure (6 bar.) and should be calibrated prior to image

acquisition, whenever an acquisition parameter is changed, because of the  small gain and

offset variations between each signal channel. The calibration procedure consists of an off-

set signal acquisition followed by a full illumination of the detector that generates the refer-

ence signal upon which further measurements will be compared. In the setup, the tubes

are oriented vertically to avoid the heel effect. However, slight misalignment of the collima-

tors may lead to a nonuniform illumination of the detector entrance slit. This is corrected by

calibration, which ensures a uniform background in flat-field images. The optimal amplifica-

tion potential is also determined during the calibration procedure. Also, the voltage on the

micro-mesh is set in function of the exposure level in order to achieve optimal SNR. The

whole calibration sequence is automatic and takes less than 30 s., and always performed

without the patient in the examination gantry.
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Figure 14. Fractions of the total energy converted by each electromagnetic process for

different absorbing media for different energy spectra 50, 70, 90 and 120 kVp.
Measurements for Xe, Kr, and Ar gases were of 10 cm thick at 6 atm., CsI and Se are

0.5 and 1 mm thick, respectively. The attenuation data from XCOM 2000. (Modified
from Després 2005)
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The EOS prototype device allows the acquisition of one view or two simultaneous orthogo-

nal views of the human body. Therefore, the EOS device is composed by two X-ray gener-

ators, the acquisition device itself as a vertical gantry with the sliding x-ray tubs and detec-

tors, a computer controller, and the operator  control console, allowing to set acquisition 

and image parameters for each exam, and the main X-ray start switch.
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Figure 16. The EOS imaging prototype at SVPH (Paris). 
Left) Without the covers, paired X-ray tubes -collimators and detectors at 90 degrees are

seen. 
Right) with its plastic translucent covers in place . A staff is standing as a patient

positioned at the gantry.

Figure 15: External views of the EOS micro grid X-ray detector. 
The EOS Micro-grid Detector with gas purifier system. Left) Front view. The detector
with gas purifier system on top. The detection window line can be seen between the
collimator plates as a thin slit  (0,5 mm. height) in this frontal side. Right) Side view.

The complete detector with electronic box, and data acquisition boards and harness.
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The images on the EOS system are acquired line by line by sweeping the fan beam across

the subject. Square pixels are obtained by adjusting the integration time per line and the

scanning speed to the pitch of the microstrips. The vertical acquisition scanning speed is

variable between 4 and 30 cm/sec. 

Images are intrinsically orthographic in the vertical scan direction, without magnification

while magnified in the transverse direction. Clinical images are stretched vertically to simu-

late a cone-beam projection when they are exported for clinical review . 
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Figure 17. EOS acquisition device prototype room layout. 
A control console and workstation controls the overall operation of the device, timings,
translation motions, X-ray settings and generators, detector operation (gas regulation,

detector and electronics voltages) and other active and safety elements. The same
workstation takes care of image acquisition, display, 3D reconstruction and DICOM

communications. A separate closet contains the high-voltage X-ray generators
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1.5 Dosimetry and the EOS specific features

1.5.1 General concepts

1.5.1.1 The concept of dose

To assess the exposure to the patient from a radiological examination different physical

measurements are used: Air kerma in air, entrance skin dose, organ, or tissue equivalent

dose and effective. These detection areas are shown on the figure

1.5.1.2 Air Kerma

The air kerma Dair is associated to the kinetic energy released in a medium by ionizing ra-

diation (here X-rays). This quantity is measured either directly by means of a dosimeter, or

indirectly from a calculation based on source characteristics (Equation .1).  The interna-

tional unit for air kerma is the Gray (Gy). Expressed as 

Dair = A.Dr(kV, XF @100 cm).(100/FSD)2.mA.T

A: The beam factor. It takes into account the beam geometry. In the case of a 

collimated fan beam (scanning system), where the detector lies in the 

beam plane, this factor is a function of the dose profile across the beam 

plane. With a conventional system the beam profile being nearly perfect, 
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Figure 18: Different concepts of dosimetry quantities (conventional system)
1. Dose free in air, 2. Entrance skin dose, 3. Organ dose
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i.e. stepwise shaped, then the factor value is close to 1.

Dr: Dose rate 100 cm from source. It is a function of tube potential (kVp) and to-

tal filtration (XF), and is expressed in milligray or mAs-1(mGy / mAs).

FSD: Focus to skin distance

mA: Tube intensity

T: Exposure duration

1.5.1.3 Organ dose and effective dose

1.5.1.3.1 Absorbed Dose

The absorbed dose  DT  is related to the mean energy dE imparted by ionizing radiation

(here X-rays) to a volume element dV of mass dm in a particular tissue or organ. In the

vicinity of a point P, the absorbed dose is expressed as:

DT = dE/dm

1.5.1.3.2 Equivalent Dose – Organ Dose

The equivalent dose is the absorbed dose defined for a volume element of an organ or a

tissue. The organ dose HT is the average of absorbed dose over the organ volume. HT is

expressed as the product of the absorbed dose by the radiological weighting factor W R (1

for photons). Its unit is the Sievert (Sv) and expressed as :

HT = DT · WR

1.5.1.3.3 Effective Dose

The effective dose E takes into account the total detriment to all organs directly or indi-

rectly affected by radiation exposure. It is the weighted sum of organ equivalent doses in

all tissues or organs with weights WT  , and expressed as: 

E = ?T [HT · WT]

Effective dose cannot directly be measured while a radiological examination is performed,

as it would require the presence of detectors inside patient’s body. The assessment of in

depth dose for the different organs is obtained through a Monte Carlo computer model

simulating photon transport and energy deposition processes, based on the following pa-

rameters: X-ray beam spectrum, patient characteristics (morphology), X-ray field and pro-

jection type for the examination.

1.5.1.3.4 Parameters for the assessment of doses

Once a dose quantity is chosen, it is interesting to look at the influence on the dose associ-
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ated to a radiological examination, due to the parameters involved in the examination. 

Those parameters are shown in the following table together with their influence on the ex-

posure.

Effects of Exposure Factors on Radiation Exposure

X-ray Factors Effect on dose

X-ray tube potential (kVp) Dose roughly increases with the square of 
potential

Tube current and exposure time 
(mAs)

Dose varies linearly with intensity

Field size Scattered radiation increases with the field 
area

Focus to skin distance Dose decreases as the inverse square 
distance law (1/d2)

Patient’s thickness Scattered radiation increases with the 
thickness of the irradiated volume

Table 5. Effects of exposure factors on radiation dose

Tube potential (kVp)

The X-ray spectrum depends on the tube voltage and accordingly affects both the attenua-

tion of the in depth dose, and the backscatter to primary ratio, of incident X-ray photons.

The high photon detection efficiency of multi-grid x-ray detectors allows to use lower tube

potentials by reducing scatter radiation.

Tube current (mAs)

The dose follows a direct relationship to filament current for all X-ray modalities. It should

as low as  feasible  to  allow the  necessary  photons reaching the  detector. The photon

counting detectors may allows to use the lowest intensities but quantum mottle noise may

be visible easily visible, as it depends of the statistical variation.

Field size

The irradiation field should adjust to the region of interest required for the diagnosis. At the

same time, for a given source-to-skin distance, the dose increases with the field size due

to the growing importance of backscatter from the patient. The thin geometry of the colli -

mated EOS x-ray beam may be considered the most significant advantage of the EOS in

front of planar modalities

Focus to skin distance

Considering the absence of X-ray photon interaction within the air volume between source

and patient, the dose follows simply the inverse square law.

Scatter fraction

The primary to scatter ratio is reduced proportionally to the kVp and field size. For a large
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field, as in chest imaging scatter contribution to exposure increases, both with field size

and for kV intensity. With a fixed field size of 30x30 cm the primary to scatter fraction de-

creases from 0,85 to 0,68 when kVp is increased from 70 to 100 kVp.

1.5.2 Dosimetry with the EOS planar scanning system

The shape of the X-ray fan beam, collimation and translation of the scanning X-ray source

confer to the EOS device several differences in front of common radiographic planar sys-

tems, that translates into different demands for the assessment of static dose and the scan

dose, mostly dependent of the thin collimator geometry. 
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Figure 19. Dose variation as a function of kVp and medium thickness

Total filtration in Aluminum mm.
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Figure 20. Fraction of scattered radiation as a function of field size
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1.5.2.1 Geometry of the EOS beam: Collimation and beam slice profile

In the usual radiography systems the X-ray beam is a cone and the dose follows the law of

being reduce by the square root of the focus to detector distance.

In the EOS scanning system, the detector array lies in a plane determined by means of

two collimator  slots,  namely the detector  and the object  collimator  slots.  The resulting

beam profile is a fan shaped (flat) beam, with its “thinness” across the collimator plane

(along the vertical axis, parallel to the floor).

The beam profile across the beam plane depends on the collimation geometry, which is it-

self a function of the focal spot size (h), the source to collimator distance (d1) and the ob-

ject collimator opening Co. Besides it varies with the distance to the (Y) plane where it is

examined.

PY (z) = G[h, Co, d1] (z) x f(Y).

The entrance plane corresponding to the patient irradiated surface will be called the object

plane. This will be the reference plane where the beam profile and air doses will be as-

sessed.
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Figure 21. EOS Collimation geometry in two views, side view, and top view.
The collimators (arrows) shape the X-ray as a very thin fan. 
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1.6 EOS Skeletal application

1.6.1 Skeletal Features

EOS device and micro-strip detector was intended, since its design, for spine and skeletal

applications as gas detectors, with the dimensions feasible for full-field radiography, have

a relative low spatial resolution, comparable to computed radiography systems (2.0 lp/mm)

but below to digital flat panels or screen-film systems. The EOS gantry was intended for

standing (or seated), weight-bearing, examinations of the spine, and this was prototype

was tested and validated for  full  spine  radiography (scoliograms)  with  subsequent  3D

spine reconstructions. The prototype received many improvements as advanced 3D soft-

ware  by  the  Laboratory  of  Biomechanics  of  the  French  'École  Nationale  des  Arts  et

Métiers' (ENSAM, Paris) together with the Canadian Laboratory of Research in Imaging

and Orthopedics  (LIO,  Montreal).Since  2007  EOS became a  commercial  product,  ap-

proved in 48 countries for spine imaging. Since then, the EOS imaging device imaging has

been assessed and reported in its technical, dosimetric,  functional and economical as-

pects in the literature. (4,330,331,335–349) 

As the EOS device was a low-dose skeletal imaging system, it was promptly adapted to

image the pelvis, hip joint, and lower limbs, including full skeleton, all as weight bearing

studies. All these skeletal examinations may be biplanar acquisitions that allow the projec-

tion of a 3D models following the automatic extraction of reference points and software re-

construction. One known and intrinsic aspect of scoliosis is vertebral body rotation, but

EOS has been able to depict not only rotation, but translation of the over the vertical axis.

Many papers have covered these new imaging applications, that are providing new in-

sights  in spine and lower limbs biomechanics. Results ex-ante or ex-post of  orthesis,

surgery, or podiatrist treatments can be documented. EOS can assess the spinal penetra-

tion index (SPI), a concept introduced in neuromuscular lordoscoliotic patients with airway

compression, and its 3D reconstructions have proved to be efficient to determine levels,

amount  and technique of  corrective osteotomies to correct  complex spinal  deformities.

(339,350–368) 

These 

This simultaneous biplanar controlled acquisition allows better results than software pro-

jection without calibration objects method, a promising approach reported by Moura et al

(369,370). 
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Since 2007, EOS has presence in the market as an approved medical device for skeletal

morphologic examinations (EOS Imaging, Paris, FR), and has (2015) an installed base of

more than 100 units. One-hundred-fifteen scientific papers have been published in peer-

reviewed journals around the features, technical assessment and/or clinical applications of
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Figure 23.Axial vertebral rotation assessed by the EOS method 
Imaging by EOS before and after surgery. Corresponding top view 3D

reconstructions and vertebral vectors, before (a) and after (b) surgery in the
same patient as in Fig. (Taken from Amzallag-Bellenger, 2014) (453) 

Figure 22: Spine imaging by the EOS prototype: system image display image.
(Left) System image is a positive image where pixels with higher pixel values are those

with higher detected radiation (bone is black): light areas are those with less density
(air/fat). (Right) Display image is a negative as in conventional film-screen radiography
with gray-scale inversion and window level adjustment (The bone is white): dark areas

are those with less density.
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EOS in spine, pelvis and lower limbs imaging. The average price was at €393,000 per sys-

tem (2014, with 44 systems sold).

1.7 EOS Application in Thorax Imaging
The research presented in this work is the first exploratory analysis of the potential of the

EOS x-ray device for chest imaging. Image quality and dose should be assessed allowing

to use this s-ray device for chest applications. This will allow a complementary use of this

modality in the same clinical settings where it is primarily used for skeletal imaging.

To our knowledge, no other clinical assessment of chest imaging with the EOS device has

been undertaken till the writing of this manuscript (Q3 2015).

The application of EOS in chest imaging is an off-label use of the modality, and was under -

went  under the research restrictions of  the EOS Project,  funded by the EU  ave been

funded by the Competitive and Sustainable Growth (GROWTH) Programme of the Euro-

pean Union (EU):  GROWTH Project GRD1-2001 – 40084 EOS (1998-2002).  EOS. Low

dose X-ray diagnostic imaging: a new modality for planar and three dimensional applica-

tions in rheumatology, orthopaedics and chest radiography (2002-2006) (1)
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Figure 24: EOS full body skeletal 2D images and 3D reconstruction
Left: 2D biplanar images and 3D reconstruction. Right: The EOS
system gantry (images taken from http://www.eos-imaging.com)
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2 Objectives

2.1 Main objectives

1. To assess if EOS imaging device may be used in a clinical setting for chest exami-

nations in adults

2. To assess dose delivered to patients for diagnostic or follow up purposes, compar-

ing them with digital modalities, computed radiography and/or digital radiography. 

3. To assess the detector performance in terms of its physical parameters

4. To assess chest image quality by a comparative study by repeated examination be-

tween EOS and a state-of-the-art chest digital modality (an amorphous Si CsI de-

tector flat panel x-ray system).

2.2 Secondary Objectives

5. To assess if EOS may be able to display pathologic features in the chest that may

be present in the group of patients recruited for the image quality study 
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3 Material and Methods

3.1 The EOS Clinical Chest experiment 
The aim of the EOS clinical chest experiment was to compare the EOS imaging device

performance for planar chest imaging to those of the current gold standard as a flat-panel

digital radiology system. The experiment was held at the Erasme Hospital, associated to

the Free University of Brussels (ULBE, Belgium) where the EOS device was installed for a

period of research and development along 2005, after the first set of development and clin-

ical experiments in the 'Hospital  des Enfants Malades' in Paris (France). The device was

initially planned moved to Barcelona (Spain) but the problems arising after the first trans-

portation of bulky medical device (>2000 Kg) between the Paris and Brussels, and the ad-

ditional delays associated to recalibration after transportation, additional development and

improvements (as automatic image handling, better operator interface) leaded to several

delay and finally cancel this second transportation and installation to Barcelona. Therefore,

the experimental slot available for chest exams on the EOS prototype in Brussels was lim-

ited between 04.April.2005 and 01.June.2005. The chest experimental research was coor-

dinated by the original team in Barcelona (JP, PSC). 

3.2 Patient selection 
A group of 40 consecutive adult patients referred to the Department of Radiology of the

Hôpital Erasme (ULBE, Brussels, B) for clinically indicated x-ray examinations of the chest

where the candidates to be enrolled as volunteers for comparative studies by standard and

EOS low-dose radiography devices.   

3.2.1 Inclusion criteria

They are already scheduled for a chest x-ray examination, should be able to be standing

up during the x-ray acquisitions, should be 18-year-old or older, and they should consent

to participate in the study. 

3.2.2 Ethical Committee approval 

The proposal of the clinical chest experiment was granted and approved by the Ethical

Committee of the Erasme University Hospital Brussels (ULBE). 

1. The EOS device is already fulfilling technical, electrical, medial, radiation protection

and other safety standards.
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2. The device prototype is already able to provide diagnostic images of the body.

3. The radiation dose for the EOS device examinations will be adjusted to be the 50%

of the DR system for the same patient. The resulting additional dose would be less

than the standard DR system.

4. An informed consent will be granted for participant patients examined by EOS radi-

ography.

5. Patients will be adults already scheduled for chest radiographic examinations re-

quired for the follow-up of their existing medical conditions. They will only receive

one additional examination or views with both modalities, except for technical prob-

lems in any modality.

3.2.3 Clinical Examination procedure

If they accept the informed consent, they underwent two consecutive chest x-ray examina-

tions, both with anteroposterior and lateral projections) first on a state of the art flat-panel

digital radiography system (Siemens Thorax FD, DX) and after quality control, a second

examination on the EOS-1 prototype. Standard DR images were automatically sent and

archived on the Hospital Picture and Communication System (PACS) in DICOM format,

prior to routine soft-copy reading and reporting. EOS images were stored locally as DI-

COM and 16 bit TIFF images at the EOS modality workstation for later review. The two

sets of images would be finally collected and anonymized for image quality assessment

along the EOS project. 

The EOS chest experiment in ULBE lasted just 2 months, between March-June 2005,

along an experimental period where spine examinations, the main imaging purpose and

experimental assessment of the EOS device were also performed. After this period, the

EOS prototype device was disassembled and dispatched to Montreal (Ca) where is was

re-assembled for further clinical assessment. Time-constrains and the nature of the proto-

type constrained to finish the study with fewer patients than initially planned. Nevertheless,

the sample was adequate for the study purposes.

3.2.4 Clinical Examination Data Collection 

After enrolling a patient to the study, individual patient information will be collected in a ad-

hoc database. Basic patient protocol Information will be collected manually in paper forms

while the patient is at the examination rooms. DICOM images will  be sent routinely to

ULBE PACS. A duplicate EOS image folder will be automatically created in the local EOS

workstation, for EOS image analysis in its workstation, without interfering with the clinical
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requirements of the medical treatment. Technical parameters will be recovered from the

DICOM file headers and TIFF-EXIF file headers enclosed in every acquired image with the

software extraction tool Exiftool (371). Image quantitative data, as histograms and pixels

values, will  be recovered by the Image analysis software ImageJ  (372–374). Both soft-

ware's are in the public domain. 

Patient data will be anonymized (ID number and, name removed) and a project identifica-

tion code will be used in all consequent data storage and analysis. Collected master data

was restricted to:

Patient identification and demographics, that was stored as

Patient identification number

X-ray session number

X-ray session date : time

Age, Sex, Height, Weight, calculated BMI (body mass index)

Medical referral

3.3 EOS equipment description and protocol

3.3.1 The EOS detector specifications

These specifications  correspond  to  the  EOS prototype,  EOS1,  (Biospace Instruments,

Paris, France). The system has 4 pixels per linear mm, 16 pixels per square mm. 

3.3.1.1 Bi-planar digital radiological image specifications

Pixel size at detector entrance (µm) 250×250 µm
Image detector slit resolution 1764 columns
Image matrix (width x n lines) 1764  x n lines
Image size typical. (mm) 440×900 mm
Image matrix typical (column x row) 1764×3600 pixels 
Electronic encoding (bits/pixel) 16 bits (64000 gray-levels)
Maximum scanning range 1800 mm
Scanning speed up to 254 mm /sec maximum

3.3.1.2 X – ray source (water-cooled conventional medical radiology type) 

Generator power 60 kW
Tube voltage range 40 – 150 kVp
Tube current up to 800 mA
Time exposure up to 31.5 seconds; (up to 20 kW during 10
seconds)
Anode capacity 740kJ, 1000kHU
Power 2.5 – 5 -10 sec 40 – 31 -20 kW
Anode speed 10000 rpm
Focal spot size 1 mm
Intrinsic filtration 2.5 mm aluminum (fixed)
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3.3.1.3 High Voltage Generator

Maximum nominal power 63 kW
Voltage range, increment 40-150 kVp,  +/- 1kVp step
Current range, increment 10 mA – 800mA, 20 steps
Anode starter speed 10000 rpm
Nominal power 35 kVA

3.3.1.4 Collimators (3 steps)

Source Collimator
Material Brass
Slit aperture, height x width 4 x 50 mm
Thickness 15 mm
Distance from focal spot 150 mm

Patient Collimator
Material Tungsten
Slit aperture, height x width 0.5 x 180 mm
Thickness 3,5 mm
Distance from focal spot 450 mm

Detector Collimator
Material Brass
Slit aperture, height x width 0.5 x 500 mm
Thickness 5 mm
Distance from focal spot 1250 mm

3.3.1.5 Equipment physical specification 

EOS is a radiation self-shielded system. 
Cabinet entrance aperture 492 mm.
Overall Imaging Cabinet size 2100 x 2100  x 2700 mm (H)
(excepted HV generator and console)
Generator size 550 x 550 x 1900 mm (H)
Total weight 2 400 kg static, 3 000 kg dynamic
Load in motion 600 kg at scanning speed of 254 mm / s
Acceleration /deceleration range 50 mm / sec

3.3.2 Design Considerations

The following tables give the typical working parameters for several sizes in the high and

low acquisition speed modes.

Chest image 44 cm x 45 cm (1 800 lines) takes between 1.5 and 3 seconds

Full size image (spine) 44 cm x 90 cm (3 600 lines) takes between 6 and 12 seconds

The corresponding estimated patient skin dose range between 50 and 500 µGy. 

This dose takes into account the collimation geometry.

The table below shows the patient skin dose according to the European recommendations

for adults.
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High speed (30 cm/s, 1.5 sec) Low speed mode (4.3 cm/s, 10 sec)

Voltage Tube current Radiation per line Tube current Radiation per line
70 kV 500 mA 0.42 mAs 320 mA 1.8 mAs
100 kV 400 mA 0.33 mAs 200 mA 1.11 mAs

Table 6. EOS Scan Speed, current, and radiation per scan line

3.3.3 EOS Acquisition Parameters

The EOS device is a slot scan X-ray system that has the following imaging parameters as-

sociated, and configurable, for each image and acquisition that will be used elsewhere in

this manuscript:

X-ray Tube Tension kVp kV
Intensity mA mA
Exposure-scan time T second
Image length (lines) n lines
Focus-skin Distance FSD mm
Filtration - material and thickness
Scan speed mm/s mm/s
X-ray exposure mAs mA · T
Exposure time per line Dt T / n
Radiation per line mAs/L mA · T /n
Patient skin dose mGy mGy

The patient is scanned at a uniform linear speed and the final image is the concatenation

of multiple (n) lines of thickness L sampled in the direction of the scanning, that last T sec-

onds. The EOS device may be adjusted to several linear speeds: 43, 60, 100, or 300

mm/sec. The dose is proportional to the exposure time ∆ t 

∆ t = T / n

The total exposure and scan time may take several seconds depending on the vertical size

of the subject and imaging area and the intrinsic scanning speed. Low linear speeds in-

crease the exposure in inverse proportion. The X-ray tube output depends on the X-ray

source intensity (mA). The EOS operator will set the upper and lower limits of imaging

area, the tube voltage and the exposure time. The EOS system will calculate the appropri-

ate scanning speed and exposure time per line, and therefore the suggested tube current

and radiation per line depending on tube power.

So exposure for a given acquisition line can be expressed as: mAs/line
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mAs / line = mAs. Dt = mA · T/n

The calculated skin dose (D) can be expressed as:

D = A · Dr (kVp, mm Al, @ 1000 mm) x (100/DFP)2 · mA · Dt
Where:
Dr is the dose measured per mAs, at 1 m of the X-ray source, for a given tube tension and 
X-ray filtration. 
A is the beam coefficient related to beam profile and image linear sampling along the scan
path. This profile is defined by collimation geometry and X-ray focus spot, that depends 
from device design and manufacture, and it is calibrated for each collimation geometry.

3.3.4 Typical EOS working parameters

The following tables give the suggested working parameters for several sizes in the high

and low speed EOS acquisition modes. The EOS device has several parameters in com-

mon with planar X-ray systems but its linear scan acquisition and fixed collimation is af-

fected by scan speed and this offer a few additional parameters, calculations, that convey

the final image quality and x-ray dose:

Example of examination parameters and dose

Tube voltage kVp 100 kV 

Tube current mA 500 mA 

Total exposure time T 1000 ms

Number of lines per image n 1000 lines

Focus-skin Distance FSD 1300 mm

Dose rate (100 cm) @ 100 kV, 2.5 mm Al Dr 100 µGy / mAs

Radiation per line (mAs/L) (500 x 1) / 1000 0.5 mAs

Radiation (mAs) 3.5 x 0.5 1.75 mAs

Patient skin dose 100 x 1.75 µGy 0.175 mGy

Table 7. Example of examination parameters and dose

3.3.5 EOS image acquisition process

A series of linear samples are acquired along the vertical scan of the patient. This set is in-

tegrated a planar bi-dimensional image data array. A first set of system corrections is ap-

plied in the data image such as offset, gain, and time modulation corrections. This results

in “System Image” which is not displayed but saved in a temporary file structure as TIFF

file format (.tif), and associated to patient and technical acquisition data. 

A subsequent additional automatic processing is done on this “System Image” to obtain

the “Display Image”, saved in DICOM format (.dcm), that will be stored locally, displayed

for diagnosis, and transmitted to the main PACS system
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3.4 EOS clinical chest experimental protocol 

3.4.1 Patient protocols

Patients were examined with a homogeneous protocol, with the voltage fixed at 125 kVp,

but the mAs were fixed manually according to the patient corpulence. As the EOS proto-

type was intended for skeletal imaging, it is to a set of three morphotypes estimations for

exposure chest imaging. They were derived from the original proposed protocol require-

ment: dose 50% of Chest CR examination. This 50% CR dose protocol was initially tested

with small variations of the technique in a small set of patients. 

3.4.1.1 Chest image 44 cm x 45 cm (1800 lines)

The standard EOS chest image is a square acquisition of 44 cm x 45 cm, 1800 x 1760 pix-

els, and may take between 1.5 and 3 seconds depending on scan speed mode.

High speed 
(30 cm/s, 1.5 seconds)

Low speed mode 
(4.3 cm/s, 10 seconds)

Tube current Radiation per line Tube current Radiation per line
70 kV 500 mA 0.42 mAs 320 mA 1.8 mAs
100 kV 400 mA 0.33 mAs 200 mA 1.11 mAs

Table 8: Chest image 44 cm x 45 cm (1800 lines) scanning parameters

3.4.1.1.1 Comparative to techniques Reference dose for Spine images 

EOS prototype was intended and optimized for spine imaging. In spine the image is a rec-

tangular portrait acquisition of 44 cm. width and adjustable length of up to 90 cm. p.e.: for

62,5 cm long: 2500 lines x 1760 pixels; for 90 cm. long: 3600 lines x 1760 pixels. These

acquisitions may take between 2.1 and 3 seconds depending on adjustable scan speed

mode. Dose was adjustable and may be reduced just to gain a balance between image

quality and dose. The ALARA principle for EOS spine imaging is that it should allow as-

sessing morphology, making measurements and extracting reference points to generate a

3D model. 

Spine image 44 cm x 62.5 cm (2500 lines)

High speed (30 cm/s, 2.1 seconds) Low speed  mode (6.0  cm/s,  10  sec-

onds)

Tube current Radiation per line Tube current Radiation per line

70 kV 500 mA 0.42 mAs 320 mA 1.28 mAs

100 kV 400 mA 0.33 mAs 200 mA 0.8 mAs

Table 9: Spine image 44 cm x 62.5 cm (2500 lines) scanning parameters
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Full size image 44 cm x 90 cm (3600 lines)
High speed (30 cm/s, 3 seconds) Low speed mode (10.0 cm/s, 10 seconds)

Tube current Radiation per line Tube current Radiation per line

70 kV 400 mA 0.33 mAs 320 mA 0.89 mAs

100 kV 250 mA 0.21 mAs 200 mA 0.56 mAs

Table 10. EOS Reference Techniques Spine for 60 and 90 cm

* In the above table, the low speed mode corresponds to 10 seconds total time exposure. 

The corresponding estimated patient skin doses range between 50 and 500 µGy. Note that

this dose takes into account the beam geometry, and results from the available tube power

during 10 seconds, (in the EOS prototype 20 kW for 10 seconds). 

The radiation per line and patient skin dose can be increased by increasing the exposure

time (up to 31.5 s), and, eventually, with a more powerful X-ray source.

3.5 Flat Panel equipment description and protocol
The chest imaging device used at ULBE was a digital flat panel radiography, a 'Siemens

Thorax FD-X' (Serial number 1010, Siemens Medical System, Erlangen, Germany) (DX),

with a detector size of 43x43 cm, and 2881x2880 pixels. The flat panel is indirect TFT x-

ray  detector  based  on  amorphous  silicon  and  Cs-iodide  “Trixell  Pixium 4600”  (Trixell,

Moirans (France),  is  a  joint  venture of  Philips Medical  Systems,  General  Electric,  and

Siemens, so this detector is used in many products manufactured by these companies).

This detector is built with four 21.5 x21.5 smaller elements tiled together and mounted on a

common glass substrate. The X-ray to light conversion is done by a layer of 500  µm of

Thallium-doped Cesium Iodide (CsI:Tl). This detector has a spatial resolution of 143 x 143

µm² (3.5 LP/mm., 6.99 pixels per linear mm, and 48.9 pixels per square mm.), providing 12

or 14 bit images (up to 4096 or 16384 grays) with a modulation transfer function (MTF) of

18% (30% at 2.5 lp/mm) (232). The light channeling property of the pillar-like crystalline

structure of the CsI and the pixel size provide the spatial resolution. A fixed 13:1 anti-scat-

ter grid (Mitaya Manufacturing, Tokyo, Japan) with 78 lines per centimeter, 180-cm focal

distance, 20 µm lead strips, and aluminum interspace is placed before the detector..

Amorphous silicon flat panels detectors have been considered the 'Gold Standard' in this

study, as since 2002 they have attained and maintained this level of appraisal in all com-

parative studies, in terms of image-quality, and by the potential for dose reduction, in digi-

tal chest x-ray imaging (69,234,375–380). 
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The standard 'Chest program'' (APR) with automatic exposure control was used: with X-

ray tube voltage fixed at 125 kVp, current (mAs) automatically limited by the automatic ex-

posure control (AEC), and radiographic sensitivity of the detector set to 400. 

DX Digital Radiology Flat panel characteristics (DR)

Model Siemens Thorax FD-X
Detector manufacturer - model Trixell Pixium 4600
Detector Characteristics Flat panel, CsI scintillator, amorphous silicon
X-Ray Generator Siemens Polydoros Lx 50 Lite (50 kW at 100 kW  IEC)
X-Ray Tube Siemens Optilix 150/30/50 HC-100 for 150 kV, Focus 

0.6 and 1.0 mm. (30/50 kW)
Additional filtration Cu 0.3mm
Auto Exposure Control Yes
Sensitivity (SI) 400 (default, not modified)
Fd Distance (Vertical stand) 180 cm
Grid Fixed focused grid
Image Size Limit 43 x 43 cm  2881x2880 pixels (8297280 pixels)
Pixel Size 0.143 x 0.143 mm
Image gray-level depth 12 bit, high bit 11  
Tube Mount Ceiling suspended
Vertical stand range 35-172 cm
Room Size requirement 305 x 300 x 245 cm.
Weight (stand) 184 Kg detector and stand,
Patient Identification Dicom Work-List, Manual Entry
Other characteristics Digital Dicom-Compatible image management
Cycle Duration,1 image 5 sec
Throughput >150 Images/hour Typical

Table 11: DX Digital Radiology Flat panel characteristics (DR)
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Table Comparative image detector parameters (DX and EOS)

Parameters DX EOS

Detector type Flat panel Microgrid ionization chamber

Detector size (Width x Height) 43 cm x 43 cm 44.8 cm x 90 cm

Image matrix 3001 x 3001 1760 (x 3500)

Pixel size / pitch 143 µm 254 µm

Spatial Resolution 3.5 pl/mm 2 pl/mm

Dynamic Range 12 bit 16 bits

Sensitivity (SI) 400 -

X-ray generator voltage 40 to 150 kVp 40 to 125kVp

X-ray generator current 1 to 650 mA 10 to 400mA (discrete values)

Acquisition time 1 ms à 6/16 s 0,83 to 100ms per line.

Table 12: Comparative image detector parameters (DX and EOS)

3.6 Dosimetry EOS and DX

3.6.1 Dosimetry with the EOS planar scanning system

The shape of the X-ray fan beam, collimation and translation of the scanning X-ray source

confer to the EOS device several differences in front of common radiographic planar sys-

tems. These bear different demands for the assessment of static dose and the scan dose

caused mostly by the thin collimator geometry. 

The particular geometry of the EOS x-day device make it apart than conventional chest 

radiography units.  Planar systems performance, being conventional screen-film, 

computed radiography, or digital flat-panel technologies, requires well-known procedures 

with TLD or solid state detectors. EOS requires additional techniques, some close to those

used in CT dosimetry, some close to x-ray bi-plane dosimetry assessment.

3.6.1.1 Geometry of the EOS beam: Collimation and beam slice profile

In the usual radiographic systems the X-ray beam is a cone and the dose follows the law

of the inverse of the square root; being the dose per area reduced by the inverse square

root of the focus to detector or patient distance.

In the EOS scanning system, the detector array lies in a horizontal plane determined by

means of two thin collimator slots, namely the detector(Cd) and the object collimator (Co)

slots. The resulting beam profile is a fan shaped (flat) beam, with its “thinness” across the
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collimator plane (along the vertical axis, parallel to the floor).

Dosimetry was carried to assess EOS characteristics:

• The effect of collimator geometry on the dose delivered during the scan and static

mode.

• Characterization of EOS equipment radiation parameters as scan dose, detected

dose, dose utilization factor, skin dose, and organ dose.

3.6.2 Dose Measurements

a) The integrated dose was measured directly with a standard pencil dosimeter, as used in

CT dose measurements, with a cylindrical ionization chambers with an active zone of 10

cm long. These dosimeters are qualified for measuring the integrated dose associated to a

given beam profile when its broadness is less than 10 cm. The pencil is positioned perpen-

dicular to the horizontal beam plane and provides the integrated dose expressed in mGy.

Such a dosimeter can also be used for the scan mode under narrower beam width condi -

tions, scanning lengths less than 10 cm.

b) Measurement of the dose from a scan. Dose rate measurements are done with the pen-

cil  dosimeter and with a solid-state dosimeter:  The dosimeter is a diode with a  1 cm²
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Right) EOS: exposure is a thin laminar fan of 500 µm
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square cross section. It should be entirely placed within the x-ray beam. Doses are ex-

pressed in Gy.

c) For digital flat panel modalities a solid-state dosimeter (RTI Electronics Solidose 300-

R100) was used whilst a dose-area product-reading device (Diamentor PTW) was installed

at the X-ray tube housing to monitor the total value (mGy cm2).

3.6.3 Image detector efficiency, Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) And
Detection Quantum Efficiency (DQE) assessment

The modulation transfer functions (MTF) and the detection quantum efficiency have been

measured both along the horizontal and the vertical directions. Along the horizontal direc-

tion both results are related to the performance of the detector, while the other direction,

the results are related to the alignment of the collimation slits including the tube focal spot

of the scanning system.

The measurements have been done with a 70 kV X-ray spectrum, and 2.5 mm aluminum

filtration, using a narrow slit (10μm) at angle (2°) with the plane orthogonal to the axis un-

der study. The incident flux, inferior to 100 kHz by channel, is set so that measurements

are not biased by the space charge phenomenon. The detector gain effect has 

3.6.4 Experimental working parameters

The following tables give the typical working parameters for several sizes in the high and

low acquisition speed modes.

In the EOS device a chest image of 44 cm x 45 cm (1760 x 1800 lines) will take an acqui-

sition time between 1.5 and 3 seconds. As a reference a full size image (full spine) 44 cm x

90 cm (1760 x 3600 lines) takes between 6 and 12 seconds.

The corresponding estimated patient skin doses will range between 50 and 500 µGy. This

dose takes into account the collimation geometry.

The table below shows the patient skin dose that will be in accordance to the European

reference doses recommendations for adults (EUR 16260) (310).

High speed

(30 cm/s, scan time 1.5 sec)

Low speed mode

(4.3 cm/s, scan time 10 sec)

Tube current Radiation per line Tube current Radiation per line

70 kV 500 mA 0.42 mAs 320 mA 1.8 mAs

100 kV 400 mA 0.33 mAs 200 mA 1.11 mAs

Table 13. EOS working mAs per line at different mA and scanning speeds 
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A comprehensive culture of radiation protection and safety in medicine has been  adopted

by international regulation bodies and the European Union with regard to the medical use

of ionizing radiation and has been integrated into the various branches of diagnosis and

treatment. The European Commission has contributed to this evolution with the establish-

ment of legal requirements to be implemented by Member States for the radiation protec-

tion of persons undergoing medical examinations or treatment.

The approach taken is based on the European study were published in the EUR-1620-EN

report “European guidelines on quality criteria for diagnostic radiographic images”, 1996.

The table below shows the patient skin reference dose according to the European Recom-

mendations (EUR 16260):

Chest X-Ray Recommendations (as doc EUR 16260) 
Front view 125Kv 0.3 mGy
Side view 125Kv 1.5 mGy

Table 14. European Chest Dose reference level and suggested kVp Eur 16260 (310)

3.6.4.1 EOS settings and collimation requirements

EOS dosimetry characteristics depend on collimation geometry, the latter being settled

when manufacturing the prototype. Moreover, while examination images are being taken,

the patient is centered at the intersection of both X-ray beams; therefore focus-to-skin dis-

tances in both directions keep rather unchanged during the linear scan except for body

thickness variations. The air dose delivered at the meeting point of both beams is conse-

quently a good dosimetric indicator. Complete characteristics of collimation geometry are

the following:

Table: Complete characteristics of collimation geometry

Focus spot size at 0° (apparent) ho 1.2 mm

Anode angle ϕ 10°

Tube angle α 5°

Source to object collimator distance d1 450 mm

Object collimator opening Co 500 μm

Source to beam intersection distance (front) d2F 986 mm

Source to beam intersection distance (lateral) d2L 916 mm

Source to detector collimator distance d3 1260 mm

Detector collimator opening Cd 500 μm

Table 15. Complete characteristics of collimation geometry
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3.6.5 Measurement of the dose from a scan

3.6.5.1 Dose rate measurements

Were done at the intersection of both X-ray beams with both projections (A-P or P-A and

lateral).  Doses DBAL (kV)  were  obtained from direct  measurements  using  a  solid-state

dosimeter at 98.6 and 91.6 cm distances respectively for face and profile projections.

Sampling interval: 0.25 mm Power rate: 1.67 mAs / line

These measurements wiil be compared with those obtained a the solid-state detector. The

scan dose rate value, expressed for a unit mAs, is based on the integrated dose as fol-

lows:

Scan dose / mAs/L = δ INT (kV) / (p  mAsTOT/n )

= δ INT (kV) / (p x 333.2/n)
= DINT (kV) / (p x 333.2)

3.6.5.2  Entrance Dose Dosimetry: TLD measurements 

Thermo-Luminescent detectors (TLD-100, OptoScience, Tokyo, Japan) (TLD) were used

to measure entrance radiation dose including the backscattering. Two protocols have been

designed in order to compare entrance radiation dose between EOS (2 simultaneous TLD

detectors) and conventional DX acquisitions (1 TLD per x-ray exposition). EOS bears a si-

multaneous exposition of the 2 TLD from two simultaneous beams, while DX only exposes

one of them each time, conveying a penalty for the EOS detected dose. This bias discour -
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ages a direct comparison of measurements with both modalities, however, it still enables

correlated measurements from the both modalities.

On the 40 image quality patients, TLD measures were done 18 of them during DR and

EOS exam for the frontal and lateral views. However, the acquisition parameters were very

low concerning the DR device, with TLD measurements below the minimal evaluable mea-

surement threshold. Only 2 DR TLD were found to have evaluable dose for the frontal

view, and 12 for the lateral views. 

Thus, we had too few TLD values of the frontal views to provide significant results. How-

ever, lateral TLD measurements are shown in the results table below to give an idea of the

dose ratio between the two modalities.

3.6.5.3 Effective dose calculation in mSv

From the kerma free in air, the morphologic data of a given patient (weight, height, lateral

width…), his/her age and the acquisition area, it is possible to calculate and compare the

effective dose absorbed during the conventional exam and the one absorbed during EOS

exam. 

The patient and data used for this assessment correspond to second group of patients fo -

cused on spine dose, that allow to have a wide range of morphologic data.:
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Figure 28. TLD position for dose measurement in a biplane exposure
Left) Measurement under EOS biplane exposure . Two simultaneous beams and TLDs.

Right) Standard dose measurement. One TLD per exposure.
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The data of a cohort of 65 patients exposed to EOS prototype and CR imaging was ana-

lyzed, with data linked to the corpulence of some patients (weight, lateral and postero-an-

terior width) and to the acquisition parameters (kVp, mAs, Film-Source Distance) during

EOS or conventional exams. 

The PCXMC software, shown above, was used to simulate the effective dose absorbed by

each organ as well as the total effective dose. Thus, for a patient, it was possible to com-

pare the effective dose absorbed during the conventional exam and the one absorbed dur-

ing the EOS exam.

3.6.6 EOS operational dose levels

Corrected Dose by the distance allowing assessing, for any projection, the dose delivered at

the reference point (intersecting optical beam axes) and expressed in kerma free in air.

The patient entrance dose will correspond to the displayed value, corrected to make al-

lowance for the source to skin distance (with a resulting increase of 10 % or 20 % respec-

tively for face or profile projections).

The linear scan dose rate is expressed for a mAs/L @ 100 cm unit, as it follows

δ BAL0 (kV, G) = 8.00.10-3 x kV 2 + 3.12 x kV +102.4

The EOS dose is then obtained as a function of kV and mAs/L as it follows:

DBAL (face) = δ BAL0 (kV, G) x 100/98.6 x mAs/L

DBAL (profile) = δ BAL0 (kV, G) x 100/91.6 x mAs/L
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3.6.6.1 Scan Dose Associated To EOS operating parameters

EOS operating parameters

Due to its peculiar reconstruction mode of the radiological images EOS has some differ-

ences comparatively to the conventional radiological systems currently in use (see Table

16 below). 

Table. Image parameters associated to a scanning mode

EOS parameters Symbol and expression

Image size (number of lines) n

Tube voltage (kV) kV

Tube current (mA) mA

Scanning speed (cm/s) V

Focal Skin Distance (cm) FSD

Total exposure time (millisecond) T

Time exposure per line (millisecond) ∆ t = T / n

Radiation per line (mAs) mAs/L = mA x T / n

Patient skin dose D (kV) = δ BAL0 (KV) x mAs/L x (100/FSD)

Table 16. Image parameters associated to a scanning mode

Patient skin dose will be measured and organ-dose will be calculated.

X-ray tubes limitations, in terms of tube power and anode heat capacity may limit the

length and x-ray intensity available for a long scan. These parameters depend on the origi-

nal engineering design and cannot be modified. Most x-ray and energy is wasted as heat

in all x-ray tubes. As the operative x-ray beam in EOS is extremely restricted, with most

photons stopped by the tube and patient collimators, the EOS' x-ray tub should support the

loads for expositions of several seconds as in clinical examinations.

3.6.6.2 Maximum available EOS dose values

In order to o measure the maximum available radiation (mAs/L) as a function of kVp, for

two types of image and for different scanning speeds

The curves where derived from manufacturer data-sheet and testing and can be found in

results as figure 53 data represent the maximum dose obtainable as a function of kVp, for

two image length, and for scanning speeds 3.75, 7.5 and 30 cm/s.
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3.6.6.3 Dose in Scan mode and presence of a Scattering Medium

3.6.6.3.1 Measurement of the entrance surface dose with a phantom

In order to estimate the entrance surface dose in the presence of a scattering medium,

several blocs of Plexiglas of different thickness were used to simulate the patient attenua-

tion. TLDs were placed at the entrance of the Plexiglas phantom according to the scheme

detailed in the figures here below. Such dosimeters allow the contribution of backscatter

radiation to be measured and are currently used in the field of medical diagnostic radiol-

ogy. The TLDs were aligned along the scanning axis of the beam in order to appreciate the

possible dose variation from the center of the beam to the periphery. Both front and lateral

projections were considered and two different patient thicknesses were taken into consid-

eration, 10 cm and 20 cm of Plexiglas respectively.

In order to get reliable values, TLDs were exposed three times while keeping the irradia-

tion settings constant. Due to the phantom dimensions, the irradiation geometry led to the

experimental conditions, which are summarized in the following paragraphs

As it can be seen from the figure 30, with the 10 cm phantom thickness, the entrance sur-

face of the phantom was at 54 cm far away from the front X-ray tube and at 27 cm from

the lateral X-ray tube respectively while, with the 20 cm phantom thickness, the front dis-

tance from the X-ray tube was shortened to 44 cm. The following table, details the dosime-

try results obtained for the experimental settings corresponding to the irradiation conditions

3.6.7 Digital Flat Panel Detector Dosimetry

Dosimetry methods for digital flat panels are the same than for conventional screen-film ra-
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diography. Direct measurements with TLD, were performed concurrently with the EOS de-

vice, as comparative studies. As described previously, the TLD were independently ex-

posed for each incidence, the norm in standard radiography dosimetric studies. This study

will present data from the dose and image study group (40 patients). Individual dose data

may be gathered from DICOM image headers. Siemens Thorax FD-X provides two dose

related parameters: EXI (DICOM tag '0018,1405') and DAP (DICOM tag '0018,115E'). EXI,

Siemens exposure index, has a direct correspondence to air KERMA EXI, corresponding

to 'µGy air Kerma *100' (as calibrated by SIEMENS under the following standard condi-

tions: RQA5, 70 kV +0.6 mm Cu, HVL=6.8 mm Al).  Any EXI value can be converted to

µGy air Kerma by dividing its value by 100, using the formula (µGy=EXI/100).  DAP, Dose

Area Product, gives the directly estimated dose as dGy·cm2 (381,382). 

3.7 Chest Images Assessment

3.7.1 Chest Radiography Image quality criteria

The objective was to compare image quality of the EOS device in chest imaging compared

to a state-of-the-art digital radiography device. Image quality assessment was planed on

the sample of 40 patients where two successive Chest x-ray examinations where acquired

by the EOS device and by the DX flat panel device. Two subsets, two pairs of images,

were analyzed as Posterior-anterior images and Lateral projection images. Image quality

assessment followed the approach taken is based on two European trials of the “Quality

Criteria” that had been first identified by a panel of experts in the field of diagnostic

radiology. The final results of these studies were published in the EUR-16260-EN and

EUR-16261-EN reports ”European guidelines on quality criteria for diagnostic radiographic

images”, in 1995 for adults (310) and in 1996 for pediatric patients (383). These criteria

involved position, coverage, and anatomical details, which have been considered as

essential to reflect a proper coverage of the whole chest field, centering of x-ray beam or

the patient positioning into the region interest, spatial and density resolution. 

The table below lists the corresponding image quality criteria according to the European

recommendations (EUR 16261) for posterior-anterior or anterior-posterior (PA/AP) and for

lateral (LAT) projections.
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Table : “European quality criteria” for chest AP/PA and LAT projections.

AP/PA Projection LAT Projection

Performed at peak of inspiration, except for 
suspected foreign body aspiration

Performed at the peak of inspiration

Reproduction of the thorax without rotation 
and tilting

True lateral projection

Reproduction of the chest must extend from 
just above the apices of the lungs to 
T12/L1.

Reproduction of the chest must extend from 
just above the apices of the lungs to 
T12/L1.

Reproduction of the vascular pattern in central
2/3 of the lungs

Reproduction of the hilar vessels

Reproduction of the trachea and the proximal 
bronchi

Visualization of the trachea from the apices of
the lungs down to and including the main 
bronchi.

Visually sharp reproduction of the diaphragm 
and costo-phrenic angles

Visually sharp reproduction of the whole of 
both domes of the diaphragm

Reproduction of the spine and paraspinal 
structures and visualization of the retrocar-
diac lung and the mediastinum.

Reproduction of the sternum and the thoracic 
spine

Table 17. European quality criteria” for chest AP/PA and LAT projections.

Several image quality scored items are the same for both projections, but few of them dif-

fer as they are related to the symmetry, anatomy, shape and densities of the thorax in each

projection (310,383,384). Being EOS a linear scan acquisition radiography device, its radi-

ation dose and geometry, but also its acquisition geometry and detector, are different from

a conventional planar x-ray modality, and may show completely different image quality as-

sessment profiles. A modified table of criteria was applied for the assessment image qual-

ity trying to catch potential weak points of the EOS modality. Fissures visualization as it

can be affected by slow vertical scan acquisition, image-line stitching and spatial resolu-

tion, as may be Interstitial/thin vessels structures on the outer third of the lung field.

Combining theses proposition, the study Image quality analysis involves both the assess-

ment of anatomical details, which have been considered as essential to reflect a proper

centering of x-ray beam or the patient positioning into the region interest, and assessment

of anatomic structures that may challenge the EOS device, mainly small size objects and

lines. 

The Europeans Guidelines were modified in three items : 

• item 5 - reproduction of peripheral structures. In the periphery of the lung this
fine, low contrast, structures are usually perpendicular to the chest wall. The spatial
resolution of the thin EOS detector, combined with its vertical motion and sequential
reconstruction, may be a challenge in the visualization of these structures.

• item 6 –  reproduction of fissures. Fissures are anatomical thin structures, high
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contrast,  than  can  be  identified  in  many  patients.  The  major  fissures  have  a
vertically-oblique plane (in the lateral projection) and can be seen in most patients,
but  a  slower  scanning  modality  may  allow  blurring  by  patient  or  breathing
movements.  The  minor  fissures  can  be  seen  in  both  projections  but  it  is  thin,
parallel to the floor plane, and sometimes does not generate a visible density in
neither projection; making it an additional challenge for the EOS prototype.

• Item 10 – reproduction of soft tissues and fat pads of the chest and thorax wall.
EOS device is expected to outperform digital radiography systems as its theoretical
acquisition dynamic range is nine-folds superior.

Each item was scored following a homogeneous ordinal scale, from 1 to 5: 

1: Not seen: The image does not depict this structure or criteria.

2: Poor: the image allows to barely assess the evaluated structure or criteria.

3: Good: the image allows an adequate assessment the evaluated structure or crite-

ria

4: Very Good: the image allows an excellent assessment of the evaluated structure 

or criteria. 

5: Outstanding: the image quality allows to depict with outstanding resolution or 

contrast the evaluated structure or criteria. 

3.7.1.1  EOS AP-PA projection criteria

1. Performed at the peak of inspiration. Except for suspect of foreign body aspiration.

2. Reproduction of the thorax without rotation and tilting

3. Reproduction of the chest must extend from just above the apices to the lungs to

T12/l1

4. Reproduction of the vascular pattern in central 2/3 of the lungs

5. Reproduction of fine interstitial structures in the 1/3 periphery of the lungs.

6. Reproduction of fissure major and fissure minor

7. Reproduction of the trachea and the proximal bronchi

8. Reproduction of the spine and paraspinal structures and visualization of the retro-

cardiac lung and the mediastinum

9. Reproduction of the spine and paraspinal structures and visualization of the retro-

cardiac lung and the mediastinum.

10.Reproduction of the soft tissues and fat pads

3.7.1.2 EOS Lateral projection criteria

1. Performed at the peak of inspiration, except for suspect of foreign body aspiration.

2. True lateral projection

3. Reproduction of the chest must extend from just above the apices of the lungs to
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T12/l1

4. Reproduction of the hilar vessels. 

5. Reproduction of fine interstitial structures in the 1/3 periphery of the lungs, as retro-

sternal space.

6. Reproduction of fissure major and fissure minor.

7. Reproduction  of  the  trachea  from  the  apices  down  to  and  including  the  main

bronchi.

8. Visually sharp reproduction of the whole of both domes of the diaphragm.

9. Reproduction of the sternum and thoracic spine.

10.Reproduction of the soft tissues and fat pads.

Table . Side by side EOS assessment P-A and Lateral criteria 

P-A Projection Lateral Projection

1 Performed at peak of inspiration, except for 
suspect of foreign body aspiration

Performed at the peak of inspiration, except 
for suspect of foreign body aspiration

2 Reproduction of the thorax without rotation 
and tilting

True lateral projection

3 Reproduction of the chest must extend from
just above the apices of the lungs to 
T12/L1.

Reproduction of the chest must extend from 
just above the apices of the lungs to T12/L1.

4 Reproduction of the vascular pattern in cen-
tral 2/3 of the lungs

Reproduction of the hilar vessels

5 Reproduction of fine interstitial structures in 
the 1/3 periphery of the lungs

Reproduction of fine interstitial structures in 
the 1/3 periphery of the lungs (Retrosternal 
space)

6 Reproduction of fissures major and fissure 
minor

Reproduction of fissures major and  fissure mi-
nor

7 Reproduction of the trachea and the proxi-
mal bronchi

Visualization of the trachea from the apices of 
the lungs down to and including the main 
bronchi.

8 Visually sharp reproduction of the di-
aphragm and costophrenic angles

Visually sharp reproduction of the whole of 
both domes of the diaphragm.

9 Reproduction of the spine and paraspinal 
structures and visualization of the retrocar-
diac lung and the mediastinum.

Reproduction of the sternum and the thoracic 
spine

10 Reproduction of the soft tissues and fat 
pads.

Reproduction of the soft tissues and fat pads.

Table 18: Side by side comparison of EOS assessment criteria, PA and Lateral views

3.7.2 Reading sessions

The assessment involved independent blinded reading of the image datasets by several

radiologists. Thus, prior to starting the sessions, all images were fully anonymized and pa-
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tients where re-numbered, allowing presenting them in a randomized controlled sequence.

Four  senior  radiologists,  acting as readers,  where involved in  this  study (GK,  PS,  JP,

PSC), with a combined radiology reporting experience between 5 and .30 years, including

previous exposure to digital and conventional chest images, radiology workstation and im-

age display manipulation tools. All four readers had previous experience in image quality

assessment studies, in x-ray images and/or CT images. The radiologists belong to the staff

of three different hospitals in Paris, Brussels, and Barcelona, working with their local radi-

ology  workstations.  EOS  and  DX  exam  where  analyzed  on  a  CRT screen  (19  inch,

1280x1024) with a classical DICOM viewer, Osiris viewer v.3.6 (Univ Geneva CH), that al-

lowed the display and adjustment of window width and level for 16 bit gray-scale images.

No consensus meeting was done prior to the reading sessions. A time up to 3 minutes was

allocated per case (2 images) with a scheduled reading time of up to 222 minutes (37 x 2 x

3'). Reading sessions where scheduled to last up to 60 minutes, in order to avoid reading

fatigue biases, and held with optimal reporting room light conditions. Sessions were com-

pleted with the help of a second person who assists in recalling the image sequence, re-

minding criteria items to be score, and doing the data collection tasks, controlling the time

elapsed, but avoiding being involved in the quality score.

Images were presented at the monitor screen in a random sequences, mixing DX and

EOS exams. Even the modality/device was blinded, the EOS modality nature may be sus-

pected by its broad window-width available, maybe allowing to somewhat 'tag' the reading

as being the EOS modality in many cases. The scores where collected in the following

numbered scorecards where used allowing to collect an ordinal score for each criterion.
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3.7.3 Statistical Analysis

Descriptive and analytical statistics have been applied collected data, experimental radia-

tion results, functional parameters, and image quality assessment scores of both com-

pared systems, EOS and  DX. Many of the analyzed parameters in this study are non-

parametric, so they require non-parametric, distribution free, methods. The description and

description of default statistics values and applied methods are enclosed in the following

subheaders: 

3.7.3.1 Significance levels

The P value, or calculated probability for significance test (hypothesis tests), is the proba-

bility of finding the observed, or more extreme, results when the null hypothesis (H0) is

true.  The null hypothesis is applied to a hypothesis of “no difference”: along this work,

usually, as no difference of observed values between EOS and Digital radiography. In cor-

relation tests, the null hypothesis is for independence between. For all statistical analyses,

It will be set as statistically significant as P < 0.05, and statistically highly significant

as P < 0.001. Between both values (385) (386)

3.7.3.2 Errors I, II, and Sample size

Type I error (alpha) is the false rejection of the null hypothesis and type II error (beta) is

the false acceptance of the null hypothesis. The significance level (alpha) is the probability

of type I error. Alpha has been set to 5% in all presented analysis. The power of a test is

one minus the probability of type II error (beta). Beta depends upon sample size and al-

pha; it gets smaller in reverse to the sample size, and affects the power of a study to de-

tect true effect (385). This aspect has been addressed in this work for determining sample

sizes in order to avoid wide confidence intervals.

3.7.3.3 Analysis and Agreement between Categorical Measurements 

For cases in which the two experimental conditions where parametric, the differences be-

tween the two imaging systems and those between the full-field system with and without

the grid were examined by using a two-tailed t test, assuming unequal variances. For data

that included an equal number of comparative measures, a paired t test was performed;

otherwise, an unpaired t test was performed.

3.7.3.3.1 Wilcoxon's Signed Ranks Test (Wilcoxon's matched pairs test)

The Wilcoxon's signed ranks test is a method for the comparison of a pair of samples with

ordinal results. Its T+ is the sum of the ranks of the positive, non-zero differences (Di) be-

tween a pair of samples. A two sided test is based upon the null hypothesis that the com-
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mon median of the differences is zero. The approximate alternative hypothesis in this case

is that the differences tend not to be zero. For a lower side test the approximate alternative

hypothesis is that differences tend to be less than zero. For an upper side test the approxi-

mate alternative hypothesis is that differences tend to be greater than zero. A confidence

interval is constructed for the difference between the population medians. In sample terms

this is called the confidence interval for the median or mean difference. It is also known as

the Hodges-Lehmann estimate of shift. 

3.7.3.3.2 Kendall's Tau (τ) Rank Correlation

As image quality data categories are both categorical and ordered, in order to gain more

power in tests of independence, we may use an ordinal method as Kendall (tau-b, τ ) rank

correlation. Kendall's rank correlation (rτ) provides a distribution free test of independence,

and a measure of the strength of dependence between two variables, as observations

pairs. Spearman's rank correlation may be satisfactory for testing a null hypothesis of inde-

pendence between two variables, but it may difficult to interpret when the null hypothesis is

rejected. By a two sided test, we may consider the possibility of concordance or discor-

dance,  with  positive  or  negative  correlation  between  ordinal  variables.  A  calculated

Kendall's  rank  two  sided  correlation  test  improves  upon  Spearman's  by  reflecting  the

strength of the dependence between the variables being compared. The null hypothesis is

of mutual independence. The Tau-b statistic makes adjustments for ties. The Tau-b (rτcor-

relation value may be between -1  to +1; values of range from −1 (100% negative associa-

tion, or perfect inversion) to +1 (100% positive association, or perfect agreement). A value

of zero indicates the absence of association

3.7.3.3.3 Estimate of Agreement for between observers, Universal R

Berry-Mielke Universal R coefficient is a generalization of Cohen’s kappa coefficient,  a

function that calculates Berry-Mielke Universal R coefficient of agreement and/or effect

size. The generalized statistic accounts agreement for multivariate interval or original ob-

servations among several observers. One of the observers, if exists, can be set as the

gold standard or reference. This function may also handle multiple aspects or dimensions

of observation per observer. With categorical data, R is equivalent to a linearly weighted

kappa statistic. The magnitudes of agreement, are the same as for Kappa, interpreted as:

values < 0 indicate no agreement, 0–0.20 as poor, 0.21–0.40 as fair, 0.41–0.60 as moder-

ate, 0.61–0.80 as good, and 0.81–1 very good agreement. (387,388)
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3.7.3.4 Statistical Tools

All statistical analysis and graphics have been performed with StatsDirect statistical soft -

ware v.3.0.157, StatsDirect Ltd., (UK). Its mathematical methods are well referenced and

provides solid math calculation precision. (389). 
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4 Results

4.1 EOS Clinical Experiment 

4.1.1 Patient selection; Enclosed patients. Excluded patients 

The group of 40 adult patients successive scheduled for routine x-ray chest examinations,

enrolled after granting their  informed consent,  underwent,  in the same day and facility

(ULBE, Brussels, B), two successive chest x-ray exams, each of them with two standard

projections (posterior-anterior and lateral views) per exam as planed. The first exam was

the clinically indicated with the standard digital radiography unit (Siemens DX Flat-Panel)

and the second with the EOS prototype. Three patients were excluded from further study

and analysis because their DX image sets become unavailable for review. No other cases

were excluded from the initial protocol. The studied group was set to 37 patients, with 37

paired examinations, encompassing 74 images. 

4.1.2 Population Demographics, Sex, Age, Height

Table Patient Demographics Age - Sex
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Total 37 100% 56.32 13.69 51.75 to 60.89 58 54.37 2.25 62 81 67 48 19

Female 20 54% 57.35 12.60 51.45 to 63.24 54.5 55.93 2.81 46 76 68 50 19

Male 17 46% 55.11 15.18 47.30 to 62.92 58 52.59 3.68 62 81 65 45 31

Table 19. Patient Demographics, Sex and Age

Table .  Patient Demographics Sex and Height
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Total 37 100% 166.41 8.75 163.49 to 169.32 168 166.18 1.44 37 185 171 160 148

Female 20 54% 161.75 7.59 158.2 to 165.3 161.5 161.5 1.7 27 175 168.5 156.5 148

Male 17 46% 171.88 6.7 168.44 to 175.33 170 171.76 1.62 25 185 176 168 160

Table 20. Patient Demographics, Sex and Height
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4.1.3 EOS Examination Request Origin

The study group of 37 patients was referred by 18 departments, 10 from inpatient depart -

ments, and 7 outpatient departments. They represent a wide sample of mixed origins in-

cluding medical and surgical chest disease, oncology, gastroenterology, cardiology, urol-

ogy, gynecology or outpatient surgery. Examinations were requested by 27 different staff

physicians of those departments. In one case both department and physician was un-

known. The origins are shown in the next two tables, by department and by physician.
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Figure 33: Patient Age. All patients, and female and male patients
(Box and whisker plot)

Figure 32: Patient Height. All patients, and female and male patients
(Box and whisker plot)
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4.1.3.1 Imaging findings in the Image Quality Assessment group

The EOS Chest image quality assessment was a preliminary study not targeted to find

chest pathology or clinical performance, but as its sample population comes from patients

already referred for chest x-ray examinations at a university hospital, in encloses patho-

logic findings. Many patients were routine outpatient clinic controls, several come from
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Figure 35. Patients' origin by ordering Clinical Physician

Figure 34. Patients' origin by Ordering Clinical Department
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pneumology and oncology with chronic diseases at different stages of evolution or under

remission. List  of  origins can be found in figures  34 and  35. Pathologic findings were

present in 15 of 37 patients that are summarized in table 21, compiled the list of findings

DX and EOS findings, taking DX as the gold  standard.

Found Pathologies in Image quality series (in 15 of 37 patients)

Name Findings Identified by EOS?

Lung metastasis 2 yes, better

Atelectasis 1 yes

Interstitial disease 1 yes

Lung mass 2 yes

Pleural fluid 2 yes

Pneumothorax 1 yes

Venous catheters 2 yes

Prosthetic valve 1 yes

Rib fractures 3 yes

Table 21: Findings and/or Pathologies in the patients of the image quality series

DX findings were considered as the gold standard

4.1.3.2 Acquisition Procedure Results Data Process, Time and problems

Two experienced chest radiographers were trained in using the EOS prototype. One of

them was the responsible for the first exam (patient 1), while the rest of the protocol was

completed by the second radiographer (36 of 37 exams). 

In three patient the EOS acquisition was repeated by acquisition problems. In two of them,

because of an incorrect manual adjustment of the upper limit scan, causing the lost of the

apices. Centering was hampered in five patients, two in AP view, and three in the lateral

view. In this 5 images, the limits of the chest was cropped in one side as the patient was

not correctly centered, partially out of the imaging field, or unable to stay standing in the

center plane. The two AP views repeated, but the three lateral where considered accept-

able as only the rib margin was affected. No other problems where reported along the ex-

perimental period. 
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Table   Elapsed Examination Time  EOS and DX (sec)
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DX 258 148 207 to 309 258 214 25.1 581 646 342 122 65

EOS 481 522 302 to 660 327 343 88.2 2382 2419 512 228 37

Table 22: Elapse Examination Time in seconds (Procedure – acquisition)

Elapsed time, in seconds, between admission at the modality console and completion of
last image. DX has found to have a faster cycle. Differences are statistically significant.

Elapsed examination time was taken from the elapsed time of examination between the

start of the procedure the workstation as DICOM header and the image acquisition time of

the last image. It was longer for EOS than for DX, (Mean of differences = -238.56 sec, Two

sided P = 0.0139, CI: -52 to 425 sec), with a weak correlation coefficient (r) = 0.08. EOS

has had two prolonged acquisition outliers, long acquisition lapses that cannot be traced

back to a know cause. In a few patients, examination time has been shorter in EOS as can

be seen in the ladder plot.
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Figure 36. Examination Elapsed Exam time by DX and EOS (sec)
(Whisker plot, time in seconds)
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4.1.3.3 Radiographic Exposure Parameters, for EOS and DX

These parameters were set automatically by a user selection of a pre-programed configu-

ration (APR) at the console of both modalities. The only parameter that was the same and

fixed for both modalities was the X-ray tube kilovoltage (kVp), that was set at 125 kVp, for

both modalities and for frontal and lateral projections. All other parameters where different.

In the DX modality, most of the X-ray tube parameters were automatically set as per pa-

tient by the automatic photo-timed exposure. In the EOS modality, all were fixed by three

preprogramed exposure settings (Slim, normal, or fat phenotype).

X-ray exposure and acquisition time are longer in a scanning modality (3.3 seconds) than

in a planar full-size detector (few milliseconds), with a large ratio, between 1:150 to 1:500

times more for EOS. Two new derived parameters, exposure time per line and mA per line,

are calculated by dividing acquisition time by line and intensity by line time.

Tests of significance are presented when their results similar comparison of related param-

eters may be relevant that show small discrepancies 

4.1.3.3.1  X-ray Tube Intensity

Intensity has few steps in both modalities. For DX it was fixed at 200 mA in most patients,

as mAs is finally set by phototimed. EOS has used steps depending of the body habitus.
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Figure 37. Paired Elapsed Examination Time DX vs EOS (sec) 
DX showed less elapse time.Nevertheless, EOS was faster in several

patients. (ladder plot, time in seconds)
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X-ray Tube Intensity (mA) – EOS and DX 
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AP
-

PA

DX 211.97 7.46 209.48 to 214.46 212 211.84 1.23 32 229 216 208 197

EOS 161.76 39.74 148.51 to 175.01 125 157.11 6.53 125 250 200 125 125

Lat DX 322.47 4.35 321 to 323.94 323 322.44 0.72 19 332 325 319 313

EOS 160.68 39.21 147.6 to 173.75 125 156.17 6.45 125 250 200 125 125

X-ray Tube Intensity (mA) EOS and DX (paired t test, n = 37)

Parameter Diff. mean Std. dev. Std. error 95% CI T value One sided P Two sided P

mA PA 50.216 42.551 6.995
36.028 to

64.403
7.178 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

mA Lat 162.889 40.315 6.719
149.248 to

176.529
24.242 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

Table 23. X-ray Tube Intensity (mA) - DX and EOS

Differences are statistically significant.
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Figure 38. X-ray tube intensity (mA). EOS and DX, in PA-AP and lateral projection
Left) Posterior-anterior projection. Right) Lateral projection. (Whisker plot, mA).
Values for DX and EOS fall apart without no overlap.
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4.1.3.3.2 Exposure Time

Exposure time is pre-programmed in EOS to allow scanning coverage of the chest at the

speed required for correct x-ray fluence. It has been recorded as 3300 msec for all pa-

tients. In DX the time in msec, is automatically phototimed by the modality. More time is re-

quired for the increased diameter and density in the lateral.

Table Exposure Time  (msec) - DX and EOS
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-

PA

DX 7.35 3.28 6.26 to 8.44 7 6.83 0.54 16 20 8 5 4

EOS 3300 0 3300 to 3300 3300 3300 0 0 3300 3300 3300 3300

Lat DX 17.86 13.73 13.22 to 22.51 13 14.90 2.29 62 68 17.50 10.50 6

EOS 3300 0 3300 to 3300 3300 3300 0 0 3300 3300 3300 3300
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Figure 39. X-ray Tube Intensity from PA to Lateral projection (DX & EOS) 
Left) DX Ladder plot. An consistent increase in mA (PA intensity x2) can be observed.

Right) EOS Ladder plot. Most patients have the same fixed mA in both views. One case
received less mA in the lateral projection. 
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Exposure Time  (msec) between EOS and DX (paired t test, n = 37)

Parameter Diff. mean Std. dev. Std. error 95% CI T value One sided P Two sided P

mA PA 50.216 42.551 6.995
36.028 to
64.403

7.178 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

mA Lat 162.888 40.315 6.719
149.248 to
176.529

24.242 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

Table 24. Exposure Time (msec) - DX and EOS

Differences are statistically significant. 

4.1.3.3.3 Total Exposure (mAs, µAs), exposure per line and cm, time per line.

Reflecting the different acquisition method and geometry, the found values are completely

different total x-ray current values. For DX and EOS are reported as microsecond (µAs),

but  EOS values are x100 times more. These values in EOS are representative of total

tube load and less to delivered dose, as X-ray exposed area in EOS is limited by the thin

collimation, and should be evaluated as it would in scanning modalities as computed to-

mography. Several derived values are also presented: exposure per line (µAs), exposure

per cm (µAs) time per line (msec). These values are presented in the following table:
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Figure 40. DX exposure time in PA and Lateral projections (msec). 
(Box & whisker plots)
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Table Total Exposure  (µAs) - DX and EOS
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DX
µAs

PA 1639 615
1434 to

1844
1500 1557 101 2960 4040 1750 1190 1080

Lat 5870 4355
4396 to

7343
4310 4956 726 19810 21810 5795 3630 2000

EOS
µAs
total

PA 539168 132470
495000 to

583335
416650 523688 21778 416650 833300 666640 416650 416650

Lat 535564 130708
491984 to

579144
416650 520540 21488 416650 833300 666640 416650 416650

EOS
µAs

.
line

PA 270 62 249 to 290 247 263 10 261 455 325 215 193

Lat 272 64 251 to 294 258 266 10 261 455 325 215 193

EOS
µAs

.
cm

PA 10623 2439
9810 to

11437
9739 10368 401 10290 17898 12809 8451 7608

Lat 10724 2509
9888 to

11561
10176 10454 412 10290 17898 12809 8451 7608

EOS
msec
Line

PA 1683 152 1.63 to 1.73 1717 1676 25 851 2139 1767 1546 1288

Lat 1705 130 1.66 to 1.75 1672 1700 21 630 2068 1767 1627 1438

Table 25. Total Exposure (µAs), exposure per line and cm, and time (msec) per line.

A large difference in the scale of DX as EOS is present as a consequence of the different
technology involved.

4.1.3.3.4 Exposure field limitation (area / collimation measurements)

Several measurements are direct or indirect measures of the exposed x-ray field size, limi-

tation or of the collimation. These values are presented in the following table:
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Exposure field size (mm) – EOS and DX  (n = 37)
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Height
PA

DX 391.51 5.22 390 to 394 391.1 391.5 0.9 42 415 391 391 373

EOS 369.95 34.15 358 to 381 369 368.4 5.6 195 479 399 349 284

Height
Lat

DX 391.85 5.31 390 to 393 391.1 391.8 0.9 39 420 391 391 381

EOS 370.20 33.72 359 to 381 369 369 5.5 195 479 399 349 284

Width
PA

DX 401.50 2.50 401 to 402 400.9 401.5 0.4 15 414 401 401 399

EOS 448 0 448 to 448 448 448 0 0 448 448 448 448

Width
Lat

DX 401.67 2.49 401 to 402 401 401.5 0.4 15 414 401 401 399

EOS 448 0 448 to 448 448 448 0 0 448 448 448 448

Exposure field size (mm) – EOS and DX (paired t test, n = 37)

Parameter Diff. mean Std. dev. Std. error 95% CI T value One sided P Two sided P

Height PA 21.56 34.60 5.67 10.02 to 33.10 3.789 0.0003 0.0006

Height Lat 22.44 34.51 5.67 10.94 to 33.95 3.956 0.0002 0.0003

Width PA -46.50 2.49 0.41 -47.33 to -45.67 -113.2 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

Width Lat -46.33 2.88 0.47 -47.29 to -45.37 -97.76 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

Table 26. EOS and DX exposure field size, width and height (mm); PA and Lat. views 

All differences are statistically significant. 

The shape of the exposure field is different in EOS. It is significantly wider (+46 mm) and

shorter (-22 mm) than DX.
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Exposure field area (sqm) – EOS and DX  n= 37
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AP-PA DX 0.1572 0.0023 0.156 to 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.0004 0.016 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.15

EOS 0.1700 0.0200 0.160 to 0.170 0.170 0.170 0.000 0.09 0.21 0.18 0.16 0.13

Lat DX 0.1574 0.0028 0.156 to 0.158 0.157 0.157 0.0005 0.017 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.16

EOS 0.1622 0.0123 0.158 to 0.166 0.162 0.162 0.002 0.056 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.13

Table 27. Exposure field area – EOS and DX (sqm) 
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Figure 41. Postero-anterior and lateral exposure field width, DX and EOS (mm)

Figure 42. Postero-anterior and lateral exposure field height, DX and EOS (mm)
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Exposure field area (sqm) - EOS and DX (paired t test, n = 36)

Parameter Diff. mean Std. dev. Std. error 95% CI T value One sided P Two sided P

PA -0.0085 0.0156 0.0026
-0.01374 to

-0.00336
-3.339 0.001 0.002

Lat -0.0040 0.0128 0.0021
-0.00836 to

0.00016
-1.95 0.029 0.059

Table 27 (cont) Exposure field area – EOS and DX (sqm) 

Exposed area in square-meter is a bit larger with EOS in PA projection (< 10%) conse-

quence of the absence of lateral collimation in EOS (p < 0.002). Results for the lateral view

are less significant. 

4.1.3.3.5 Digital Image characteristics

The following parameters are modality dependent and correlate to exposure image field o

detector size. Some on them are constants and modality related. All images from EOS are

full range 16 bit-depth images with 65535 gray levels. DX Images are 12 bit-depth with up

to 4096 gray levels, but the registered extreme in all patient series have been 521 and

3663, with a range of 3142.   

Pixels size and pitch, and pixel aspect ratio are stored bits per pixel, and the high bit are

constants. In both modalities pixels are squared.

Maximum, minimum, and pixel value range are modality, software and exposure depen-

dent.
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Figure 43. Exposure Field Area for EOS and DX, P-A and lateral (sqm)
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Digital Image characteristics - Pixel Range– EOS and DX  (n = 37)
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Maximum
density

PA

DX 3418 111
3380

to
3454

3445 3416 18 499 3663 3489 3353 3164

EOS 65535 0
65535

to
65535

65535 65535 0 0
6553

5
65535 65535 65535

Lat

DX 3291 69
3267

to
3314

3284 3290 12 270 3397 3344 3250 3127

EOS 65535 0
65535

to
65535

65535 65535 0 0
6553

5
65535 65535 65535

Mínimum 
Density
Value

PA
DX 790 111

753 to
827

778 782 18 479 1000 852 734 521

EOS 0 0 0 to 0 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lat
DX 526 82

498 to
553

527 520 14 392 767 562 476 375

EOS 0 0 0 to 0 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0

Display
Range

PA DX 2628 108
2592

to
2664

2616 2626 18 562 2968 2670 2562 2406

Lat EOS 65535 0
65535

to
65535

65535 65535 0 0
6553

5
65535 65535 65535

PA DX 2765 103
2730

to
2800

2791 2763 17 452 2942 2835 2719 2490

Lat EOS 65535 0
65535

to
65535

65535 65535 0 0
6553

5
65535 65535 65535

Table 28. Digital Image characteristics - Pixel Range – EOS and DX
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Digital Image System Applied Windowing  –  DX only (n = 37)
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Center
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DX

2102 96 2070 to 2134 2113 2100 16 364 2295 2151 2029 1931

Lat
DX

1908 55 1889 to 1926 1906 1908 9 245 2060 1935 1871 1815

Window
Width

PA 2631 105 2595 to 2666 2616 2629 17 562 2968 2670 2568 2406

Lat 2765 103 2729 to 2799 2791 2763 17 452 2942 2835 2719 2490

Table 29. Digital Image - System Applied Windowing - DX only

Digital Image characteristics Pixel Data (kBytes) – EOS and DX  (n = 37)
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Pixel
Data

(Kbytes
)

PA
AP

DX 1537 22 1529 to 1544 1534 1537 3.6 154 1662 1534 1534 1508

EOS 7054 649 6838 to 7271 7035 7026 108 3704 9127 7606 6654 5423

La
t

DX 1540 28 1530 to 1549 1534 1539 4.7 165 1699 1534 1534 1534

EOS 6926 509 6756 to 7096 6943 6907 84 2377 7987 7229 6654 5610

Table 30. Digital Image characteristics - Pixel Data (kBytes) – EOS and DX 
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Table. EOS linear Scan Exposure parameters (n = 37) 
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AP 539.17 132.47 495 to 583 416.65 523.69 21.78 417 833 666.6 416.6 416.65

Lat 535.56 130.71 492 to 579 416.65 520.54 21.49 417 833 666.6 416.6 416.65

m
A

s
x 

lin
e

AP 0.27 0.06 0.25 to 0.29 0.25 0.26 0.01 0.26 0.45 0.33 0.21 0.19

Lat 0.27 0.06 0.25 to 0.29 0.26 0.27 0.01 0.26 0.45 0.33 0.21 0.19

m
A

s
E

xp
o
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re

·c
m

AP 10.62 2.44 9.81 to 11.44 9.74 10.37 0.40 10.3 17.90 12.81 8.45 7.61

Lat 10.72 2.51 9.89 to 11.56 10.18 10.45 0.41 10.3 17.90 12.81 8.45 7.61

m
se

c
·
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e

AP 1.68 0.15 1.63 to 1.73 1.72 1.68 0.02 0.85 2.14 1.77 1.55 1.29

Lat 1.70 0.13 1.66 to 1.75 1.67 1.70 0.02 0.63 2.07 1.77 1.63 1.44

Differences between EOS Linear Scan AP and Lat Parameters (paired t test, n = 37)

Parameter Diff. mean Std. dev. Std. error 95% CI T value One sided P Two sided P

Total mAs 3,60 21,91 3,60 -3,70 to 10,91 1 0,162 0,324

mAs · line -0,002568 0,018026 0,002963
-0,008578 to

0,003442
-0,866609 0,1959  0,3919

mAs ·cm -0,101107 0,709674 0,11667
-0,337724 to

0,13551
-0,866609 0,1959 0,3919

msec ·Line -0,00002 0,00007 0,000012
-0,000046 to

0,000001
-1,91862 0,0315 0,063

Table 31. EOS linear Scan Exposure parameters 
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Table. EOS linear Scan Detector parameters (n = 15) 
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AP 2498 39.81
2475 to
2520

2523 2497 10.28 91 2538 2534 2458 2447

Lat 2423 26.55
2409 to
2438

2424 2423 6.85 126 2502 2425 2420 2376

G
a

s 
(b

a
r)

 P
re

ss
u

re

AP 6.00 0.01 5.99 to 6 6.00 6.00 0.00 0.03 6.01 6.01 5.99 5.98

Lat 6.00 0.01 5.99 to 6 6.00 6.00 0.00 0.03 6.01 6.01 5.99 5.98

M
ea

n
 

G
a

in

AP 37508 1006
36951 to
38066

37049 37496 259.79 2951 39843 37441 36891 36891

Lat 45758 958
45227 to
46289

45442 45749 247.46 3538 48645 45676 45107 45107

T
I

A
cq

u
is

iti
on

AP 0.83 0.00
0.83 to
0.83

0.83 0.83 0.00 0.00 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83

Lat 0.83 0.00
0.83 to
0.83

0.83 0.83 0.00 0.00 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83

0
V

al
u

e

AP 0.0085 0.01 0 to 0.01 0.009 * 0.0016 0.0186 0.0186 0.0127 0.003 0.0000

Lat 0.0005 0.00 0 to 0 0.0003 * 0.0002 0.0016 0.0016 0.0009 0.000 0.0000

6
55

36
V

al
ue AP 1.4488 0.07

1.41 to
1.49

1.447 1.447 0.0169 0.2333 1.5436 1.4975 1.411 1.3103

Lat 1.2694 0.04
1.25 to
1.29

1.278 1.269 0.0092 0.1231 1.3288 1.2943 1.243 1.2057

Table 32. EOS linear Scan Detector parameters
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Comparative PA and Lateral results 
All differences between AP and Lat are highly significant, two sided p< 0.0001

Figure 45. EOS Voltage values at 0 and 65535 values for PA and Lat (n =15). 
All differences between AP and Lat are highly significant, two sided p< 0.0001
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4.2 Dosimetry

4.2.1 DX Siemens Dosimetry

The Siemens Thorax-FD DX provided dosimetry information in its as EXI (Siemens expo-

sure index) and DAP (Dose Are Product) in their image DICOM headers. EXI, Siemens ex-

posure index, corresponds to µGy air Kerma *100 (calibrated to the detector model by the

manufacturer under the following conditions: RQA5, 70 kV +0.6 mm Cu, HVL=6.8 mm Al).

The  EXI  figure  can  be  converted  to  back  to  µGy  air  Kerma  with  a  simple  formula,

X(µGy)=EI/100, so a Siemens EXI 500 corresponds to 5 µGy air Kerma. The DAP (Dose

Are Product) figure corresponds to dGy·cm2 .

Table  DX Dose Parameters (n = 37) 
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A
s PA 1.65 0.72 1.41 to 1.89 2.00 1.51 0.12 3.00 4.00 2.00 1.00 1.00

Lat 5.86 4.47 4.35 to 7.37 4.00 4.87 0.75 20 22.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

D
A

P PA 0.28 0.12 0.24 to 0.32 0.25 0.26 0.02 0.60 0.76 0.31 0.19 0.16

Lat 1.12 0.88 0.82 to 1.42 0.80 0.93 0.15 4.00 4.34 1.12 0.68 0.34

S
ie

m
e

n
s

E
X

I

PA 193.70 32.55
182.85 to

204.56
197.00 190.77 5.35 132 249 212 182 117

Lat 342.86 48.87
326.32 to

359.4
338.00 339.75 8.15 240 511 362 306 271

Correlations between DX Parameters (Simple linear regression, n = 37)

Parameter Correlation (r) 95% CI Two sided P

EXI to DAP (PA) 0.008015 0.316827 to 0.331174 0.9624 Not sign.

Exposure to EXI  -0,001692 -0,325533 to 0,322504 0,9921 Not sign.

Table 33. DX Dose Parameters: Exposure, DAP and EXI

The next graphics, box and whisker and ladder plots, illustrate DAP, EXI for Postero-ante-
rior and lateral x-ray projections 
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4.2.2 EOS dosimetry data gathering

4.2.3 Measurement of the dose from a scan

Dose was measured at the center of the intersection of both x-ray beams using a pencil

ionization chamber with the following conditions: Sampling interval: 0.25 mm. Radiation:

1.67 mAs / line. Scan length: 50 mm., equivalent to Integrated dose of 200 lines

4.2.3.1 Dose rate measurements

The figure 48 presents a plot of doses delivered at the intersection of both X-ray beams 

with both projections (A-P or P-A and lateral). Doses DBAL (kV) were obtained from direct 

measurements using a solid-state dosimeter at 98.6 and 91.6 cm distances respectively 

for face and profile projections.
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Figure 46. Siemens EXI Exposure index of DX studies in PA and Lateral views 
EXI corresponds to µGy in air Kerma 

Left) Box and whisker plot in P-A and lateral
Right) Ladder plot between PA and lateral. All patients had higher dose in lateral

exposure

Figure 47. DX Dose Area Product for DX in PA and Lateral. (dGy·cm2).
Left) Box and whisker plot in P-A and lateral

Right) Ladder plot between PA and lateral. All patients had higher dose in lateral exposure
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A small dose gap is visible between A/P and lateral measurements, due to the small differ-

ence between distances to focus. With allowance for this difference (using the inverse dis-

tance law), the agreement is found excellent (Figure 48-b): 

Sampling interval: 0.25 mm Radiation: 1.67 mAs / line

Scan length: 50 mm i.e. dose · 200 lines Total irradiation: 333.2 mAs

Those measurements are compared with measurements made with the solid-state detec-

tor. The scan dose rate value, expressed for a unit mAs, is based on the integrated dose

as follows:

Scan dose / mAs/L = δ INT (kV) / (p  mAsTOT/n )

= δ INT (kV) / (p x 333.2/n)
= DINT (kV) / (p x 333.2)

Dose rates D0conv and D0EOS corresponding respectively to the conventional and EOS

devices have been measured for full-emitted dose characterization and comparison. For

each device measurements have been performed using a solid-state detector of 10 mm x

10 mm sensitive area. The dosimeter was centered on the beam axis in the conventional

system, and was scanned in EOS system, separately on each view.
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Figure 48: Measurement of dose at the beam intersection point at 1.67 mAs/L a) beam 

intersection dose. b) standardized dose at 1 meter
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The figure 49 shows the dose rates at 1 m (in µGy/mAs), of the EOS prototype (front and

lateral views) and the different conventional devices used at ULBE (ULB-ERASME), and

St. Vincent de Paul (Paris, F) hospitals. From these measurements a quadratic regression

functions was applied in order to obtain dose rate for each voltage, with better than 1% ac-

curacy. The curves describe the dose rate or kerma free in air at 1m (in µGy/mAs) in func-

tion of the voltage, for both EOS views and the conventional system.

Once these dose rate curves were obtained, it was possible to calculate the kerma free in

air at the entrance of the patient. The equations below define how to calculate this value

for a conventional 2D X-ray device with a conical beam and a linear scanning device with

a fan beam.

4.2.3.2 EOS emitted dose 

Table 34 shows the resulted emitted dose from one EOS projection for 1 mAs, at respec-

tively 100 and 125 cm from the tube focal spot.  Figure 50a and  50b  show for both dis-

tances the dose profiles without collimation, for individual profile, and in scanning mode.
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Figure 49:  Dose rate measurements for EOS prototype and conventional 

geometry x-ray equipment, assessed along the EOS clinical trials . 
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Table: EOS emitted dose summary @ 100 cm and 125 cm for 1 mAs

Parameter Intensity
Dose @
100 cm

Dose @ 
125 cm

Emitted dose without collimation (μGy) 1 mAs 79.9 47.9

Dose profile maximum (μGy) 1 mAs 34.8 22.2

Integrated dose (individual profile) (μGy.mm) 1 mAs 49.7 39.7

Scan dose along z axis (μGy) 1 mAs/line 198.0 159.0

Table 34: EOS emitted dose summary @ 100 cm and 125 cm for 1 mAs

1. As expected, the emitted dose without collimation and the dose profile maximum varies

with the inverse of the squared distance ratio, while the individual integrated dose, and the

scan dose depend on the inverse of the distance ratio.

2. The dose profile maximum, the individual integrated dose, and therefore the scan dose

are totally determined by the collimation geometry.

3. The doses involved in a scanning mode and in the 2 dimensional acquisition mode per

mAs are not the same and their ratios depend on the collimation geometry as well. In this

specific case 1 mAs/L in scanning mode corresponds respectively to 2.65 mAs and 3.32

mAs in a 2 dimensional acquisition mode at 100 cm.

4.2.3.2.1 Displaying the dose level

On the basis of the above measurements the linear scan dose rate may be expressed in

mAs/L @ 100 cm, noted δ BAL0 (kV, G). This quantity δ BAL0 (kV, G) is then calibrated, al-

lowing assessing, for any projection, the dose delivered at the reference point (intersecting

optical beam axes) and expressed in kerma free in air.
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Figure 50: Dose profiles @ 100 cm and 125 cm, both for 1 mAs
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The patient entrance dose will correspond to the displayed value, corrected to make al-

lowance for the source to skin distance (with a resulting increase of 10 % or 20 % respec-

tively for face or profile projections).

The linear scan dose rate is expressed for a mAs/L @ 100 cm unit, as it follows

δ BAL0 (kV, G) = 8.00.10-3 x kV 2 + 3.12 x kV +102.4

The EOS dose is then obtained as a function of kV and mAs/L as it follows:

DBAL (front) = δ BAL0 (kV, G) x 100/98.6 x mAs/L

DBAL (lateral) = δ BAL0 (kV, G) x 100/91.6 x mAs/L

4.2.3.3 Scan Dose Associated To EOS Operating parameters

Due to its peculiar reconstruction mode of the radiological images EOS has some differ-

ences comparatively to the conventional radiological systems currently in use (see  table

35 ).

Table . Image parameters associated to a scanning mode

EOS parameters Symbol and expression

Image size (number of lines) n

Tube voltage (kV) kV

Tube current (mA) mA

Scanning speed (cm/s) V

Focal Skin Distance (cm) FSD

Total exposure time (millisecond) T

Time exposure per line (millisecond) ∆ t = T / n

Radiation per line (mAs) mAs/L = mA x T / n

Patient skin dose D (kV) = δ BAL0 (KV) x mAs/L x (100/FSD)

Table 35:  Image parameters associated to a scanning mode

The quantity δ BAL0 is the X – ray tube dose rate, per mAs/L @ 100 cm and for the given kVp

(and filtration).

As for example, table 36 below shows the associated parameters and the resulting dose

for an Image « spine » 90 cm and an Image « thorax » 45 cm:
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Image parameters and the resulting doses

EOS parameters Thorax @ 45 cm Spine @ 90 cm «

Image size 1 800 lines 3 600 lines

Tube voltage 80 kV 80 kV

Tube current 80 mA 200 mA

Scanning speed 7.5 cm/s 7.5 cm/s

Focal Skin Distance (cm) 90 cm 90 cm

Total exposure time 6 sec 12 sec

Time exposure per line 3.33 ms 3.33 ms

Radiation per line 0.27 mAs/L 0.67 mAs/L

Correspondence in mAs with a 2D

acquisition mode

0.64 mAs 1.59 mAs

Patient skin dose 59 μGy 147 μGy

Table 36: Image parameters and the resulting doses

4.2.3.3.1 X-ray Tube limitations

The manufacturer charts, giving available power or energy workload as a function of expo-

sure time are shown on the figure 51 
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Figure 51: Available X-ray tube power and anode heat capacity
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The table 37 gives the main characteristics corresponding to two different image formats.

Available time and power tube characteristics

Image « spine » 90 cm Image « thorax » 45 cm

T (s) P (kW) kJ T (s) P (kW) kJ

V min = 3.75 cm/s 6 145 24 3 98 33

V nom = 7.5 cm/s 12 199 17 6 145 24

V max = 30 cm/s 24 250 10 12 199 17

Table 37: Available time and power tube characteristics

4.2.3.3.2 Maximum available dose values

The curves on Figure 52 represent maximum available radiation (mAs/L) as a function of

kVp, for two types of image and for scanning speeds 3.75, 7.5 and 30 cm/s.

4.2.4 EOS operational dose levels

4.2.4.1 Scan mode

The curves on Figure 53 represent the maximum dose obtainable as a function of kV, for

two types of image and for scanning speeds 3.75, 7.5 and 30 cm/s.
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Figure 52: Irradiation under different tube voltage, and mAs/L at 45 and 90 cm
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4.2.4.2 Dose in Presence of a Scattering Medium

4.2.4.2.1 Measurement of the entrance surface dose with a phantom

In order to estimate the entrance surface dose in the presence of a scattering medium,

several blocs of Plexiglas of different thickness were used to simulate the patient attenua-

tion. TLDs were placed at the entrance of the Plexiglas phantom according to the scheme

detailed in the figures here below. Such dosimeters allow the contribution of backscatter

radiation to be measured and are currently used in the field of medical diagnostic radiol-

ogy. The TLDs were aligned along the scanning axis of the beam in order to appreciate the

possible dose variation from the center of the beam to the periphery. Both front and lateral

projections were considered and two different patient thicknesses were taken into consid-

eration, 10 cm and 20 cm of Plexiglas respectively.

In order to get reliable values, TLDs were exposed three times while keeping the irradia-

tion settings constant. Due to the phantom dimensions, the irradiation geometry led to the

experimental conditions, which are summarized in the following paragraphs

As it can be seen from the next figure with the 10 cm phantom thickness, the entrance sur-

face of the phantom was at 54 cm far away from the front X-ray tube and at 27 cm from

the lateral X-ray tube respectively while, with the 20 cm phantom thickness, the front dis-

tance from the X-ray tube was shortened to 44 cm. The following table, details the dosime-

try results obtained for the experimental settings corresponding to the irradiation conditions
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Figure 53: Tube voltage, scan speed, maximum available dose at 45 and 90 cm
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The general dosimetry results are given in the following table for both projections and two

phantom thicknesses. Doses were measured at constant incident energy of 80kVp and

1.33mAs/line. Two main points need to be discussed. The first one relates to the effect of

the beam geometry (tube to phantom surface distance), which, as previously discussed,

has simply a linear relationship with the dose. Changing from 10 to 20 cm thickness of

phantom, i.e. from 54 cm to 44 cm from the tube, does increase the dose but not signifi-

cantly as it would in the case of a general radiographic equipment (inverse square law).

Table. Entrance surface dose by x-ray projection and  phantom 
thicknesses

Phantom

thickness

Projection Entrance surface

dose Front ( µGy)

Entrance Surface

dose Lateral ( µGy)

10 cm Front 400

10 cm Front and Lateral Min - Max
366 - 480 446

20 cm Front 413

20 cm Front and Lateral 483 396

Table 38. Entrance surface dose by x-ray projection and  phantom thicknesses

The second comment deals with the effect of scattered radiation coming from the lateral

projection, which is simultaneously taken with the front projection. Its contribution to the

front dose varies from 10 to 20% depending on the phantom thickness considered. Such

results suggest that direct dose measurement on the surface of the patient are to be con-

sidered with caution since they are affected by a fraction of the scattered radiation inherent

to the functioning modalities of the EOS system (two simultaneous exposures). A straight-
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Figure 54. Entrance surface dose (ESD) related to kVp and thickness 
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forward comparison between this dosimetry quantity and that commonly used in diagnostic

radiology for routine examination (entrance surface dose) has therefore to be made care-

fully because of such a spurious source of information. At the same time, when taking into

account the precise  radiographic settings used during the examinations, the entrance sur-

face dose value measured with EOS equipment clearly illustrates the overall amount of ra-

diation received by the patient.

The prev ious  f igure illustrates the relationship between the incident energy and the en-

trance surface dose for both phantom thickness considered. As one might expect, indepen-

dently on the phantom thickness, the entrance surface dose rapidly increases with the inci-

dent energy value according to an almost quadratic law.

4.2.4.3 Entrance Dose Measurement by TLD

18 TLD were recovered from DR and EOS exam for the frontal and lateral views. However,

the acquisition parameters were very low concerning the DR device which implicated TLD

measurements below the minimal threshold for a valuable measure. Only 2 DR TLD valu-

able measurements were available for the frontal views and 12 for the lateral views. 

Thus, we had too few TLD values of the frontal views to provide significant results. How-

ever, lateral TLD measurements are shown in the table below to give an idea of the dose

ratio between the two modalities.

TLD Dosimetry Lateral view: 

n = 12 EOS DR Ratio DR /EOS

Mean Entrance dose (mGy) 0.41 0.24 0.64

Min. (mGy) 0.10 0.06 0.16

Max. (mGy) 0.52 0.72 1.7

Table 39. TLD Dosimetry in Lateral view

Calculated entrance dose without back-scattering

Data linked to the corpulence of some patients (weight, lateral and postero-anterior width)

or to the acquisition parameters (kVp, mAs, Detector-Source Distance) during EOS or DR

exam were lost for 3 frontal exams and 4 lateral exams. So it remains only 35 and 34 pa-

tients for the front and lateral views dosimetric analysis respectively.
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Calculated Entrance Dose without back-scattering, Frontal view:

n = 35 EOS DR Ratio DR /EOS

Mean (mSv) 0.22 0.05 0.22

SD (mSv) 0.06 0.02 0.12

Min. (mSv) 0.16 0.02 0.09

Max. (mSv) 0.35 0.14 0.81

Table 40. Calculated Entrance Dose without back-scattering, A-P view

Calculated Entrance Dose without back-scattering, Lateral view:

n = 34 EOS DR Ratio DR /EOS

Mean (mSv) 0.31 0.17 0.54

SD (mSv) 0.05 0.14 0.40

Min. (mSv) 0.18 0.05 0.14

Max. (mSv) 0.41 0.77 2.3

Table 41. Calculated Entrance Dose without backscattering, Lateral view:

4.2.5 Entrance Dose measurements by TLD

On the initial 65 patients, TLD were placed for 46 of them on both conventional and EOS

concerning frontal views and for 36 of them concerning lateral views. Results of the TLD

measurements are compiled in next two tables:

Frontal view:  n =46 EOS Screen-Film Ratio  SF/EOS

Mean Entrance dose 0.23 1.12 6.08

SD (mGy) 0.10 0.34 5.09

Min. (mGy) 0.03 0.26 2.17

Max. (mGy) 0.59 2.33 33.6

Table 42. Entrance Surface Dose (ESD) measurements by TLD A-P view (mGy)

Lateral view:  n =36 EOS Screen-Film Ratio  SF/EOS

Mean Entrance dose 0.37 2.4 6.94

SD (mGy) 0.14 1.11 3.22

Min. (mGy) 0.14 0.6 2.32

Max. (mGy) 0.81 6.0 17.24

Table 43. Entrance Surface Dose (ESD) measurements by TLD Lateral view (mGy)
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4.2.6  Kerma Free in air (Entrance Dose free Kerma in air calculation)

At the end of the EOS dose study the initial cohort  of 65 cohort finished with 49 frontal

valid records available, and 50 lateral view valid records. 15 cases were rejected as some

of their data for required simulation parameters (weight, lateral and postero-anterior width,

kVp, mAs, Film-Source Distance) during EOS or conventional exam were incomplete or

lost.. Data was available for:

• 49 patients (mean age = 14.9 ± 4.8 y – BMI = 20.2± 4.7 kg/m²) for the frontal view.
• 50 patients (mean age = 15.0 ± 4.1 y – BMI = 20.1± 4.7 kg/m²) for the lateral view.

Frontal view:  n =49 EOS Screen-Film Ratio  SF/EOS

Mean Kerma free in air 0.13 1.27 9.83

SD (mGy) 0.03 0.64 4.05

Min. (mGy) 0.07 0.40 4.16

Max. (mGy) 0.18 4.12 26.71

Table 44. Kerma Free in air EOS and conventional AP view (mGy)

Lateral view:  n =50 EOS Screen-Film Ratio  SF/EOS

Mean Kerma free in air 0.19 1.67 9.11

SD (mGy) 0.04 0.67 3.94

Min. (mGy) 0.07 0.72 3.36

Max. (mGy) 0.27 3.60 22.79

Table 45.  Kerma Free in air EOS and conventional Lateral view (mGy)

As we could have expected the Kerma free in air ratios between EOS and conventional

devices are higher than the TLD ratios for the front and the lateral views. This difference is

caused by the TLD measurement bias previously discussed. 

4.2.7 Effective Dose calculations

The Monte Carlo simulation software gives the effective dose from the Kerma free in air for

the same previous exam pairs

Effective Dose for EOS and Conventional X-ray Postero-anterior

Frontal view:  n =49 EOS Conventional Ratio Conventional /EOS

Mean Effective dose (mSv) 0.02 0.26 11.47
SD (mSv) 0.01 0.10 4.72
Min. (mSv) 0.01 0.13 5.71
Max. (mSv) 0.03 0.49 36.50

Table 46: Effective Dose for EOS and Conventional X-ray Postero-anterior
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Effective Dose for EOS and Conventional X-ray Lateral

Lateral view:  n =50 EOS Conventional Ratio Conventional /EOS

Mean Entrance dose (mSv) 0.03 0.35 13.52
SD (mSv) 0.01 0.10 5.38
Min. (mSv) 0.01 0.17 4.71
Max. (mSv) 0.05 0.73 30.40

Table 47: Effective Dose for EOS and Conventional X-ray Lateral

The discrepancies between Kerma free in air  calculation and effective dose ratios are

probably due to the combined efects of collimation and acquisition area of the two devices.

On the EOS device there is an outstanding reduction of the divergence due to the highly

collimated fan beam (500 µm height), induce a supplement of irradiated volume very weak

compared to a conic beam device. That is possibly the reason of this slight difference be-

tween the kerma free in air and the effective dose results, because the kerma free in air

does not take into account the total irradiated volume whereas the effective dose does. In

conventional 2D planar acquisition (conic beam), there is a geometrical divergence be-

tween the entrance of the beam and its exit in both planes (cf. figure 47). 
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Figure 55. The effect of the conic geometry for conventional radiography
On conventional radiography the conic magnification affects both the vertical and

horizontal planes.
In EOS the aperture is limited to the transverse plane of the fan-shaped beam. Clinical

images are usually transformed allowing correct measurements.
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4.3 Image Detector Performance

EOS provides digital planar radiographic images where the value of each pixel represents

the punctual transmission of an X-ray beam. This transmission value may be between 0

(for total opacity) and 1 (for total transparency). This values data results from an X-ray ac-

quisition with the patient in the gantry, but a prior calibration scan should be performed

without the patient being exposed. This calibration procedure is required every type the

kVp is changed, and defines the internal gain of the detector, which is controlled with the

applied high voltage. This calibration allows a first automatic processing of the integrated

image signal, which is inherent to the detection process, and results in the first transmis-

sion image, called “system image”. A second specific processing stage takes place, ac-

cording to the patient characteristics and the examination anatomical region, giving a final

radiological picture ready for review and diagnosis.

The image performance of EOS relies on the scatter suppression that avoids blur and on

the detector  conversion efficiency, in its  amplifying and resolution characteristics.  The de-

tector  is  composed  of a array of  electrodes  on  which  high  voltage  is  applied, and im-

mersed in a gas mixture mainly composed of xenon at 6 bars.  Conversion  efficiency,

amplifying  and resolution  characteristics  of  the  detector highly  depend on the  gas mixture

composition and pressure. Amplifying factor depends on the electrode configuration, which

is mechanically fixed and the applied high voltage as well.

X-rays enter the detector through a thin and narrow entrance windows and are converted

into photoelectrons interacting in the gas mixture. The emitted photoelectrons loose their

kinetic energy by collision producing primary electrons, which are accelerated and multi-

plied under the electric field effect. The resulted charge is collected on copper strips corre-

sponding to the detector pixels and transferred onto the electronic channels.

The detector specifications are summarized on the table 48.

The electronic system is composed of 1764 channels corresponding to the copper strips.

The collected charge on each channel is accumulated in a capacitance of 220 pC full

scale, during the integration time. This charge is coded on 16 bits and converted to 65535

gray levels. The electronic specifications are summarized on the table 49.
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EOS Detector, Physical specifications

Copper strips number 1764

Copper strips pitch 254 µm

Sensitive area width 448 mm

Interaction thickness 100 mm

Conversion gap 1.6 mm

Entrance window 500 µm Aluminum

Gas operating pressure 6 bars

Gas flow 300 cc / minute

Table 48: EOS Detector physical specifications

EOS Detector, Electronic Specifications

 Full scale output signal 220 pC
 Offset: 33 – 50 pC
 Noise (RMS) 5.4 fC
 Available signal 170 – 186 pC
 Electronic dynamical range 30 000

Table 49: EOS Detector, Electronic Specifications

The detection system performance has been investigated through simulation coupled with

direct measurements.

4.3.1 Conversion Efficiency

The conversion efficiency is the fraction of the incoming X-ray in the detector that is con-

verted in the gas and induces the detection process. The Figure III-2 shows the conversion

efficiency, function of the tube voltage. This result comes from simulation. For low voltage

spectrum, the conversion efficiency limited by the entrance window (500 µm aluminum),

for high voltage spectrum the conversion is limited by the gas thickness. The optimum is

between 65 and 80 kV X-ray spectra.
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4.3.2 X-Ray Beam Attenuation Measurements

X-ray beam attenuation measurements have been done using Plexiglas blocks as it is rep-

resented on the figure 57.

The attenuation is measured along the vertical direction. The results are compared to the

simulation model and are presented on the figure 58 . 

There is a rather good agreement with the model on the total thickness, 40 cm of material.

This firstly shows a rather good reliability of this latter, and secondly confirms that the de-

tection system significantly reduces the scattered radiation.
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Figure 56: Conversion efficiency plot 

Figure 57: Plexiglas blocks used for attenuation test 
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The figure 59 shows the measured standard deviation of the output signal. The red line is

the standard deviation corresponding to a Poisson law according behavior. There is a

rather good agreement at high signal level or low attenuation. The discrepancy occurs be-

yond 30 cm of the material.
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Figure 58: Measured standard deviation of gray level to thickness.

Figure 59: Signal Standard deviation by output signal and thickness
Left) Standard deviation (gray level) function of the output signal. 

Right) Standard deviation (gray level) function of the material thickness
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4.3.3 Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) And Detection Quantum 
Efficiency (DQE)

The modulation transfer functions (MTF) and the detection quantum efficiency have been

measured both along the horizontal and the vertical directions. Along the horizontal direc-

tion both results are related to the performance of the detector, while the other direction,

the results are related to the alignment of the collimations including the tube focal spot of

the scanning system. The measurements have been done with a 70 kV X-ray spectrum,

and 2.5 mm aluminum filtration, using a narrow slit (10µm) at angle (2°) with the plane or -

thogonal to the axis under study. The incident flux, inferior to 100 kHz by channel, is set so

that measurements are not biased by the space charge phenomenon. The detector gain

effect has been taken into account. The figures 60 and 61 show the comparison between

the horizontal and the vertical direction.

In ionization chamber operation the difference between simulation and measurement value

remains on the average less than 10%. This finding favors the simulation model to account

for the processes leading to MTF and DQE. The loss under the detector gain effect is due

to the broadening of the impulse response with the detector gain. 
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Figure 60: Comparison between the horizontal and the vertical direction. 
a) MTF, 70 kV, 2.5 mm aluminum b) DQE, 70 kV, 2.5 mm aluminum
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The summary of different MTF values obtained at 1 and 2 lp/mm frequency is compiled in

table 50.below

MTF values obtained at 1 lp/mm and 2 lp/mm 

1 lp/mm 2 lp/mm

Horizontal MTF (Simulation) 58 % 26 %

Measured horizontal MTF @Gain =1 57 % 20 %

Measured horizontal MTF @Gain = 50 35 % 12 %

Measured horizontal MTF @RQA5 & Gain = 50 32 % 5 %

Measured vertical MTF @RQA5 & Gain = 50 48 % 9 %

Table 50: MTF values obtained at 1 lp/mm and 2 lp/mm frequencies

4.3.4 Detector Output Signal

The electronic output signal is another source of noise that contributes to the total MTF of

an imaging system. Several repeated measurements were done to assess these sources

of noise

4.3.4.1 Output signal average and profile

The detector signal on the pixel i receiving Ni photons, during the acquisition time ∆ t  is  ex-
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Figure 61: Horizontal modulation transfer function. 
a) MTF, 70 kV, 2.5 mm aluminum and b) DQE, 70 kV, 2.5 mm aluminum
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pressed as following:

Si (N, kV, HT) = ε (kV) x Ni (kV) x <p> x Mi (HT)

Whereis the conversion efficiency, <p> is the average produced charge (primary electrons)

per event and Mi (HT) is the internal gain of the detector. The internal gain of the detector

is adjusted via the high voltage power supply. It is not constant along the pixels.

The figure 62 shows the output signal average for each pixel when the detector is irradi-

ated by a 80 kV X-ray beam at 3 different applied high voltage. The average was calcu-

lated on 500 measurements. As it can be seen, signal level depends on the applied high

voltage and the profile shows a non flat shape. This is mainly due to the internal gain of

the detector which is not constant in addition to the electronic channel gain dispersion that

is shown in figure 63. 

The high frequency signal variations that are well seen in figure 63 are mainly due to the

statistical nature of the radiation.
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Figure 63: Output signal level profile,  fluctuations by kilovoltage and channel gain

Left) Repeated measures for each pixel showing fluctuations by kilovoltage
Right) Repeated measures by electronic channel gain dispersion 

Figure 62: Output signal average per pixel at different voltages
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4.3.5 Signal Profile and Image Corrections

The profile dispersion of the detector chain are linear and can be easily corrected by cali -

bration. The figure 64 shows an example of image correction. Image ripple can be seen as

ti depends from quantum noise, electronic noise and mechanical vibration, that may be at-

tenuated by image post-processing and noise removal. Under clinical operation noise and

are present that is quite noticeable if a magnification is applied (figure 65) 
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Figure 64: Vertical stripes depending from channel gain 
a) Raw image. Vertical stripes depending from channel gain can be seen in the raw 

image that may be removed by calibration. Horizontal ripple is also present.
b) Corrected image. Some horizontal ripple can be noticed in the corrected image 

Figure 65.  Visible ripple and noise in EOS images . 
Left) 58-year-old male with a large chest mass. Markers are centered in the image
Right) Close up view. The markers shape a 4 x 4 pixels square area

Noise and ripple generate a pattern like small squares 
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4.4 EOS analysis of chest images 
At the end of the experimental period 40 patients were examined as initially planned. All 40

underwent an EOS chest x-ray exam immediately after their clinically scheduled DX chest

x-ray exam. Nevertheless, 3 three were excluded, leaving 37 comparative cases in our se-

ries as their 3 sets of DX images were unavailable at the time of image quality assessment

(they were unavailable at the local PACS). Therefore, the results presented here encom-

passes the 37 remaining patients. 

This set of 37 patients ended the experiment had 4 images (2 EOS + 2 DX) that were

scored independently by 4 radiologists. The scores of four reading were aggregated per

each criteria providing 148 data points per individual criteria, modality and projection. 

37 patients were over the minimum sample size calculated for paired t test was previously

calculated. For a power of 90%, with a 5% alpha error, a 0,3 foreseen difference of popula-

tion mean, and 0.5 SD in paired response differences, the required number of cases was

32.

Three analytic tests have been applied to all score groups. Wilcoxon's signed ranks test, a

test for matched pairs, has been used to compare the significance of the differences be-

tween modalities. Kendall's Tau ( τ ) Rank Correlation has been used to test for indepen-

dence between both modalities scores. The Berry-Mielke Universal R coefficient, equiva-

lent to a linearly weighted kappa statistic, has been applied to assess agreement between

observers. 

Each item has been scored following and ordinal scale from 1 to 5 as:

1: Not seen: The image does not depict this structure or criteria.

2: Poor: the image allows to barely assess the evaluated structure or criteria.

3: Good: the image allows an adequate assessment the evaluated structure or criteria

4: Very Good: the image allows an excellent assessment of the evaluated structure or 

criteria. 

5: Outstanding: the image quality allows to depict with outstanding resolution or con-

trast the evaluated structure or criteria.

The results of each image quality item are presented in the next 10 subheadings (for the

ten quality criteria presented as comparative sets). Results for each item are grouped as
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comparative PA/AP EOS versus DX results, and Lateral EOS versus Lateral DX results.

Box and whisker graphics associate both PA and Lateral representations for both modali-

ties.

As a reminder, this is the ordered list of the assessed criteria:

AP/PA Projection LAT Projection

1 Performed at peak of inspiration, except for sus-
pected foreign body aspiration

Performed at the peak of inspiration

2 Reproduction of the thorax without rotation and 
tilting

True lateral projection

3 Reproduction of the chest must extend from just
above the apices of the lungs to T12/L1.

Reproduction of the chest must extend from just 
above the apices of the lungs to T12/L1.

4 Reproduction of the vascular pattern in central 
2/3 of the lungs

Reproduction of the hilar vessels

5 Reproduction of fine interstitial structures in the 
1/3 periphery of the lungs

Reproduction of fine interstitial structures in the 
1/3 periphery of the lungs (Retro-sternal 
space)

6 Reproduction of fissures major and fissure mi-
nor

Reproduction of fissures major and  fissure mi-
nor

7 Reproduction of the trachea and the proximal 
bronchi

Visualization of the trachea from the apices of 
the lungs down to and including the main 
bronchi.

8 Visually sharp reproduction of the diaphragm 
and costophrenic angles

Visually sharp reproduction of the whole of both 
domes of the diaphragm

9 Reproduction of the spine and paraspinal struc-
tures and visualization of the retrocardiac 
lung and the mediastinum.

Reproduction of the sternum and the thoracic 
spine

10 Reproduction of the soft tissues and fat pads. Reproduction of the soft tissues and fat pads.
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4.4.1 Quality Assessment. Criteria 1. Inspiration. 
Performed at the peak of inspiration, except for suspected foreign 
body aspiration

4.4.1.1 Descriptive Statistics.

The table below display the relevant statistics for the assessment criteria, for both modali -

ties and views.

Quality criteria 1. Inspiration. EOS and DX scores (PA & Lateral)
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EOS_1 (PA) 4 3.71 3.66 0.55 3.62 to 3.80 0.05 3 5 4 3 2

DX_1 (PA) 4 3.50 3.43 0.66 3.39 to 3.61 0.05 4 5 4 3 1

EOS_1L (Lat) 4 3.58 3.53 0.55 3.49 to 3.67 0.05 3 5 4 3 2

DX_1L (Lat) 3 3.24 3.18 0.61 3.14 to 3.34 0.05 4 5 4 3 1

37 Patients; 4 observers; 148 independent observations; Valid n: 147

Table 51. Quality criteria 1: Inspiration. EOS vs. DX (PA & Lateral)
EOS and DX, as overall results for Posterior-anterior (PA) and  lateral (L) projections.  
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Figure 66: Quality criteria 1: Inspiration. Box and whisker plot. 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and lateral (_nnL) projections
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4.4.1.2  Criteria 1: inspiration. Significance of the difference of Medians

Quality Criteria 1. Inspiration.  EOS - DX scores (PA & Lateral)

Projection

view

Median

difference
95% CI 

P values

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0 0 to 0.5 > 0.9999 < 0.0001 P = 0.0002

Lat 0.5 0 to 0.5 > 0.9999 < 0.0001 P = 0.0002

Table 52.  Quality criteria 1: Inspiration. PA and Lat. Wilcoxon's signed ranks tests.

Results were statistically significant, with no differences in PA-AP median, but with a small

positive difference for EOS in lateral projection and for both confidence intervals.

4.4.1.3  Criteria 1: inspiration. Independence Test

Quality Criteria 1. Inspiration. EOS vs. DX correlation Kendall's Taub

Projection

view
r τ Taub) 95% CI 

Approximate tests (adjusted for ties)

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0.408446 0.3290 to 0.4878 > 0.9999 < 0.0001 P = 0.0001

Lat 0.392888 0.3159 to 0.4697 > 0.9999 < 0.0001 P = 0.0001

Table 53. Quality criteria 1: Inspiration. EOS vs. DX correlation (Kendall's correlation).

Results are statistically significant,  There is a moderate positive correlation.
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Figure 67. Quality criteria 1: Inspiration.  Ladder Plots PA and lateral 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 

Ladder plots suggest a rather good correlation between both modalities and projections but with a small
advantage for EOS
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4.4.1.4  Criteria 1: inspiration. Interobserver Agreement (Universal R)

Quality Criteria 1. Inspiration. Interobserver Universal Agreement R

Projection R P value

AP EOS 0.206971 P < 0.0001

PA DX 0.115691 0.0046

Lat EOS 0.251868 < 0.0001

Lat DX 0.108172 0.0073

Table 54. Quality criteria 1: Inspiration. EOS and DX Interobserver Agreement R

4.4.2 Criteria 2: Rotation. 
Reproduction of the thorax without rotation and tilting, and true 
lateral projection

4.4.2.1 Descriptive Statistics.

The table below display the relevant statistics for the assessment criteria, for both modali -

ties and views.

Quality criteria 2. Rotation. EOS and DX scores (PA & Lateral)
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EOS_2 (PA) 4 3.47 3.41 0.59 3.37 to 3.57 0.05 2 4 4 3 2
DX_2 (PA) 4 3.63 3.59 0.54 3.54 to 3.72 0.04 3 5 4 3 2

EOS_2L (lat) 4 3.51 3.45 0.61 3.41 to 3.61 0.05 2 4 4 3 2
DX_2L (lat) 4 3.61 3.57 0.54 3.52 to 3.70 0.04 3 5 4 3 2

37 Patients; 4 observers; 148 independent observations; Valid n: 147

Table 55. Quality criteria 2: Rotation. EOS vs. DX (PA & Lateral)
EOS and DX, as overall results for Posterior-anterior (PA) and  lateral (L) projections.  
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4.4.2.2  Criteria 2: Rotation. Significance of the difference of Medians

Quality criteria 2: Rotation.  EOS - DX scores (PA & Lateral)

Projection

view

Median

difference
95% CI 

P values

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0 0 to 0.0 0.0008 0.09996 0.0016

Lat 0 0 to 0.0 > 0.0413 < 0.9963 0.0826

Table 56. Quality criteria 2: Rotation: PA and Lat. Wilcoxon's signed ranks tests.
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Figure 68:  Quality criteria 2: Rotation.  Box and whisker plot. 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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Ladder plot display inferior values  for EOS than for DX

4.4.2.3  Quality criteria 2: Rotation. Independence Test

Quality criteria 2: Rotation. EOS vs. DX correlation Kendall's Taub

Projection

view
rτ Taub) 95% CI 

Approximate tests (adjusted for ties)

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0.482275 0.4079 to 0.5566 > 0.9999 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

Lat 0.356352 0.2751 to 0.4375 > 0.9999 < 0.0001  < 0.0001

Table 57. Quality criteria 2: Rotation. EOS vs. DX correlation 

(Kendall's correlation).

4.4.2.4  Quality criteria 2: Rotation. Interobserver Agreement (Universal R)

Quality Criteria 2: Rotation. Interobserver Universal Agreement R

Projection R P value

AP EOS 0.058131 0.0672

PA DX 0.031084 0.2105

Lat EOS 0.034313 0.1345

Lat DX 0.099471 0.0093

Table 58. Quality criteria 2: Rotation. EOS and DX 

Interobserver Agreement R
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Figure 69. Quality criteria 2: Rotation.  Ladder Plots PA and lateral 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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4.4.3 Criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage. 
Reproduction of the chest must extend from just above the apices 
of the lungs to T12/L1

4.4.3.1 Descriptive Statistics.

The table below display the relevant statistics for the assessment criteria, for both modali -

ties and views.

Quality Criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage. EOS and DX scores (PA & Lateral)
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EOS_3 (PA) 4 3.75 3.70 0.55 3.66 to 3.84 0.05 2 4 4 4 2
DX_3 (PA) 4 3.74 3.70 0.49 3.66 to 3.82 0.04 2 5 4 3 3

EOS_3L (lat) 4 3.72 3.68 0.51 3.63 to 3.80 0.04 2 4 4 3 2
DX_3L (lat) 4 3.49 3.44 0.57 3.40 to 3.58 0.05 3 5 4 3 2

37 Patients; 4 observers; 148 independent observations; Valid n: 147

Table 59. Quality criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage. EOS vs. DX (PA & Lateral)
EOS and DX, as overall results for Posterior-anterior (PA) and lateral (L) projections. 
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Figure 70: Quality criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage. Box and whisker plot. 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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4.4.3.2  Criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage. Significance of the difference of 
Medians

Quality criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage. EOS - DX scores (PA & Lateral)

Projection

view

Median

difference
95% CI 

P values

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0 0 to 0.0 0.5075 0.4026 0.8052

Lat 0 0 to 0.5 0.9996 0.0004 0.0009

Table 60. Quality criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage: PA and Lat. 
Wilcoxon's signed ranks tests.

4.4.3.3  Quality criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage. Independence Test

Quality criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage. EOS vs. DX correlation Kendall's Taub

Projection

view
r τ Taub) 95% CI 

Approximate tests (adjusted for ties)

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0.174255 0.1025 to 0.2459  0.9849 0.0151  0.0303

Lat 0.059358 -0.0143 to 0.1330 0.7673 0.2327  0.4655

Table 61. Quality criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage. EOS vs. DX correlation 

(Kendall's correlation).

4.4.3.4  Quality criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage. Interobserver Agreement 
(Universal R)
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Figure 71. Quality criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage. Ladder Plots PA and lateral 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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Quality criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage. Interobserver Universal Agreement R

Projection R P value

AP EOS 0.12929 0.0082

PA DX 0.02029 0.2772

Lat EOS 0.13322 0.0182

Lat DX 0.06026 0.8667

Table 62. Quality criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage. EOS and DX 

Interobserver Agreement R

4.4.4 Criteria 4: Vascular Pattern. 
Reproduction of the vascular pattern in central 2/3 of the lungs. 
Reproduction of the hilar vessels. 

4.4.4.1 Descriptive Statistics.

The table below display the relevant statistics for the assessment criteria, for both modali -

ties and views.

Quality Criteria 4: Vascular Pattern. EOS and DX scores (PA & Lateral)
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EOS_4 (PA) 4 3.73 3.69 0.49 3.65 to 3.81 0.04 3 5 4 3 2
DX_4 (PA) 4 3.64 3.59 0.55 3.55 to 3.72 0.05 3 5 4 3 2

EOS_4L (lat) 3 3.34 3.29 0.58 3.25 to 3.44 0.05 2 4 4 3 2
DX_4L (lat) 4 3.56 3.52 0.54 3.47 to 3.65 0.04 3 5 4 3 2

37 Patients; 4 observers; 148 independent observations; Valid n: 147

Table 63. Quality Criteria 4: Vascular Pattern. EOS vs. DX (PA & Lateral)
EOS and DX, as overall results for Posterior-anterior (PA) and  lateral (L) projections. 
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4.4.4.2  Criteria 4: Vascular Pattern. Significance of the difference of 
Medians

Quality Criteria 4: Vascular Pattern. EOS - DX scores (PA & Lateral)

Projection

view

Median

difference
95% CI 

P values

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0 0 to 0.0 0.5075 0.4026 0.8052

Lat 0 0 to 0.5 >0.9999 0.0001 0.0003

Table 64. Quality criteria 3: Anatomic Coverage: PA and Lat. 
Wilcoxon's signed ranks tests.

No statistically significant differences of medians were found. A small positive difference in

95% confidence interval may be detected for EOS lateral view.
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Figure 72: Quality Criteria 4: Vascular Pattern. Box and whisker plot. 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections
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4.4.4.3  Quality criteria 4: Vascular Pattern. Independence Test

Criteria 4: Vascular Pattern. EOS vs. DX correlation Kendall's Taub

Projection

view
r τ Taub) 95% CI 

Approximate tests (adjusted for ties)

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0.247802 0.1686 to 0.3269 0.9989 0.0011  0.0021

Lat 0.183464 0.0994 to 0.2674 0.9885 0.0115  0.4655

Table 65. Criteria 4: Vascular Pattern. EOS vs. DX correlation (Kendall's correlation).

A weak significant correlation is present between both modalities for their PA views

4.4.4.4  Criteria 4: Vascular Pattern. Interobserver Agreement (Universal R)

Criteria 4: Vascular Pattern. Interobserver Universal Agreement R

Projection R P value

AP EOS 0.03152 0.2608

PA DX -0.01605 0.6474

Lat EOS 0.15102 0.0015

Lat DX 0.04091 0.1939

Table 66. Criteria 4: Vascular Pattern. EOS and DX Interobserver Agreement

(Universal R)

Weak but statistically significant agreement was present only for EOS lateral view.
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Figure 73. Quality Criteria 4: Vascular Pattern. Ladder Plots PA and lateral 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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4.4.5 Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures. 
Reproduction of fine interstitial structures in the 1/3 periphery of 
the lungs. Including retrosternal space

4.4.5.1 Descriptive Statistics.

The table below display the relevant statistics for the assessment criteria, for both modali -

ties and views.

Quality Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures. EOS and DX scores (PA & Lateral)
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EOS_5 (PA) 3 2.74 2.60 0.79 2.61 to 2.87 0.06 3 4 3 2 1
DX_5 (PA) 3 2.89 2.77 0.74 2.77 to 3.01 0.06 3 4 3 3 1

EOS_5L (lat) 3 2.89 2.73 0.83 2.75 to 3.03 0.07 3 4 3 3 1
DX_5L (lat) 3 2.84 2.72 0.79 2.71 to 2.97 0.06 3 4 3 2 1

37 Patients; 4 observers; 148 independent observations; Valid n: 147

Table 67. Quality Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures. EOS vs. DX (PA & Lateral)
EOS and DX, as overall results for Posterior-anterior (PA) and  lateral (L) projections.  
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Figure 74: Quality Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures. Box and whisker plot. 

EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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4.4.5.2  Quality Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures.. Significance of the 
difference of Medians

Quality Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures. EOS - DX scores (PA & Lateral)

Projection

view

Median

difference
95% CI 

P values

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0 -0.5 to 0 0.5075 0.4026 0.8052

Lat 0 0 to 0.0 >0.9999 0.0001 0.0003

Table 68. Quality Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures. PA and Lat. Wilcoxon's signed 

No statistically significant differences were found

4.4.5.3  Quality Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures. Independence Test

Quality Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures. EOS vs. DX correlation Kendall's Taub

Projection

view
rτ Taub) 95% CI 

Approximate tests (adjusted for ties)

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0.456168 0.3690 to 0.5433 > 0.9999 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

Lat 0.398905 0.3056 to 0.4922 > 0.9999 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

Table 69. Quality Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures.. EOS vs. DX correlation 

(Kendall's correlation).

Statistically significant correlation was present for both views
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Figure 75. Quality Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures. Ladder Plots PA and lateral 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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4.4.5.4  Quality Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures. Interobserver 
Agreement (Universal R)

Quality Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures. Interobserver Universal Agreement R

Projection R P value

AP EOS -0,007744 0,6394

PA DX -0,009898 0.64

Lat EOS 0,006711 0,3653

Lat DX 0,053043 0,0153 

Table 70. Quality Criteria 5: Fine Interstitial Structures. EOS and DX Interobserver

 Agreement Universal R

Poor agreement was present just for lateral DX view statistically significant 

4.4.6 Criteria 6: Fissures. 
Reproduction of fissures major and fissure minor. 

4.4.6.1 Descriptive Statistics.

The table below display the relevant statistics for the assessment criteria, for both modali -

ties and views.

Quality Criteria 6: Fissures. EOS and DX scores (PA & Lateral)
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EOS_6 (PA) 2 1.99 1.81 0.85 1.85 to 2.13 0.07 3 4 3 1 1
DX_6 (PA) 2 2.25 2.03 0.95 2.10 to 2.40 0.08 3 4 3 1.5 1

EOS_6L (lat) 3 2.81 2.63 0.93 2.66 to 2.97 0.08 3 4 4 2 1
DX_6L (lat) 3 2.71 2.58 0.80 2.58 to 2.84 0.07 4 5 3 2 1

37 Patients; 4 observers; 148 independent observations; Valid n: 147

Table 71. Quality Criteria 6: Fissures. EOS vs. DX (PA & Lateral)
EOS and DX, as overall results for Posterior-anterior (PA) and  lateral (L) projections.  
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4.4.6.2  Quality Criteria 6: Fissures. Significance of the difference of 
Medians

Quality Criteria 6: Fissures. EOS - DX scores (PA & Lateral)

Projection

view

Median

difference
95% CI 

P values

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0 -0.5 to 0 0.0031 0.9969 0.0062

Lat 0 0 to 0.5 0.9151 0.0923 0.1846

Table 72. Quality Criteria 6: Fissures. PA and Lat. Wilcoxon's signed ranks tests.

No statistically significant differences in medians were found. A small difference was de-

tected in the 95% CI with postero-anterior DX median over EOS.
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Figure 76: Quality Criteria 6: Fissures. Box and whisker plot. 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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4.4.6.3  Quality Criteria 6: Fissures. Independence Test

Quality Criteria 6: Fissures. EOS vs. DX correlation Kendall's Taub

Projection

view
r τ Taub) 95% CI 

Approximate tests (adjusted for ties)

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0.263618 0.1564 to 0.3709 0.9999 0.0001 0.0002

Lat 0.326519 0.2290 to 0.4240 > 0.9999 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

Table 73. Quality Criteria 6: Fissures EOS vs. DX correlation (Kendall's correlation).

Statistically significant correlation is present with both views,

4.4.6.4  Quality Criteria 6: Fissures Interobserver Agreement (Universal R)

Quality Criteria 6: Fissures. Interobserver Universal Agreement R

Projection R P value

AP EOS 0.210351 < 0.0001 

PA DX 0.223776 < 0.0001 

Lat EOS 0.052382 0.0705

Lat DX 0.072394 0.0383

Table 74. Quality Criteria 6: Fissures. EOS and DX Interobserver 

Agreement Universal R

Weak agreement was present for PA/AP views and lateral DX view.
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Figure 77. Quality Criteria 6: Fissures. Ladder Plots PA and lateral 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections
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4.4.7 Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. 
Reproduction of the trachea and the proximal bronchi. 
Visualization of the trachea from the apices of the lungs down to 
and including the main bronchi.. 

4.4.7.1 Descriptive Statistics.

The table below display the relevant statistics for the assessment criteria, for both modali -

ties and views.

Quality Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. EOS and DX scores (PA & Lateral)
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EOS_7 (PA) 4 3.81 3.75 0.60 3.71 to 3.91 0.05 4 5 4 4 1
DX_7 (PA) 3 3.21 3.17 0.52 3.12 to 3.29 0.04 3 5 3.5 3 2

EOS_7L (lat) 4 3.60 3.55 0.62 3.50 to 3.70 0.05 3 5 4 3 2
DX_7L (lat) 3 3.38 3.32 0.60 3.29 to 3.48 0.05 4 5 4 3 1

37 Patients; 4 observers; 148 independent observations; Valid n: 147

Table 75. Quality Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. EOS vs. DX (PA & Lateral)
EOS and DX, as overall results for Posterior-anterior (PA) and  lateral (L) projections.
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Figure 78: Quality Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. Box and whisker plot. 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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4.4.7.2 Quality Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. Significance of the 
difference of Medians

Quality Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. EOS - DX scores (PA & Lateral)

Projection

view

Median

difference

95% CI P values

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0.5 0.5 to 0.5  > 0.9990 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

Lat 0 0 to 0.5 0.9996 0.0006 0.0012

Table 76. Quality Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. PA and Lat. 
Wilcoxon's signed ranks tests.

A small but statistically significant differences of medians is present of 0.5 of EOS over DX.

No statistically significant differences of medians are present between EOS and DX in lat-

eral view

4.4.7.3  Quality Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. Independence Test

Quality Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. EOS vs. DX correlation Kendall's Taub

Projection

view
r τ Taub) 95% CI 

Approximate tests (adjusted for ties)

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0.323166 0.2593 to 0.3870 > 0.9999 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

Lat 0.199175 0.1153 to 0.2831 0.994 0.006 0.012

Table 77. Quality Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. EOS vs. DX correlation 
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Figure 79. Quality Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. Ladder Plots PA and lateral 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections
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(Kendall's correlation).

A statistically significant is present for both views

4.4.7.4  Quality Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. Interobserver Agreement 
(Universal R)

Quality Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. Interobserver Universal Agreement R

Projection R P value

AP EOS 0.280019 < 0.0001

PA DX 0,114386 0.022

Lat EOS 0.219531 0.0015

Lat DX 0.052439 0.1633

Table 78. Quality Criteria 7: Trachea and Bronchi. EOS and DX 

Interobserver Agreement Universal R

There is weak but significant agreement for both PA/AP view and EOS Lateral view

4.4.8 Criteria 8: Diaphragms. 
Visually sharp reproduction of the diaphragm and costophrenic 
angles, and the whole of both domes of the diaphragm. 

4.4.8.1 Descriptive Statistics.

The table below display the relevant statistics for the assessment criteria, for both modali -

ties and views.

Quality Criteria 8: Diaphragms. EOS and DX scores (PA & Lateral)
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EOS_8 (PA) 4 3.51 3.44 0.68 3.40 to 3.62 0.06 3 5 4 3 2
DX_8 (PA) 4 3.44 3.36 0.69 3.33 to 3.55 0.06 4 5 4 3 1

EOS_8L (lat) 3 3.32 3.26 0.61 3.22 to 3.42 0.05 2 4 4 3 2
DX_8L (lat) 3 3.29 3.23 0.62 3.19 to 3.40 0.05 3 5 4 3 2

37 Patients; 4 observers; 148 independent observations; Valid n: 147
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Table 79. Quality Criteria 8: Diaphragms. EOS vs. DX (PA & Lateral)
EOS and DX, as overall results for Posterior-anterior (PA) and  lateral (L) projections.  

4.4.8.2  Quality Criteria 8: Diaphragms. Significance of the difference of 
Medians

Quality Criteria 8: Diaphragms. EOS - DX scores (PA & Lateral)

Projection

view

Median

difference
95% CI 

P values

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0 0 to 0.0 0.9138 0.0899 0.1798

Lat 0 to 0.5 0 to 0.5 0.7678 0.2578 0.5156

Table 80. Quality Criteria 8: Diaphragms. PA and Lat. 
Wilcoxon's signed ranks tests.

No statistically significant differences of medians were present between EOS and DX
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Figure 80: Quality Criteria 8: Diaphragms. Box and whisker plot. 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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Ladder plots show horizontal correspondence of most values in PA.

4.4.8.3  Quality Criteria 8: Diaphragms. Independence Test

Quality Criteria 8: Diaphragms. EOS vs. DX correlation Kendall's Taub

Projection

view
r τ Taub) 95% CI 

Approximate tests (adjusted for ties)

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0.436551 0.3519 to 0.5211 0.994 0.006 0.012

Lat 0.356839 0.2736 to 0.4400 < 0.9999 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

Table 81. Quality Criteria 8: Diaphragms. EOS vs. DX correlation 

(Kendall's correlation).

Statistically significant correlation is present for both views

4.4.8.4  Quality Criteria 8: Diaphragms. Interobserver Agreement (Universal 
R)

Quality Criteria 8: Diaphragms. Interobserver Universal Agreement R

Projection R P value

AP EOS 0,121626 < 0,0001

PA DX 0,193965 < 0,0001

Lat EOS 0,068226 0.0155

Lat DX 0,170283 < 0,0001

Table 82. Quality Criteria 8: Diaphragms. EOS and DX Interobserver Agreement 

Universal R

Weak statistically significant agreement is present for all 4 views
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Figure 81. Quality Criteria 8: Diaphragms. Ladder Plots PA and lateral 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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4.4.9 Criteria 9: Mediastinum and Spine. 

Reproduction of the spine and paraspinal structures, visualization 
of the retrocardiac lung, mediastinum, sternum and the thoracic 
spine

4.4.9.1 Descriptive Statistics.

The table below display the relevant statistics for the assessment criteria, for both modali -

ties and views.

Quality Criteria 9: Mediastinum and Spine. EOS and DX scores (PA & Lateral)
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EOS_9 (PA) 4 3.73 3.69 0.49 3.65 to 3.81 0.04 3 5 4 3 2
DX_9 (PA) 4 3.64 3.59 0.55 3.55 to 3.72 0.05 3 5 4 3 2

EOS_9L (lat) 4 3.56 3.52 0.54 3.47 to 3.65 0.04 3 5 4 3 2
DX_9L (lat) 3 3.34 3.29 0.58 3.25 to 3.44 0.05 2 4 4 3 2

37 Patients; 4 observers; 148 independent observations; Valid n: 147

Table 83. Quality Criteria 9: Mediastinum and Spine. EOS vs. DX (PA & Lateral)
EOS and DX, as overall results for Posterior-anterior (PA) and  lateral (L) projections.

EOS median were higher than DX on both view.
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Figure 82: Quality Criteria 9: Mediastinum and Spine. Box and whisker plot. 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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4.4.9.2  Quality Criteria 9: Mediastinum and Spine. Significance of the 
difference of Medians

Quality Criteria 9: Mediastinum and Spine.EOS - DX scores (PA & Lateral)

Projection

view

Median

difference
95% CI 

P values

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0.5 0.5 to 0.5 >0.9999 0.0001 < 0.0001

Lat 0.5 0.5 to 0.5 >0.9999 < 0.0001 < 0.0001

Table 84. Quality Criteria 9: Mediastinum and Spine. PA and Lat. 
Wilcoxon's signed ranks tests.

Both median differences for EOS were positive with statistical significance 

Ladder plots suggest a little advantage of EOS over DX for both views

4.4.9.3  Quality Criteria 9: Mediastinum and Spine. Independence Test

Quality Criteria 9: Mediastinum and Spine. EOS vs. DX correlation Kendall's Taub

Projection

view
r τ Taub) 95% CI 

Approximate tests (adjusted for ties)

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0.263675 0.1875 to 0.3398 0.9997 0.0003 0.0005

Lat 0.220146 0.1527 to 0.2876 0.9969 0.0031 0.0063

Table 85. Quality Criteria 9: Mediastinum and Spine. EOS vs. DX correlation 

(Kendall's correlation).
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EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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A statistically significant correlation is present for both views

4.4.9.4  Quality Criteria 9: Mediastinum and Spine. Interobserver Agreement 
(Universal R)

Quality Criteria 9: Mediastinum and Spine. Interobserver Universal Agreement R

Projection R P value

AP EOS 0,226322 < 0,0001

PA DX 0,101835 0,0049

Lat EOS 0,094054 0,0552

Lat DX 0,07235 0,0197 

Table 86. Quality Criteria 9: Mediastinum and Spine. EOS and DX 

Interobserver Agreement Universal R 

A poor but statistically significant interobserver agreement was found for all 4 sets.

4.4.10 Criteria 10: Soft Tissues. Reproduction of the soft tissues 
and fat pads. 

4.4.10.1 Descriptive Statistics.

The table below display the relevant statistics for the assessment criteria, for both modali -

ties and views.

Quality Criteria 10: Soft Tissues. EOS and DX scores (PA & Lateral)

Scores  M
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EOS_10 (PA) 4 3.90 3.83 0.63 3.80 to 4.00 0.05 4 5 4 4 1
DX_10 (PA) 4 3.55 3.51 0.53 3.46 to 3.63 0.04 2 4 4 3 2

EOS_10L (lat) 4 3.44 3.33 0.75 3.32 to 3.57 0.06 4 5 4 3 1
DX_10L (lat) 3 3.20 3.09 0.77 3.07 to 3.32 0.06 3 4 4 3 1

37 Patients; 4 observers; 148 independent observations; Valid n: 147

Table 87. Quality Criteria 10: Soft Tissues. EOS vs. DX (PA & Lateral)
EOS and DX, as overall results for Posterior-anterior (PA) and  lateral (L) projections.  
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EOS lateral views had statistically significant higher median scores 

4.4.10.2  Quality Criteria 10: Soft Tissues. Significance of the difference of 
Medians

Quality Criteria 10: Soft Tissues.  EOS - DX scores (PA & Lateral)

Projection

view

Median

difference
95% CI 

P values

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP 0.5 0 to 0.5 0.5075 0.4026 0.8052

Lat 0 0 to 0.5 >0.9999  < 0.0001 0.0001

Table 88. Quality Criteria 10: Soft Tissues: PA and Lat. 
Wilcoxon's signed ranks tests.

There is no statistically significant difference of medians. A small difference can be de-
tected for the 95% confidence interval in lateral view can be detected for EOS.
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Figure 84: Quality Criteria 10: Soft Tissues. Vascular Pattern. Box and whisker

plot. 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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Ladder plots show  a little advantage of EOS over DX scores

4.4.10.3  Quality Criteria 10: Soft Tissues.  Independence Test

Quality Criteria 10: Soft Tissues. EOS vs. DX correlation Kendall's Taub

Projection

view
r τ Taub) 95% CI 

Approximate tests (adjusted for ties)

Lower side Upper side Two sided
PA-AP -0.032292 0.1686 to 0.3269  0.3414 0.6585  0.6831

Lat 0.503365 0.4269 to 0.5798 0.9999 < 0.0001  < 0.0001

Table 89. Quality Criteria 10: Soft Tissues. EOS vs DX correlation

(Kendall's correlation).

A positive correlation was present between both lateral projections.

4.4.10.4 Quality Criteria 10: Soft Tissues.  Interobserver Agreement 
(Universal R)

Quality Criteria 10: Soft Tissues.  Interobserver Universal Agreement R

Projection R P value

AP EOS 0.108331 0.0021

PA DX -0.01605 0,2224

Lat EOS  0,018087 0.2224

Lat DX -0,00995 0,671 

Table 90. Quality Criteria 10: Soft Tissues. EOS and DX 

Interobserver Agreement Universal R
A poor statistically significant Interobserver agreement was present only for EOS AP view. 
The other three grups ob observation displayed no agreement with very low  scores..
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Figure 85. Quality Criteria 10: Soft Tissues.  Ladder Plots PA and lateral 
EOS and DX results for Posterior-anterior (_nn) and  lateral (_nnL) projections 
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4.5 Imaging findings
Several typical imaging obtained from the subjects of experimental EOS are presented as

samples to show the relevant image findings presented in the statistical analysis. A few ex-

amples of  the image quality  group with  serendipitous findings (see table  21)  are also

shown 

4.5.1.1 EOS Images and Findings 

EOS images look 'different' than common projection radiography images: the thorax has

an unusual thinner shape, and the EOS wider latitude allows displaying densities from the

soft tissues to the spine behind the mediastinum. 

The shape of the thorax in EOS corresponds to the real size without geometric distortion:

EOS images have real size 1:1 square pixels. The original vertical scan plane is perpen-

dicular, orthogonal to the spine without any magnification, and the transverse diameter that

had the geometric  magnification caused by the fan-shaped x-ray beam has been cor-

rected. Vertebral bodies look 'squared' and the intervertebral disk spaces are parallel to

the beam. In normally acquired chest x-ray, magnification and deformation is present and

uncorrected in both planes by a conic projection, but this is seen as the 'normal' shape for

every radiologist. Magnification correction is calculated for an average position and size of

a patient,  with a minification corrective factor. Thin patients,  or  those positioned back-

wards, with less geometric magnifications as they are closer to the detector, may result

with in relatively inferior transverse diameters than obese patients. This thin shaped thorax

can be seen as in figures 86 and 87 of the same patient. As EOS has a wide latitude, fat

soft tissues planes and their interfaces are better depicted, mediastinal and the density of

thick and dense areas, as diaphragmatic domes, does not hide posterior structures.

Figures 88 to 91 illustrate the most relevant features and differences observed on the EOS

vs DX image quality analysis. 

The shape and width of the DX and EOS histograms (figure 92) describes visually funda-

mentals about latitude, postprocessing and noise suppression. 

Figure 93 depicts the lack of motion blur in a fast moving object as a hearth valve in EOS.

This is related to the short line scan time in EOS: 
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Figure 86. 19-year-old. Female Digital Radiography (DR). 
• This is the usual shape of the thorax on projection radiography considered the 

'normal shape', but has a conical projection deformation. Uncorrected 'normal' 
radiography 

• Collimation / patient position are unretouched. No collimation was applied as in most 
DX patients.

Figure 87. 19-year-old Female. EOS acquired radiography.  
• This is the orthogonal projection of thorax, but its looks unusual. It has a 1:1 

projection ratio, with corrected transverse magnification. 
• Collimation / patient position are unretouched. Vertical collimation was applied.
• The wider latitude of EOS can be promptly appreciated, and may have been a 

source of reading bias: the spine is visible in both views, and the diaphragms allow to
the see the posterior costophrenic sulcus.

• Patient positioning needs training, as there is no close contact with the detector.  
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Figure 88. 71-year-old male. Right pneumonectomy. Left: DR; Right: EOS image
• EOS shows structures behind de diaphragmatic domes and mediastinum. 
• The trachea and the main right cut-off bronchus are better seen by EOS.
• At the left base, peripheral Interstitial structures are better depicted by DX.
• Bone margins are well seen by both modalities
• Dense foreign bodies, steel sternotomy sutures, are better seen by EOS
• The inferior limit of the examination area has been set too low in EOS, up to L5 
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Figure 89.75-year-old female.  Lung metastases. Left: DR image. Right: EOS image.
• A small nodule (< 10 mm.) is present at the left costophrenic angle. 
• It can be better identified by EOS (Dot marker in EOS).
• The patient position is slightly bent to the left, only in EOS, so it's not a real scoliotic 

curve. In the EOS prototype the patients had no contact with the detector or other 
support, standing in the center of the gantry. 

Figure 90.58-year-old male. Lung carcinoma. Left: DR and Right: EOS image.
• A large nodule, fissures and fine linear pleural images or discoid atelectasis can be 

seen by both modalities.
• The fine interstitial texture at the left lower lobe is best seen by DR
• The venous catheter is better depicted by EOS than by DR
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Figure 91.69-year-old Female. Interstitial lung disease. Left: DR ; Right: EOS image.
• The diffuse interstitial fine pattern and nodules is better demonstrated by DX).

Figure 93. EOS lateral view. Mitral valve prosthesis 
• A subtle wavy pattern can be noticed along the twin 

contours of the valve ring, caused by the line delay, 
and cardiac movement along the time of the EOS 
linear scan. It distorts the valve less than expected.

• The two mobile discs are not imaged as they were by 
DR 

Figure 92. Typical histograms for DX (left) and EOS (right) images
• DX has several filters applied, enhancing resolution and suppressing noise
• EOS has its full 65535 values while DR 4095 has a cut-off in gray-levels 
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5 Discussion

5.1 Clinical feasibility
The EOS prototype has been able to used in a clinical environment, generating good qual-

ity images, and fulfilling European Quality Guidelines for chest radiography, and complying

with adult reference doses. In the current study.(310,383,384,390,391) 

Few examinations were repeated after incorrect centering. This is caused because the pa-

tient is not in contact with a detector surface as in planar radiography but standing (or

seating) in the middle of an open vertical gantry. In two patient scan span was set too short

and required a new acquisition The EOS repeat rate was 13.5%, but concentrating most

incidences in the first half of the experimental period, so centering issues were reduced in

cooperative adult patient Reported repeat rates for digital modalities are up to 13.3% for

installed DR systems (392)  No motion artifacts were detected in EOS chest exams, as

has been reported in other EOS settings. (46)

The acquisitions were performed in AP view, because it  was the standard position for

spine acquisition and because it was may allow better communication with the patients,

but this position results in up to 8 times higher radiation dose to the breasts and up 4 times

higher radiation dose to the thyroid. It is feasible to place the patient in PA rather than AP

in EOS examinations as this has proved that does not compromise image quality,.(349) 

5.2 EOS Dose
Assessment was performed following  CEC quality criteria of diagnostic radiographic im-

ages and patient exposure trial (393). On the 18 TLD measures done during DR and EOS

exam for the frontal and lateral views quality collected data was insufficient. Only 2 PA and

12 lateral DX examination TLDs had collected evaluable doses. The rest had doses below

the minimal evaluable measurement threshold. Thus, we had too few TLD values of the

frontal views to provide significant results. However, lateral TLD measurements are shown

in the results table below to give an idea of the dose ratio between the two modalities. The

number of final analyzable TLD measurements was insufficient to provide a good analysis

of the dosimetric ratio between the two modalities with this method. However, the calcula-

tion of the kerma free in air (entrance dose without backscatter) for the both modalities al-

lows us to compare them for the two incidences. 

Concerning the front view, the mean dose received at the entrance of the patient was 4.5
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times superior when the EOS system was used than when the DR system was used. For

the lateral view this mean ratio was 1.8. The entrance dose was significantly superior with

the EOS device for the two incidences. This can be explained by the fact that acquisition

parameters were set automatically on the EOS device according to 3 main morphotypes,

whereas for the DR device an automatic cell managed the necessary dose for each case.

So the dose received during the DR exam was the minimal dose needed to obtain a cor-

rect radiograph according to the settings of the automatic cell. For the EOS device this op-

timization was not implemented yet, and it is possible that the acquisition parameters set

was over what they should have been to obtain an equivalent image quality.

The table below compares the values found from the two modalities evaluated with the EC

diagnostic reference levels for chest imaging defined from the third quartile of European

surveys. A supplement of approximately 30% should be added to the entrance doses (free

in air) calculated in our study compared with the entrance surface doses which take into

account the backscattering.

EOS DR EC 

Doses

in mGy

Mean Entrance

Dose free in air

Entrance 

Surface Dose

Mean  Entrance

Dose free in air

Entrance Sur-

face Dose 

Reference

Dose (mGy)

Front

view 

0.22 

(min= 0.16 –

max=0.35)

0.29

(min= 0.21 –

max=0.45)

0.05

(min= 0.02 –

max= 0.14)

0.07

(min= 0.03 –

max=0.18)

0.3

Lateral

View

0.31 

(min= 0.18 –

max= 0.41)

0.40

(min= 0.23 –

max=0.53)

0.17

 (min= 0.05 –

max= 0.77)

0.22

(min= 0.07 –

max=1)

1.5

Table 91: Measured doses with EOS, DX, and EC reference entrance doses 

Once this comparison to the EC reference level done, we can estimate that the entrance

dose obtained for EOS the lateral view was at less 3 time lower than the EC reference

level. However, considering the frontal view the EOS entrance surface dose was much  to

the reference level dose. This dose is in the range of current EOS spine dose. (344)

The EOS prototype was engaged in a continuous development. Further assessment on

the same EOS prototype performed in Montreal already found a lower ESD of 0.09 mGy

per view (330)

Current reported EOS spine doses are 0.069 mSv for the PA projection and 0.1, with an air

kerma of 0.18 and 0.33 mGy for PA and lateral views. (349) 

Dose Reference Levels (DRL) are recommendations taken from the value of  the third

quartile of a European dose study, but they nowadays fall over the operative doses of all
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normally operated current systems.(394)Additional DRL standard are required for pediatric

patients, differentiating the segments of age/body size (395). Prematures are a special

subgroup subject to repeated studies at neonatal intensive care units (NICU). As it hap-

pens in any x-ray exam broad intercentre differences are present also for chest examina-

tions. (383,396–398) 

5.3 Detector Performance

5.3.1 Collimation. EOS Dose utilization factor. EOS Tube tilting

Horizontal collimation is fixed in the EOS prototype bearing to a large exposure area. Nev-

ertheless, vertical collimation has been better in the EOS than in the DR group. In the DR

group most patients were done without collimation adjustment: The horizontal field size for

DR was less than EOS not by active collimation but for the physical detector size (43:45

cm).

Poor horizontal collimation is not a real problem for a slot scan device as EOS; behaving

differently of full-field radiography systems it has much less scatter radiation. In EOS, the

beam is orthogonal to the detector in the vertical and should adjusted to cover the exit skin

contacting the detector, while its horizontal plane is conic segment. In opposition, DR is a

full-field system where the conic x-ray beam irradiates a somewhat smaller entry skin area

but opens the cone towards the detector. This may justify part of the over-coverage, but it

has systematic, in the vast majority of cases, and should be attributed to the poor exam

procedure. Poor collimation is a common problem in radiography conveying unnecessary

exposure out off the area under examination, adding unnecessary exposure, increasing

blur, and reducing image quality. (399–401)

The system performance is based on the spatial resolution, the dose utilization factor and

the detected dose. A narrow detector collimator (Cd ) results in a better spatial resolution,

but lowering of the dose utilization factor and consequently of the detected dose. The de-

tected dose will be in proportion to the object collimator opening Co. Besides, it will de-

pend on the angle function F (angle), relating the x-ray photon flux to the direction of emis-

sion. Detected intensity is a function of tube angle and object and detector collimator open-

ing configurations. 
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To minimize the ripple in EOS and prevent already known alignment and vibration prob-

lems, the collimation at the exit of the x-ray tube is set to produce a larger illumination area

than the actual detector slit width. Unfortunately, this has a dramatic effect on the DQE

since a relatively large portion of photons contribute to the dose without participating in im-

age formation. (330,331)

Anode heel effect is a consequence of the angled anode surface facing the output window.

The X-beam is inhomogeneous along the anode surface, being attenuated by the anode

material itself. The x-ray beam is less intense in the anode side than at the cathode side.

The range of intensity depends on the manufacture but for normal medical applications

can be less than between 85 to 104%, and can be noticed while making use of lateral por-

tions of the X-ray beam in full field radiography, when collimators are full open. This asym-

metry may be applied when body thickness is of different thickness along the field, as in

lumbar spine imaging, where the image should be done with the cathode side oriented to

the more think lumbar area. The opposite should be done for full-length lower limbs' radi -

ography, where the thick part is the upper side of the legs. In small images, or collimated

beams, the heel effect is less noticeable.(10,14,402–404)

EOS needs a high output X-ray tube, high thermal capacity, but needs a small focal size.

This apparent reduced focus size may be achieved by a small negative tilting of the x-ray

tube (towards the anode side), but it may compromise x-ray output as described. The ap-

parent size of the focal spot is a function of the tube tilting as follows:

h = sin( ϕ −α )/sin( ϕ )* [0°focal spot size]
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Figure 94:  Effect of reducing the focus size and fore collimation gap.
The combination of a small focal spot with a narrow collimation gap

generates less undesired penumbra. 
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Several test were done by the EOS team, with a final focal spot size and collimation pro-

viding the best balance on the largest fraction of the usable dose.

Table. Collimation and tilting configurations

Config. Angle Co Cd Fraction of 

useful dose

Detected 

intensity

Quality fac-

tor (UA)

(1)

(2)

(3)

5.0 °

6.5 °

7.0 °

500 µm

250 µm

250 µm

500 µm

500 µm

250 µm

34.7%

57.1%

33.3%

0.75

0.45

0.23

0.26

0.25

0.08

Table 92. Collimation and x-ray tube tilting configurations: 5º with 500 µm selected.

Configuration with narrow detector collimator opening (250 µm) looks very beneficial as re-

gards spatial resolution but remains the least effective as regards the dose utilization factor

and above all the detected intensity. Configurations tested and selected are presented in the

Table 92. Experimentation demonstrated that the 250 µm object collimator opening (2 and

3 test configurations) makes x-rays detection highly sensitive to minor focus deviations on

the anode track, resulting in low quality radiological images.

The research done later on this same EOS prototype in Montreal (CA) showed worst per -

formance of the detector, that was attributed to beam misalignment between the focus, col-

limators,  and detector. These problems were already observed along the experimental

phase, after the EOS prototype was disassembled in Paris, transported to Brussels and re-

assembled to run spine and chest experiments. The re-calibration procedure was pro-

longed, generating a project delay that even forced to cancel the already scheduled addi -

tional transportation and experimentation in Barcelona. The transportation and reassem-
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Figure 95: Effect of X-ray tube tilting on focal spot size
The negative tilting reduces the focal spot, but the heel effect makes that the

x-ray output has less intensity linked to the degree of tilting and the
absorption of some of the x-ray photons by the anode target itself. 
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bling of the prototype in Montreal may well have contributed to additional misalignment.

The effective spatial  resolution was found in Montreal  to be 1.5 lp/mm at 20%. and 1

lp/mm at 40%, less than was tested in the original installation in Paris. Simulations have

also confirmed that resolution in the scan direction could be greatly improved by using a

tighter collimation, that will require a X.ray tube capable of higher load. (331)

The presence or absence of noise can be traced visually as graininess in homogeneous

areas as adipose soft tissues or air background. It can also be described by variability of

density values in otherwise uniform black/air areas of the image. Noise can suppressed by

image filtering. In the EOS prototype no post-processing was applied for noise suppres-

sion. In addition, edge enhancement filters may have been applied contributing to improve

the perceived spatial resolution. The effect of noise suppression can be seen in figure 96.

The DR modality, as all commercial imaging systems, has several proprietary image pro-

cessing automatic methods automatically applied to all images, that clean noise and en-

hance borders.The comparative images presented in figure 96.shows the degree of noise

that can be suppressed in a DR flat panel. (75)

EOS has undergone several improvements since the prototype trial period, and its dose
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efficiency has improved, with its effective resolution is brought down to 193 µm by 185 µm

for the frontal view and to 179 µm by 185 µm in the lateral view. The dynamic range has

been reduce by a half to over 30,000. (285,330,331,344,348)

5.4 Image quality assessment
The methodology used was similar to other contemporary studies (234,405), Based on Eu-

ropean guidelines in image quality (310,383,393) and CE criteria (384,393). Visual grading

studies are considered as solid as free-response forced error (FFE) experiments. FFE and

ROC analysis are methods suited to compare known lesions resolution between different

imaging methods. (75,406–408)

An abstract of image quality results comparing both modalities is presented in table 93 

• EOS has higher scores in 14 of 20 scores, where 7 are statistically significant

• DX has higher scores in 6 of 20 scores, where 2 are statistically significant

Quality Criteria : Aggregated Results 

Median/95% CI Correlation Agreement
Scored Item AP LAT AP LAT AP LAT

1 Inspiration EOS EOS yes yes poor poor

2 Rotation DX DX yes yes - poor
3 Anatomic coverage EOS EOS yes - poor poor
4 Vascular pattern EOS DX yes yes - poor
5 Fine interstitial DX EOS yes yes - poor
6 Fissures DX EOS yes yes fair poor
7 Trachea and bronchi EOS EOS yes yes fair fair
8 Spine and mediastinum EOS EOS yes yes poor poor
9 Mediastinum EOS EOS yes yes fair poor
10 Soft Tissues EOS DX - yes poor -

Table 93. Aggregated Image Quality Results. Best scores  
EOS and DX, significant results for Posterior-anterior (PA) and  lateral (L) projections.

Bold text marks statistically significant results.  

EOS account for an advantage in positive scores, but detected differences are very small,

with confidence intervals for differences of medians of 0, and with 95% confidence inter-

vals from 0 to 0.5. So it can be said that for the both views, image quality proposed by the

two devices was approximately equivalent.

5.4.1 Interobserver agreement.

The image quality study considered the assessment of interobserver agreement. Intraob-
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server agreement was set out of the scope of the assessment of the EOS prototype as

only  a  reading session  per  reader  was scheduled along the  short  experimental  chest

phase. No training session was undergone by the 4 observers, who worked independently

in three different hospitals. These two factors that may contributed to the poor overall inter-

observer agreement. 

A shortcoming of the reading sessions was that Image masking, as hiding large parts of

the image by an opaque mask, was not performed. EOS, as happens in other comparative

imaging modalities studies, has image characteristics that can be identified as being from

a certain origin, so readers may be able to recognize the modality of origin and may have

a biased score, as it has been reported by Tingberg. (409) Masking was not feasible in this

study, as general aspects of the complete image should be reviewed. 

Reading sessions were performed with optimum reading room lighting of approximately

50–80 lux, under a dark room condition (1 lux) but this settings are considered to not affect

the reading detection ability. (410) Readers were invited to use any routine workstation tool

while reviewing the sets of images (75,408,411–413)

Nevertheless, detected score differences are very small, with confidence intervals for dif-

ferences of medians of 0 in most scores, and a few of 95% confidence intervals from 0 to

0.5. So it can be said that for the both views, image quality proposed by the two devices

was approximately equivalent.

Interobserver agreement was poor as it happens when non-parametric, categorical, image

quality scores are assessed. The Universal R agreement behaves as a weighted Kappa

when data are at least ordinal as in this study. Interobserver and intraobserver agreement

between EOS and radiography results are better when simple parametric data, as angles

or pelvic measurements, were assessed (366). 

5.5 Conventional Wide Latitude Chest imaging techniques

5.6 Screen-film derived imaging
Screen film was the traditional method of chest imaging but it does not have an adequate

dynamic range for representing the density values between the lung parenchima, soft tis-

sues and denser mediastinal or the lung superimposed to dense diaphragmatic domes ad-

equately. Asymmetrical dual speed intensifying screen where the last and best approach

by conventional screen-film systems but where replaced by digital modalities, namely CR.
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The details of conventional screen-film imaging of the chest, that was the reference tech-

nique till the advent of current flat panel detectors, has been described extensively in the

literature and will not be discussed specifically in this work. It will be referenced when it ac-

counts to be relevant along the different sections discussing digital modalities. Neverthe-

less, three less common techniques addressing the challenges of imaging the chest are

presented: high kilovoltage, slot imaging, and beam equalization.

5.6.1 High Kilovoltage Techniques

The wide differences on densities between the mediastinum and lung fields have been a

challenge for chest radiography. Beam equalization, discussed later, was the most suc-

cessful approach, but high kilovoltage techniques were also used in several recognized

imaging centers. 

High kilovoltages between 240 kVp and 350 kVp where used 50 years-ago looking for ad-

vantages in visualization over conventional radiography techniques, as the visual  wide lat-

itude, unattainable at that  moment by means of the available screen-films combinations.

Using high kVp, chest radiography was improved by more uniform bone visibility that over-

lapped the lungs, better visualization of soft tissues, areas, better mediastinum penetration

and depth resolution, better visual response by a flattened gray-scale (achieving 20:1 light

intensities range). Applied to a series of 16000 patients, radiation dose was 1/3 of the 120

standard kVp and the retake rate was lower. The advantages of high kilovoltage where

better visualization of pulmonary nodules, airways, interstitial and alveolar disease, and

dense areas as infra-diaphragmatic areas, or obese patients.  Among the disadvantage

were increased quantum mottle, loss of calcium visibility, general loss of bone texture as

rib detail, and low visibility of catheters. (414,415)

5.6.2 Slot imaging of the chest 

To reduce scatter anti-scatter grids have been used for its advantages of simplicity and ef-

fectiveness, but theses grids attenuates a substantial fraction of the primary x-rays by as

much as 30– 50%, resulting in a significant loss of information and an increase of relative

noise level in the image. Therefore, to compensate for the attenuation of primary x-rays by

a grid, the entrance exposure must be increased to preserve the quantum noise level.

Slot-scan methods have been an alternative by using a collimated narrow fan beam to

scan the patient. Research has shown that when a proper slot width is selected, the image

contrast-to-noise ratios (CNRs) from the slot-scan technique are better than those from

conventional  full-field  radiography with  an anti-scatter  grid.  The second issue that  has

been long recognized is that low x-ray photon flux in heavily attenuating regions results in
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a poorer image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), leading to degraded visualization of low-con-

trast objects. The technical limitation in conventional chest radiography arises from the

wide variation in patient thickness between various body parts, while exposures are rou-

tinely made to optimize the contrast in the lung areas. This leads to the exposures in areas

such as retrocardium, mediastinum and subdiaphragmatic areas falling outside the useful

exposure range for conventional SF radiography (31,51,416–420)

This approach is what the analyzed EOS device is applying, but using a narrower collima-

tion than in any previous modality (0.5 mm).

5.6.3 AMBER

AMBER was a scanning slit chest device manufactured by Kodak in Oldelft, Netherlands

that solved several of the issues of dose and image resolution by sequentially scanning

the chest by a quickly equalized X-ray beam. Equalization was achieved by a linear array

of ionization chambers behind the patient that modulate the x-ray exposure along the full

chest acquisition. Their typical working parameters were 117 kVp and 280 mAs for PA ex-

aminations and 140 kVp for lateral examinations, with an entrance skin dose by TLD of

0.16 mSv (0.088 to 0.260 mSv), (231). 

AMBER was found to give the best image quality followed by computed radiography and

conventional film-screen radiography (421,231,422–424)

This technology vanished by 1997 (last FDA application form) when the progress of com-

puted radiography and DR flat panels in addition to the requirement of digital images for

PACS.  Olfel-Digidelca  started  manufacturing  CCD -slot  based  s-ray  systems  in  1998:

Digidelca-C and Digidelca-M, that finally became Thorascan, a linear CCD scanning de-

scribed later.

5.7 Chest Digital Imaging Modalities

5.7.1 Computed radiography

Computed radiography, storage phosphor imaging, is still the most used digital radiogra-

phy technology. Delivering resolutions between 2,5 to 5 lp/mm it allows the practice of

chest x-ray examinations in any x-ray device originally manufactured for legacy screen-film

cassettes. Conventional radiology has been replaced in developed countries by digital ra-

diology modalities, more frequently by CR it is able to provide equivalent or better image

quality. (215,239,217,425,426,249,250)

Image quality studies have proven image quality equal or better to asymmetrical screen-
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film systems that were considered superior to standard screen-film combinations

Comparative dose evaluation studies shows that the EOS scanner delivers 6 to 9 times

less entrance dose than a CR system when applied to comparative full  spine studies.

(344). A study reported a mean entrance surface radiation dose for the postero-anterior

spine and lateral spine acquisitions of 0.23 and 0.37 mGy, respectively, with EOS, com-

pared with 1.2 and 2.3 mGy, respectively, for CR, resulting in a 5- to 6-fold reduction of ra-

diation dose. (347)

Comparative dose studies between EOS and CR in chest applications are not available.

While  storage phosphors introduced approximately  twenty-five years ago is still  widely

used, it is being replaced by flat panel systems in most hospital applications in western

countries as DR is able to provide better quality, less dose and high thoughput. (425,427–

431)

5.7.2 Digital Radiography

Digital  radiography (DR) refers nowadays almost  exclusively  to  amorphous-silicon flat-

panel  detectors,  as selenium detectors have a marginal  market  penetration in spite  of

they  feature  several  physical  advantages.  DR  flat-panel  are  manufactured  with  pixel

pitches ranging from 70 to 200 µm, with resolutions of 150-100 µm for general or chest ap-

plications (4-5 lp/mm), and with mammography applications using the lower end of this

range. DR has a high detective quantum efficiency of approximately 65% that exceeds that

of  screen-film  (24%)  and  storage  phosphor  systems  (35%,  21%  for  HR  systems).

(71,251,275,432)

In terms of dose and image quality on digital amorphous-silicon flat-panel detector for rou-

tine chest radiography, at the Ghent University (BE) with the same device model (Siemens

Thorax FD), the doses were lower for the flat-panel system than the conventional system

in both views. For the PA, the ESD was 66.8 µGy versus 199.0 µGy. For the lateral view,

the skin dose was 346.7 µGy for the flat-panel system (aSi+CsI) and 1,286 µGy on the

Thoramat (Selenium) unit (234,405). Another group at University of Heidelberg (DE) reach

the conclusion that dose measurements with a chest phantom also showed a dose reduc-

tion of approximately 50% with the digital  radiography system compared with the film-

screen radiography system. The image quality and the visibility of all but one anatomic

structure of the images obtained with the digital flat-panel detector system were rated sig-

nificantly superior (377) Dose reductions with the same flat panel where also reported by a

research done the University Hospital in Regensburg (DE) (375)
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The main departmental advantages of DR are its high throughput, as cassette and film

handling are absent, and high reliability as they lack moving parts. DR detectors have bet-

ter resolution than CR, and its linear response is better at low dose than both CR or sele-

nium detectors. The flat-panel detector has diagnostic performance superior to that of con-

ventional screen-film and storage-phosphor radiography also in skeletal applications for

detecting small artificial bone lesions at standard or reduced exposure settings, thus It al -

lows reducing exposure by 50% but obtaining diagnostic results comparable to conven-

tional speed class 400 screen-film systems. The image quality of CR is similar to that of

DR only at high dose levels; Image quality of DR proved to be superior to CR, in  particular

for low contrast details and if dose is reduced. The image quality and visibility of anatomic

structures on the images obtained by the flat-panel detector system were perceived as

equal  or  superior  to  the  images  from  conventional  film-screen  chest  radiography.

(232,234,379,405,433–436)

Comparative dose studies between EOS and DR in chest applications are not available.

Few comparisons are available between DX and EOS devices in other. Full-length lower

limb radiographs and whole spine radiographs of a standard digital radiography system

were compared with radiographs of a biplanar X-ray system by Dietrich (2013); The stan-

dard digital radiography system has the same detector than in this work. Dose for EOS

was  the  40%  of  the  dose  delivered  by  the  DR  system  (158.4±103.8  cGy*cm2 vs.

392.2±231.7 cGy*cm2), and the examination time for 2 views of the spine was significantly

shorter (-30%). (437)

For  clinical  radiology practice,  it  is  important  the examination time as  it  may limit  the

throughput of any examination room; the median time of examination of the chest was 18

minutes, 8 minutes and 6 minutes for conventional S/F radiography, CR and DR respec-

tively. This reduction ratio happens in most anatomic regions with few variations: the me-

dian time of examination for ankle radiographs were 22 minutes, 7 minutes and 5 minutes

for conventional S/F, CR and DR respectively. An additional 30% time can be saved by in-

tegrating the radiology information system (RIS), PACS with the worklist at the modality.

(221,248,392,438,439)

Images the digital selenium chest system provides better visualization of most anatomic

structures than the phosphor system. Lateral images show an almost equal preference.

Digital radiography (DR) based on a flat-panel detector technology is progressively replac-

ing conventional screen-film system and computed Radiography radiographic (CR). 

Reasons for that are the continuously improved detective or dose efficiency of the detector
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systems and an improved image processing. The new direct detector systems have the

largest potential for dose reduction while storage phosphor and selenium radiographs are

usually obtained with a dose comparable to that of a 400 speed system. 

The diagnostic performance of the new large-area silicon flat-panel detector is equivalent

or superior to that of the conventional screen-film system for clinical chest imaging and can

replace conventional radiography systems. This new technology offers transmission and

storage possibilities inherent to digital radiology that would facilitate daily practice and re-

duce the initial high costs in the long-term. 

The introduction of digital flat-panel radiography systems based on amorphous silicon and

cesium iodide have been an important step forward in chest imaging that offers improved

image quality combined with a significant reduction in the patient radiation dose.

Nevertheless,  DX detector  presents  a narrow range of  densities,  not  only  respect  the

65500 gray-levels of  EOS, but by the design of the Trixell 4600 detectors with 16000 gray-

levels. It  may be theorized that is being done as noise suppression.

Considering its advantages in image quality, dose, and clinical performance, DR systems

are considered the gold standard for radiographic exams.

5.7.3 Linear CCD scanning - Thorascan

This modality is the evolution of the electromechanical slot-devices manufactured by Delf-

Kodak described previously. It is manufactured since 2000, by Nucletron-Delf Imaging, but

the first unit was not installed until 2002 at the Bronovo Hospital (The Hague, the Nether -

lands). The technology is based in slot x-ray scanning. A 10 mm-thick fan-shaped x-ray

beam performs a linear scan of the chest, mechanically paired with a linear detector, an ar-

ray of 8 CCDs. The detector has a thallium-doped cesium iodide scintillator with a thick-

ness of 0.5 mm used to convert the x-ray image into visible light with fiber-optic coupling.

The system delivers a resolution of 162x162 µm, 2736x2736 pixels, over an area of 44x44

cm, with a modulation transfer function (MTF) at 15%, 3.2 line pairs/mm, and detective

quantum efficiency (DQE) of 60%. It provides a high-resolution mode 162x81 µm, with a

MTF at 5% and 5 line pairs/mm. The local exposure time is of 20 msec avoiding move-

ment blur. The system requires two x-ray expositions, a downward pre-scan where the de-

tector measures the transmission through the chest, and an upward actual acquisition that

lasts 1.2 sec. The system provided a comparable performance and visibility index to other

contemporary digital systems but with a higher dose (Thorascan 8 to 9.8 mGy (133 kVp),

Siemens FD 3.2 mGy, GE Xqi: 6.2 mGy, and Agfa CR: 6.8 mGy). (55,44,440,425) 
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As in the case of EOS, the system does not require a grid. When compared to a full filed x-

ray system with a high efficiency grid, the scatter fractions with the slot detector is reduced

from 70%-80% at the level of the mediastinum to 30%-40%, and in the lung fields from

40%-45% to 13%. The scatter in the full-field system may reach 86%-91% at the denser

mediastinal or subdiaphragmatic areas. So, the reduction of scatter with the slot system

was between the 47% and 57% at 120kVp. The anti-scatter grid is a 13:1, focused at 180

cm, with 78 lines per centimeter of 20  µm lead strips, and aluminum interspace (Mitaya

Manufacturing, Tokyo, Japan). The measured dose in this study also showed a small ad-

vantage of full field flat panel device in front of the CCD (0.017 mSv vs .028 mSv in PA,

0.038 mSv vs. 0.068 in lateral views. (441) 

Another low-dose linear CCD scanning device is Lodox Statscan (Lodox, Sandton, South

Africa), initially intended for full body skeletal trauma surveys. The system is a C-arm that

slides along the examination stretcher at 138 mm/sec that is also able to perform standing

studies in children. The lineal detector is composed for up to 5800 elements of 60µm, that

be combined to provide resolutions between 1.6 and 4.1 lp/mm. Chest exams can be com-

pleted with 0.26 mGy (72% of the conventional dose), but while the mean digital dose

(skeletal) was 0.33 mGy. The system allows full body pediatric studies with 0.061 mGy or

0.039 mGy with added aluminum filtration. These reported dose levels were close to those

of the EOS prototype. Recent publications describe further successful applications of Lo-

dox devices in ventriculo-peritoneal shunts follow-up, vascular studies, foreign body as-

sessment, and children tuberculosis screening. (442–446)

5.7.4 Selenium Digital Scan equalization

The Imaging Physics department of the University of Texas have developed a slot scan

digital radiography (SEDR) prototype implemented with an commercial amorphous sele-

nium full field flat-panel .as a detector (DirectRay, Hologic, Inc., Newark, DE). The detector

is exposed sequentially to narrow fan beam width of 1.61 cm at the image plane, and 0.2

sec per scan line. A computer-controlled scanning fore-collimator system was mounted at

the output of the x-ray tube to generate a narrow fan-shape beam (3.58 mm). Several iter -

ations of the design have been done that have tested with phantoms. On of them added

modulation requires a pre-scan image acquisition and has modulation only for 7 channel,

but they have announced a new prototype with 24 channels.  (272,420,447,448)

5.7.5 Other Micromegas Detectors in Medicine 

Several multiwire ionization chamber detectors, with similar internal configuration to the

EOS Micromegas prototype, both with micro-wires or with printed strips, have been de-
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signed for intended applications medical field  (54,326,449–45). At least one of these de-

vices has been reported in routine clinical use in chest imaging as a low-dose screening

diagnosis tool for tuberculosis screening (450). The miniaturization of the Micromegas con-

cept to the size of integrated CMOS microchips; as the successive generations of multi-

pixel (“Medipix, Timepix and Medipix3”) has opened new lines in radiation, particles and

medical research. These small devices have several characteristic for X-ray imaging: en-

ergy discrimination, noiseless digital integration (photon counting), high frame rate, high

detection efficiency at low energies (5–15kV), being able to respond to a single photon and

with a virtually unlimited dynamic range. Medipix3 is being already used in micro-CT de-

vices as MARS, (60-120 kVp, 20-350 μA, helical scan) where it provides submillimeter

spatial resolution (110 μm pixel pitch) and spectral resolution for atomic characterization,

allowing in vivo images with anatomic and molecular quantification (MARS Bioimaging Ltd,

Christchurch, New Zealand). The next step, edgeless microchips that can be tiled together

as detector panels without gaps, are already tested. Therefore, the development large full-

field radiography gas-based detectors can be foreseen. (314,451–456) 
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6 Conclusions 

6.1 EOS usage in a clinical setting
The system showed a reliable mechanical movement and a linear response over the range

of exposures intended to be used in diagnostic imaging. In 4 of 37 cases a lateral cut-off

caused by incorrect standing positioning at the center of the examination area; three pa-

tients required a repeated acquisition for technical reasons. In all patients, images con-

veyed the major landmarks and were usable. No blurring or motion artifacts, more suscep-

tible to occur in scanning slit devices, were detected. 

6.2 Assessment of Dose delivered to patients
Radiation dose with the EOS prototype, that only had a reduced of fixed exposure settings

and was not optimized for chest imaging, conveyed a dose superior to dedicated chest DR

flat panel system, with automated exposure (0.22 vs 0.05 mGy for PA; 0.41 vs 0.24 mGy

for lateral projection). However, the radiation dose calculated with the EOS device was be-

low to the EC reference level for frontal and lateral chest imaging (0.3 and 1.5 mGy).

6.3 Detector Performance
The measured DQE and MTF (< 1.5 lp/mm) values of the EOS system are lower than the

nominal and expected value (2.5 lp/mm), and is less than the nominal and measured val -

ues of flat panel digital systems (3-4 lp/mm). The DQE and MTF estimation of large area

detectors is often conducted without any antiscatter grid. This leads to performances that

are better than those that would be obtained in a clinical context where such a grid is used

most of the time. However, EOS' wide latitude (65500 gray-levels), scatter-free acquisition,

and derived improved contrast resolution, allows EOS to maintain a comparable perfor-

mance to DX in image quality scores. The resolution was shown to be dependent on beam

quality in the horizontal direction but almost unaffected in the vertical direction. The scan-

ning slit geometry of the EOS system has been a very efficient way to deal with diffused

radiation but may lead to other problems. Ripple and quantum noise, tied to a low SNR,

are present in EOS images and have not suppressed by image post-processing, as in DX;

ripple may be attenuated by controlling vibration resonances and by normalizing each line.

Vertical line artifacts require a better control of noisy channels. To improve image quality,

the noise level should be reduced to an optimum value. 
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6.4 Image Quality Assessment
Both modalities are able to comply with European Standards for chest image quality. The

overall results in image quality confer to EOS a small, but statistically significant, advan-

tage over DX, even most median values are the same. This advantage appears can be

found the mean values and 95% CI of the medians more than in median differences. 

EOS outperforms DX in most items (14:6 items), but more in the lateral view. EOS scores

with statistically significant results in: Inspiration lateral, anatomic coverage lateral, intersti-

tium lateral, trachea and bronchi in both views, and mediastinum in both views. DX outper-

forms EOS in fissures postero-anterior, soft issues lateral. 

Interobserver agreement has been poor for most scored items reflecting the difficulties of

subjective visual quality grading. Nevertheless, the score differences were small and all

scores indicated that all images were clinically usable. Correlation between matched pairs

was present, suggesting than the poor observed agreement was related to the subjective

personal scoring scales of each rater. Further interobserver and intraobserver agreement

should be assessed in the future.

Further research will be required to assess the performance and quality assessment if new

optimized dose parameters were applied. 

6.5 A preliminary assessment of pathologies
In the reduced set of patients with known lung pathologies, EOS has been able to render

representative sample of chest lesions as pulmonary masses, alveolar densities, thin lin-

ear densities, interstitial disease, thickened septa, pleural lines, normal or thickened fis-

sures, or lung metastatic nodules, with morphology and detail comparable to those pro-

vided by the state-of the-art DX system. 

Further investigation should be done to verify the diagnostic performance of EOS in the di-

agnostic of chest diseases.

This initial study on the EOS prototype concludes that this imaging modality, originally in-

tended for low-dose skeletal imaging, complies the minimum requirements and has the po-

tential to include in its applications chest x-ray imaging. Nevertheless, additional dose re-

duction is required to compete with current dose levels of flat panels detectors. This im-

proved EOS device with better MTF and lower dose will require further assessment.
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10Annex

10.1 EOS Acquisition Software Console 

The software at the EOS prototype provided an interface to control the start and end of the

linear acquisition scan, controls the X-ray tube scanning parameters, and provides a work-

list interface for image identification, acquisition, storage and transmission. 
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Figure 97: Main control window at operator's console of the EOS 1 prototype (2005)




